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Dear Jerome: 
May 9, 1980 
Please allow me to summarize our findings and progress to date as work 
is proceeding on your noise control program at Mill No. 152. Also, I will 
use this opportunity to put on paper other thoughts and recounnendations, 
some of which we have previously discussed. 
Hearing protection has been evaluated for several of the worst cases 
at your mill. This was done by the so-called "two-sigma" method. 
Basically it takes the levels found, subtracts off the published attenua-
tion that the plug manufacturer supplies, and then adds two standard 
deviations back for a safety factor. Picking a plug to use involves not 
just getting one with high attenuations, but also low deviations. This all 
assumes that the plugs are fitted and worn correctly. 
Originally, I looked at the Apex (white) V-51R type plugs (these are 
made by several manufacturers and are of U. S. Air Force origin) and the 
Willson Sound Silencer (black) . These were the plugs you were using when 
I first started coming down. At some point though, the Norton Com-fit and 
another make of V-51R were ordered, as it was not realized that plugs are 
different. Connie Hanson was asked to stick with these plugs until an 
evaluation could be made of their effectiveness. 
A chart enclosed indicates various ~rotected levels which were 
calculated from conservative octave band samples of the noise. Corres-
ponding dBA (Overall) levels are indicated. See example of evaluation 
sheet enclosed, too. 
From these data we can rate the plugs as: 1) E-A-R best; 2) V-51R 
better (several makers - Apex and Fibre Metal included); and, 3) Com-fit 
good. 
AN EGIUA!. EM?l.OYMENT/ EOUCA T ION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
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Connie was supplied with prices and order information and asked to 
order the E-A-R disposable plug. She indicated on April 2nd that they had 
been ordered. There are several other disposable type plugs on the market, 
too, but this is indeed one of the best at the present time. Besides 
excellent attenuation, it is more comfortable for the wearer and will, 
hopefully, be tried, worn and liked. Another real "plus" for this type 
plug is that it is malleable, and does not have to be individually fitted. 
This, of course, is one reason for its superior attenuation. 
It is a good idea to have several types of hearing protection 
available to your employees. By picking one type or another, they feel 
that they are more a part of the decision. For this reason, keep the V-51R 
and the Com-fit plugs available, too. These plugs do, however, require 
that Connie, or someone, "fit" them. She was also asked to order a small 
ball-ended sizing device and to obtain other sizes of these plugs. You 
have had only mediums in stock. The V-51R comes in a total of five sizes 
(extra-small, small, medium, large, extra large). The Com-fit comes in 
three (small, medium, large). 
Some experience in canal s1z1ng will best dictate just what sizes of 
plugs should be kept on hand. I have learned that black people have smaller 
ear canals than white people, on the average. This indicates that it would 
definitely be advisable to stock smaller sizes. 
A set of muffs were available to the planer technician and planer 
infeed operator during my very first visits with you. They are not there 
now. Since protected levels inside the planer enclosure are not below 90 
dBA, then it would be best to provide additional protection for these 
workers or others who go into the planer enclosure. No one should be 
exposed to over 115 dBA (as often exists in the planer enclosure) 
unprotected for any length of time. I am seeking a strap which can be added 
to your Continental hard hats to hold "flip-down" muffs. With this, 
personnel who normally wear plugs can flip these muffs down for use inside 
this enclosure (in addition to plugs). 
I would like to urge, again, that baseline audiograms be done. I did 
recontact Jim Hankla at the Ware County Health. Department as you requested 
on March 24th. His prices have not changed since those mentioned in my 
letter of November 6, 1979, to Alan Humphrey. This information and a 
discussion of the need to fix the room up for the tests was discussed with 
Ed Hester during the week of March 24th. Hankla needs about a two week lead 
time. He also will come in on a Saturday, if desired. As I mentioned to 
you, the OSHA IHFOM (see enclosure) recommends a sixteen hour quiet time 
just prior to testing. Since this is impractical, be sure that the workers 
are wearing their hearing protection during the day of the tests. Try to 
test on Mondays and early in the day. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
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I've asked several workers at random if they had had an audiometric 
(hearing) test when they were employed or since they have been employed. I 
have not found anyone who has had them. Since the baseline is especially 
important, I would reconnnend Hankla (or whoever) do the tests on everyone 
employed who ever has reason to go past your office area. At such time as 
controls are instituted, then tests can be eliminated for the "quiet" area 
people, or people who become sufficiently protected by controls. 
Hankla does a conscientious, thorough job, I think. For his money I 
think he tries to give a lot of motivation to the employees, too. E-A-R 
(and others) have free-loan motivational films which can be worked into 
this same testing period time, if desired, or used at later safety 
meetings. 
Please continue to encourage your supervisors to wear hearing 
protection. I think that their example is worth a lot! Workers (at least 
when I'm around) appear to be pretty consistent in the wearing of their 
protection. 
I, myself, have not seen your mill's written safety policy, such as 
the one which must exist for hard hat usage. A written policy for hearing 
protection usage should also exist - and be made known, too. It might 
parallel the hard hat rules - maybe three violation allowances with 
warning, suspension and dismissal. Both plugs and hats protect the worker. 
We all know how very desirable it is to wear hard hats; it's demonstrated 
almost daily. Noise damage risk is not nearly as immediately obvious to us 
because any damage occurs so slowly. This kind of written policy can go a 
long way toward demonstrating serious management resolve toward solving 
noise problems. Make OSHA aware that such a policy is in effect and is 
enforced when they visit. 
As part of the above policy, it would be good to issue plugs as well 
as hard hats to all visitors. The disposable ones will be good for this. 
And for goodness sakes - don't anyone show OSHA (or other type) 
inspectors around without hearing protection being used by the inspector 
and the person accompanying him . 
Page IV-16 of the IHFOM mentioned above (enclosed) contains the four 
points which appeared in OSHA's letter to you sometime in the Fall of 1979, 
I believe. I think they sent that letter to everyone who had been 
previously cited for noise. 
I have never received a copy of your citations. This has been 
requested from the start, and I know you called Savannah on it. Maybe they 
got lost in the mails???? I am still quite willing to go to the Savannah 
'" 
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OSHA office. I mentioned this to Ed Hester on April !st or 2nd when I was 
down. Also, I tried on April 7th to reach you at home, as well as on April 
8th at the office, to find out your desires. 
You are probably doing this, but it would be a good idea to document 
the time and money which you and your people spend dealing with noise 
control implementation - discussions, building enclosures, plugs ordered, 
safety meetings, audiometric testing, etc. I have mentioned this to 
Connie. 
Measurements have been made for general layout purposes of the planer 
mill, chip-n-saw mill, and band mill. Measurements and layouts have also 
been made of the planer enclosure and all three trim saws. Photos of 
several existing enclosures and machines have been made. 
Letters have been sent to the makers of your equipment for any 
suggestions that they may have for noise abatement at the source, including 
any pre-made enclosure for retrofit. 
A large percentage of the task levels required for the initial (before 
treatment) dose computations have been recorded with Type I equipment on a 
graphic level recorder and calculated. A partial listing of these 
equivalent levels is enclosed for your information. These levels, as well 
as supporting details, will ultimately be included in the initial exposure 
profile report. Some delay has been experienced, as might be expected, 
because of the band mill shut down, an inadvertent mill shut down because 
of a railroad chip car shortage, or just normal downtime, hangups, etc. 
Every effort is being made to utilize field time to your best advantage. 
I recognize that your mill, as others, must react to adverse nationwide 
housing market conditions, and I hope these conditions improve soon . 
Interviews were conducted by Sherman Dudley and me with you and 
various supervisors to determine reasonable worker task times - that is how 
long workers did each task. This is still ongoing, especially in regard to 
setting downtimes and cross-checking for accuracy. Shift changes have 
probably aggravated this effort some becau~e of personnel changes and 
getting out of the "routine" day. 
Limited audio dosimeter surveys have been done. The one instance 
where it was done all day gave lower results than the OSHA data I've seen -
probably because quieter running lx4's happened to b~ in-work that day. 
More extensive dosimeter surveys could yield knowledge of downtimes. 
Concurrently, as work is continuing to fill in these task levels, we 
are beginning to move to look at designs for source treatment, initially in 
the planer mill. A general observation of previous efforts at control by 
~' 
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enclosures is that the enclosures did not have any absorption and were not 
heavy enough to withstand just normal sawmill wear-and-tear (as at the 
chip-n-saw trim saw). It could be that absorption, previously installed, 
has come off and was not rep laced. The importance of enclosure hole 
minimization seems to have been generally understressed, too. 
I have made notes of many items which need attention, noise-wise, as 
task level measurements were being made - such as air exhausts, booth 
disrepair, etc. I feel that it is best to hold these at least until initial 
levels are completed, otherwise we can't document any improvement. 
Your planer enclosure seems to be basically well made with quite 
sufficient transmission loss for the most part. It's integrity is 
compromised, however, by leaks at the doors, the lower transmission loss of 
the 2'x4' observation window near the infeed man, and any unnecessarily 
large openings for infeed and outfeed. 
One of my first recommendations of treatment in the planer mill area 
is to add absorption material inside your planer enclosure. This is 
necessary to reduce reverberant buildup inside the enclosure. This, in 
turn, enables the massive part of your enclosure to do its job even better, 
and lower the levels outside the enclosure, as well as inside it. A minimum 
of 50% (~800 sq. ft . ) and a practical maximum of 75% (~1,000 sq. ft.) of the 
total inside enclosure surface area should be covered to be effective. 
A most effective long-term material to use inside the planer 
enclosure is Owens-Corning l" Painted Linear Glass Cloth Board. Besides 
fulfilling acoustical requirements, this material is resistant to dust 
penetration. The impregnation of sound absorbing material with fine wood 
dust creates a potentially hazardous fire or explosion problem. It is 
highly recommended that wood dust accumulation, even with this material, 
be monitored and periodically removed. Its cost is high: 1/1/80 price 
$1.60 per sq. ft. in small lots thru Hazlehurst Lumber and Supply Co., Inc . 
The acoustical performance of this material improves as it is spaced 
further from the wall. Apply the 4'x8' she~ts to the walls on top of a 
previously installed 2"x4" stud wall, 2' on centers. See sketch. Do not 
feel like every square foot of area has to be covered (such as near outfeed 
cross-over stairs or within l' of infeed hole on the inside) but try to 
cover the 800-1,000 square foot limits above. For the ceiling, just attach 
the board directly to the plywood with large-headed nails, such as is used 
to attach roofing paper. Do not space it out as the walls. Do not obstruct 
any sprinkler heads. This work should be done with the planer off. Be sure 
to orient the material correctly with the painted linear surface facing the 
planer and the linear lines vertical. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
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There is often a reluctance (usually encountered) to the installation 
of such material as above due to its cost. Owens-Corning 6" or 3 1/2" 
fiberglas building insulation (R-19 or R-11 respectively) has the kind of 
acoustical properties desired, BUT the disadvantages to its use is that 
fine wood dust will impregnate the material, lower its absorption 
effectiveness, and create a fire or explosion hazard. Consider these 
disadvantages. If you and your insurance people feel that this material 
can be monitored for dust accumulation satisfactorily and can be period-
ically cleaned off somehow and/ or rep laced as acous t ica 1 and safety 
requirements dictate, then use it. A drawing is enclosed suggesting that 
a 2"x6" stud wall be constructed inside the enclosure to accouunodate the 
material. A light 1/2 - l mil tedlar or mylar film sheet, as well as a mesh 
or screen could later be added to the grid work, if it becomes necessary to 
protect the material. A 2"x6" framework is reconnnended for either 611 or 
3 1/2" material, since an added protective film is less degrading 
acoustically if it does not touch the fiberglas . Cost runs about $.30 per 
sq. ft. for the 6"x23" Kraft-backed roll. Install it with the insulation 
facing the planer; to do otherwise will seriously drop the absorption 
coefficients in needed frequencies from 500 Hertz up. 
Upgrade the planer infeed operator's 2'x4' observation window . 
Remove the existing, poorly attached piece of Plexiglas. Clean up the 
window frame and install a piece of 1/4" laminated safety glass at the 
inside location where the old Plexiglas was. Seal it well with a 
rubberized caulk and reinstall the molding strip securely. Clean the 
window. The risk of breakage is probably greatest from the outside, so 
install a clean piece of clear 1/411 Plexiglas or Lexan at the outer window 
molding location. Seal well as before and secure with molding strips . All 
materials are available from PPG Industries, Inc., P. 0. Box 3397, Station 
A, Savannah, GA 31413, phone 912-234-2286. Approximate costs per square 
foot are: glass - $3.90, Lexan - $8.94, Plexiglas - $4.58. (PPG in Macon 
has prices 10-30% lower on these items.) I believe I've seen a sheet of 
Plexiglas 1n the maintenance area behind the Chip-n-Saw mill. Also, you 
may find the existing Plexiglas window okay for reuse. See drawing. 
In the above case, we will count on the sheet of glass to regain the 
acoustical integrity of this window. Lexan; while expensive, is a newer 
material by GE, which is said to be more scratch resistant than Plexiglas. 
It is not felt that the Lexan MR4000 coating is worth the additional cost. 
A protective screen could be put over either or both of these sheets, but 
easy access for cleaning .would be necessary. Providing a small shelf at 
this location would give the infeed man a place to put wrenches, pry bars, 
glasses, etc., instead of against the window. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
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Other treatments presently being considered for the planer mill 
include a "silenced" tunnel to the planer enclosure, better door sealing, 
improved barriers at infeed/outfeed holes, a partial enclosure for the 
planer infeed mechanism, a "total" trim saw enclosure, and a barrier wall 
improvement at the hog. 
The OSHA man had asked Ed about the possibility that the A-20 infeed 
man feed from the other side of the infeed conveyor from the breakdown. He 
probably saw that St. Regis, Lumber City, does this on their A-20. This 
would lower his levels some, but not help nearby workers. Besides, your 
infeeder needs to get to the mechanism a lot, as well as go into the 
enclosure. If, however, you think this is a feasible thing to do, let me 
know soon, as I'm looking at workable infeed mechanism enclosure designs 
now. 
Lastly, I would like to be able to "educate" someone at your mill 
along the lines of noise control and just what is important. Perhaps as we 
get into implementing some things Sam Carter will be this person. I 
suppose that maintenance will do a lot of it. This will not only be 
necessary in implementation, but can, I think, be very cost effective for 
you on a long term basis - such as when monitoring enclosure degradation or 
attacking new problems in years to come. In other companies, I'm finding 
that most productive, mutually satisfying progress is made when there is 
one co-ordinating individual who I can communicate with who has some time, 
interest, and the management backup to be involved in noise work at the 
mill. 
I will call you in a few days after you have had a chance to digest 




George ~· Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Off ice 
r-1 
Q) 
Approx. Protected Levels r-1 > 
r-1 Q) 
OPERATOR CONDITIONS C1l ...:l With Plugs Correctly Fitted 
H 
Q) < 
6~ E-A-R V-51R Com-fit 
Band Mill Edger Operating 106 77 82 88 
Band Mill Trim Saw Operating 101 70.5 74.5 81.5 
Planer In feed Feeding 109 78.5 84 91.5 
Planer Out feed/Grader Operating 105.5 75.5 80 87 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Operating 97 67 72.5 79.5 
Planer Technician Inside Planer 125.4 95 100 107 
Enclosure -
w/Lumber 
C-n-S Trim Saw Operating 99 6 7 .5 72 78.5 
The attenuation provided by each of the plugs looked at averaged approximately 
as below: 
1. E-A-R disposable 
2. Type V-51R 
3. Norton Com-fit 
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. Field Operations Manual, U.S.D.0.L 
, /urce: . Indus.trial .Hygiene 
OSHA Instruction CPL 2-2.20 
Apr n 2. 1979 
Office of Field Coordination 
(4) Existing noise and/or vibration controls. 
(5) Source(s) and characteristics of the no 1se ( f.e. 
fan noise--discrete and broad band components, 
continuous or noncontinuous). 
· (6) Feasible engineering controls. 
c. Building Data. 
(1) Size and shape of the roan. 
(2) Layout of equipment, work stations and break 
areas. 
(3) Surface •aterials (e.g •• ceil fng/steel• walls/ 
cinder blodti floor/concrete). 
(4) Ex 1st ing' acoust fcal treatment. 
(5) Feasible 1coust fcal treatment (if known). 
(6) Noise frCll other sources (spill-over noise). 
(7) Presence of barriers. enclosures, etc. 
d. Employer Data. 
(1) What has been done to control the noise (e.g., 
consultants, plant noise monitoring, controls 
implemented, etc.)? 
(2) What ts planned in the future? 
(3) Are administrative controls utilized? How are 
they enforced? 
(4) Hearing Conservation Program. 
(a) Use of Hearing Protection. 
1 - Is use mandatory and enforced above a no f se dose of SOS? l ooi? 
IV-8 
..... ;a 
OSHA Instructfon CPL 2-2.20 
Apr i1 2, 1979 
Office of Fie1d Coordination 
2 Has correct use been demonstrated to al 1 
employees exposed to noise in excess of 
the standard? 
3 Does the company supp1y hearing 
protection? What fs supplied? Who 
ma fnta fns ft? 
( b) Mon it or fng Aud fometry. 
1 - Are basel fne audiograms obtained after · 16 hours of quiet? 
2 How often are audiometric tests 
perfonned on noise-exposed employees? 
3 Is the audiometer calibrated and are the 
tests performed by trained audiometric 
techn ic fans? . 
4 How is the audiometric data used? 
a 
b 
Are emp1oyees with abnonnal 
audiograms retested after 16 hours 
of quiet and/or referred to an 
otolaryngolog fst or qual if ieo 
physic fan? 
Are audiograms used to biologically 
mo~ftor the effectiveness of the 
he~ring protection? 
2. Evaluatfon of Hearing Protection. 
a. OSHA standards place primary emphasis on engineering 
and adminfstratfve controls in 1ight of the inherent 
def fc ienc ies of hearing, protect ion. However, the 
Industrial1 Hygienist shall determine the effectiveness 
of the hearing protection when used as an interim 
measure unt fl eng fneer ing 'Or adm in is trat fve controls 
have corrected the hazard, or where controls have been 
determined to be fnfeasfble. 
IV-9 
Source: .Industrial Hygiene Field Operations Manual, U.S.D.O.L. 
OSHA Instruction CPL 2-2.20 
Apr 11 2. 1979 
Office of Field Coordination 
b. For compl 1ance purposes, a minimally effective hearing 
conservatfon program consists of the following items: 
. ., 
(1) A ~set ine..audiogram for all employees exposed to 
no se levels equal to or fn excess of the standard. 
(2) Periodic aud1ogra_~ for each overexposed employee. 
(3) 
(4) 
Analysis ~f audiogram resylts with retesting 
and/or referral to an otolaryngologist or qual i-
.fied physician when a significant threshold shift 
· occurs. A sign ifkant shift w111 be considered to 
be equal to or greater than 20 dB at any test 
frequency. 
NOTE: If hearing loss has been determined to be 
occupationally related, the loss fs required to be 
recorded on the OSHA Fonn 200. 
·' 
Where tnsert ear pluru; .. or custan-molded devices 
,S2.ther tflan self-fitteq, malleable plugs are 
utilized, individual employee fitting shall be 
conducted by a _trained person, and employees sha 11 
be il!S tructed in the care and use of the devices. 
c. Audiometric testfng guidelines are detailed in ANSI 
SJ. 6-1969 "Spec if icat ions for Audiometers". The 
audiometric booth guidelines are contained in ANSI 
SJ.1-1960 "Criteria for Background Noise in Audiometer 
Rooms". · 'Where the empl ayer' s aud 1ometer test fng 
program contains deficiencies (compared with ANSI 53.6 
and 53.1) to the extent that an i8'1Ployee is placed at 
an increased risk of hearing fmpafnnent. the Industrial 
Hygienist shall consult with the ARA for Technical 
Support. 
d. Caution must be appl fed when citing for the hearing 
conservation program. , The intent of the citation 
should be to establish a good. workable program. 
Deficfencies other than those just outlined above shall 
be brought to the attention of the employer. If the 
progrllll is not in canpl iance, the resulting citation 

































EQUIVALENT TASK LEVELS 
Task Description 
Break Room/Lunch Room 
Rest Room 
Stick Man, Pl, Near .Breakdown Working 
Planer Infeed Lift Operator, P2, Cycle 
Planer Infeed, P3, Feeding 
Planer Infeed, P3, Idle 
Grader (Nearest Planer Outfeed), P4, Grading 
Grader (Nearest Planer Outfeed), P4, Idle 
Grader (Away From Planer Outfeed), PS, Grading 
Grader (Away From Planer Outfeed) PS, Idle 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Grinding Room 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Planer Enc, w/Lumber 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Planer Enc., Running 
w/o/Lumber 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Op., P7, Cutting 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Op., P7, Idle 
Dry Puller (Nearest Trim), PS, Operating 
Dry Puller (Nearest Trim), PS, Idle 
Dry Puller, P9-12, Operating 













































































EQUIVALENT TASK LEVELS 
Task Description 
Package Man, Pl3, Operating 
Package Man, Pl3, Idle, Nearest Puller 
Ticket Man, Pl4, Banding 
Ticket Man, Pl4, Marking 
Planer Outfeed Lift Op., PlS & Pl6, Cycle 
RR Car Tie Down, P17-la, Tieing 
Round Table Man, Pl9, p/u at Table 
Round Table Man, PIS, p/u at Trim Saw 
Planer Mill Sup., P21, Office in Trailer 
Outside Dry Kilns at Outfeed End 
Planer Mill Maintenance Man, Ml2, at Work Table 
Stick Man, Pl, p/u at Conveyor 
CNS Operator, C6, Cutting (in Booth) 
CNS Edger Op., C7, Cutting 
CNS Trim Saw Op., ca, Cutting 
CNS Trim Saw Op. Helper, C9, Cutting 
CNS Operator, C6, Idle (in Booth) 
CNS Edger Op., C7, Cleanup and Idle 
CNS Trim Saw Op., ca, Idle 
CNS Trim Saw Op. Helper, C9, Idle 
No. 1 Tipple Op., ClO, Operating 
No. 2 Tipple Op., Cll, Operating 
Band Mill Edger Op. Helper, B2, Idle 
Band Mill Edger Op., B3, Idle 















































































EQUIVALENT TASK LEVELS 
Task Description 
Green Sort Line (Grd. Nearest BM & CNS), Cl4 
Millbri.ght Area, P6, Operating 
Stacker Op., Sl, Operating 
Stacker Op., Sl, Idle 
Stacker Transfer Op., S2, at Conveyor 
Stick Layers, S3, Operating 
Stick Layers, S3, Idle 
No. 1 Kickout Op., C4, Normal Op. 
No. 1 Slasher, C3, Idle in Booth 
No. 1 Slasher, C3, Operating 
No. 2 Slasher, CS, Operating 
No. 2 Slasher, CS, Idle in Booth 
Stick Making Machine, Infeed, Operating 
Stick Making Machine, Outfeed, Operating 
Lift Op., Green Lumber to .·stacker, Cl6, Cycle 
Jib Crane Op., Cl, Operating & Idle 
Band Mill Edger Op., B3, Operating 
Headrig Operator, Bl, Cutting in Booth 
Headrig Operator, Bl, Idle in Booth 
Task Levels 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
£NGIN££RING EXTENSION lABOllATOllY 
c.n1ul W.P, Alu Offke 
1111 Fonylh Slntl 
Svlle 112 
'· 0 . Boa 5105 
M&on, c-..orp. 3120I 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
May 15, 1980 
Here are three copies of the "idea sketches" for the Salem A-20 in feed 
mechanism enclosure. 
As we discussed, it is not final and should be looked at critically -
especially with regard to: 
1.) Everyday production practicality and "usability". 
2.) Long-term sturdiness and ability to withstand everyday 
sawmill wear-and-tear. 
3.) Cost, e ase of construction. 
4.) The back side - should it be larger -
easier access to motors, belts, etc.? 
could come off with this in place and 
say as a walk-in for 
I think the guards 
shut up tight. 
The more input the better, from the worker up! 





Ge orge H. Lee, Direc tor 
Central Georg ia Area Of fi ce 
AN EOUAl. eMPl.OYMl!NT / EOUCA T ION Q PPOl'>TUNtTY INSTITUTKJN 
___ ,,
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
lNGIN[lRING £XT£N5'0N LA90RATORY 
Centnl Geors!A ArN Offlc:e 
1111 fonydl SltMc Hay 15 1 1980 
s..tce 111 
r. 0. Boa .SIOS 
M.con, Geor~ ll lQI 
Ms. Connie Hanson 
Purchasing Agent 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Connie: 
As you requested yesterday, listed below are the areas or op~rating 
stations where one or more air exhausts need quieting; approximately in 
order of their impact on the worker's noise exposure. In some cases this 
is a primary source and if it is eliminated, could result in no hearing 
protection being required. 
l. Chip-n-saw mill edger operator. Severely impacted by air exhaust 
noise almost on him. 
2. No. 1 kickout booth, below it. Several exhausts in this area have 
silencers, so maybe its just a matter of maintenance attention. The valve 
is made by Modernair Corporation. 
3. Under No. l and 2 tipples, 1 or 2 locations. This affects the 
tipple operators, as well as the sorters on the ground. 
4. Band mill edger. One or two locations. 
5. Stacker building. l or 2 exhausts under the conveyor. 
6 . Planer mill bander. Signode seal feed banding machine exhaust 
(Model AMP 34, Size 3/4, Signode Corporation, Chicago). I am checking into 
this one with Signode. 
7. I had noted an air exhaust coming from near the jib crane impacting 
the band mill. This may or may not be the same on as at the No. l kickout. 
8. I think there is air exhaust at the planer infeed conveyor, but I'm 
not certain. It's not evident now because of other more predominant 
sources. 
AN l!OUAL l!MPl.OYMl!'NT IEOUCATIQN OPPORlUNITY INBTIT\.ITION 
Ms. Connie Hanson 
Continental Forest Industries 
May 15, 1980 
Page 2. 
Information on various types of silencers available is enclosed. 
Also, here is your copy of the safety rule s back. 
GHL:msz 
Enclosures 
cc: Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
LNGINEERING EXTENSION LADORA lORY 
Ccnrr.11 Gewsl• Ar .. Office 
1111 fonv1h S1ree1 
Suit• 112 
P. 0. Bo• S IOS 
Mxon, Geursl• )1208 
Mr. J~rome U. Rogers 
Pl.'.lnt Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P . 0. Box 416 
llazl~'hurst, C/\ Jl')J9 
Dear Jerome : 
August 11, 1980 
Attaclwd an' copies of sketches and o th (' 1· f orms of n '. commr:1irl;1t 1011 s 
for noise control in your planer mill. Specifically, they are: 
l. Drawi11g of A-20 planer infeed shutter. 
2. Drawing of A-20 planer lined outfecd Lunnel with cu rtain s . 
J. Listing of seven items for upgrading the acoustica l integri t y 
of the infeed side of the planer mill trim saw. 
4. Drawing of typical acoustical abs o rption pane l a s m(;:t1Lionul 
in it0m 3 listing . 
5. Or ;1wit1g of typical absorption pa1wl mounting dct.:.iils as 
menti0nr d in item J listing. 
Let me stress that, while I 
rt:'a so nable ll1 L':1sur~s, please do not 
practicality or advisability of items 
sawmill . 
am recommending what I think <H•! 
hesitate to quest ion/d iscu ss the 
in light of your experience aro11nd a 
l look forward to working with Reimer Bland in the implemc .. tntion of 
tllese and other noi s e control items. 
CHL:msz 
Encl os ures 
cc: Mr. Shcnnan L. Dudley 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Dire c tor 
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Recommendations for upgrading of the acoustical integrity of the infeed 
sid~ of the planer mill trim (Irvington-Moore): 
1. Install blank steel continuous (or piano type) heavy duty hinges to the 
existing hinged steel panels which are hanging vertically on the infeed 
side of the planer mill trim saw. This will necessitate assuring that 
these panels are not bent, but more nearly flat. 
2. Weld two lengths of unequal leg steel angles onto each separate panel. 
These angles (2~ x l~) must be parallel and spaced to accept absorption 
panels which will slide into place between them. Additional short 
lengths of the same angle are used as support and may be installed first 
as locators for the longer angles which will run horizontally. Spacings 
and legs should accomodate the panels described elsewhere. 
3. CtJt pieces of 3/4" plywood to appropriate rectangular dimensions . . Border 
them completely on one side with 2" x 2" pine material, attaching well 
with either nails or wood screws. 
4. Using large headed roofer's nails (as used to 
means) attach the recommended sound absorbing 
within the 2 x 2 border. A snug fit is good. 
face out. 
attach felt) (or other 
material to the plywood 
The white side should 
5. To the top of the 2 x 2 border, attach the recommended perforated metal. 
This material is intended to slow down the deposit of dust on the 
sound absorbing material. 
6. If additional protection ( as from thrown blocks) is deemed necessary, 
add expanded metal accross in front of the absorption material, welding 
it to the small legs of the angles. 
7. Old conveyor belting is an available and effective means of minimizing 
infeed or outfeed hole areas in enclosures. The heavier the belting 
in pounds per square foot the better. Obtain a strip of belting which 
will be wide enough to cover the notches in the lower portions of the 
steel panels on the infeed side of the trim saw as well as extend down 
to about half the depth of a 2 x 4 as it runs through. Cut the strip 
into l' lengths. Slit these l' lengths every 2", maybe using a band saw, 
for about half the width of the piece. Install the l' sections side by 
side in at least three places on each l' section with l" edge distances. 
Install on the side of the steel panels toward the planer (not toward the 
saws). The purpose of the l' lengths is to allow easier replacement 
of small torn or pulled-off sections without replacement of the entire 
length of belting. The slits provide more flexibility of the belting 
to eliminate any hang-up problems. 
.-
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATlANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION LABORATORY 
Ccn1r1I ~Arn OffQ 
1111 f onylh Sueet 
Suite 112 
P. 0. Boll !105 
M.on, Georsl1 J1208 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager · 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. O. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
August 15, 1980 
As you requested, enclosed are sketches indicating those '~igh risk'' 
noise area workers I would suggest for audiometric testing. 
As you know, the baseline audiogram is for "all employees exposed to 
noise levels equal to or in excess of the standards. 11 This includes those 
who equal or exceed 100% doses . (That is to say - don't fix your attention 
on 90 dBA, but on doses. If a man is only exposed to 100 dBA for five 
minutes, and the rest of the day he is under 90 dBA, then he would not be 
in excess of the standard, even though he was exposed to levels over 90 
dBA.) 
The people indicated for testing are those who now appear to me to be 
getting either over 100% or borderline 100% exposures per the 90 dBA cutoff 
law. 
Maintenance and . cleanup peoples' exposures, I have not generally 
addressed, as you know, although you will note the maintenance man in the 
planer mill (in citation) and some cleanup people mentioned. 
The man near the pianer mill hog amd trim saw (although I have not done 
any exposures since he is not your employee) should be tested at his 
employer's expense. I ~ill be glad to call this employer if you like. 
N.ote that the plant superintendent and his supervisors, as .well, are 
suggested for testing. 
No one in the stacker department needs te$ting, based on my 
recordings. 
I would suggest that any new employees to work in these "high risk" 
areas be tested, too, until such time as controls eliminate the need . 
AN e~ P;FU)YM£NTIEOUCA 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
August 15, 1980 
'Page 2. 
Please recall the suggestion from the OSHA field operations manual 
that sixteen hours of quiet time expire immediately prior to testing. I 
think that proper plug usage can suffice here if necessary, prior to 
testing. Also, copies of the audiometric test records should be maintained 
in your local off ices for documentation. 
In reality, baseline audiograms are used for future comparison to 
periodic audiograms. This is their intended use - as monitors for an 
effective hearing conservation program where plugs are required. I would 
hope that it would be decided to include periodic testing in your plans at 
some future date. 
Mr. Bland and I had a good day, I thought, as we got to know one 
another and discuss control requirements and possibilities in most areas, 
particularly those in the planer mill area as the first area of attack. 




cc: Mr. Reimer Bland 
Mr. Sherman L. Dudley 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGIN.EERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION LABORATORY 
C.ntrll Ge~ AIU Offkt August 26, 1980 
1811 fonyth Str .. I 
Suite 112 
'· O. Boll 510$ 
~on. Georai. 31208 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. O. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
As you requested, I contacted Jim Hankla to schedule audiometric 
testing for your personnel. This will involve the approximately forty 
employees we have identified. 
Hankla agreed to Monday. September 15, 1980. I will notify him of 
your working hours (7-5:30) with the anticipation of beginning the tests 
as soon as possible that morning. He thought all of the people could 
be tested (at the rate of about five per hot1r) that day IF someone is 
waiting when the preceding person is finished. 
His work will be done at the rate of $6.00 per test and will include: 
a.) pure tone testing; b.) tympanometric testing; c.) individual 
interpretations; and d.) a summary. No travel expenses are to be 
charged. 
A purchase order should be sent to: 
Mr. James W. Hankla, Audiologist 
Ware County Board of Health 
604 Riverside Drive 
P. O. Box 1946 
Waycross, GA 31501. 
Originally we had planned to use the "computer room" to do the 
testing. Since originally cqecked, however, this room has grown noisier 
(as regards the low levels needed for this testing) with the addition 
of the Coke machine, the refrigerator. the computer terminal, and the 
copying machine. 
Checks were made again of the computer room, your office, and Connie's 
office. The terminal has to be used for l~-2 hours on Mondays to send out 
payroll, I understand. Let's plan to move the Coke machine, copying machine. 
and refrigerator/microwave to the reception area again for this day. 
AN e0UAL eMPl.OYMENT/EDUCATlON CPPOATUNITV INSTITUTION 
..... , .· 
Mr. Jerome B. Ro~ers 
Continental Forest Industries 
August 26, 1980 
Page 2. 
During the terminal u.se· time, we can use one of the other offices mentioned. 
Connie will. be out half that day for dental work. Truck passage by your 
office makes it less desirable for test use. 
Again, properly worn plugs must be used by all employees who are in 
the noisy areas at all prior to the testing. In particular, stress this 
to those who are in the borderline areas, such as the planer mill pullers, 
chip-n-saw tipples, tally man, clean-ups, and others. All need this 
emphasized before and on that day, including your supervisors. They 
should make their people ·aware of what's going on. 
Enclosed is a listing of personnel for testing. The drawings I sent 
you (re letter of August 15, 1980) are my basic references as to who needs 
testing. As we discussed, additions are yourself, Ernie Gray, and Alan 
Lane. An additional planer mill puller has been employed (Booker), so he 
will need testing, too. One note of correction - the person identified 
as a rail car man in the chip-n-saw mill is actually a clean-up man 
(J. Miles). Please double check these names. 
I spoke with Mr. Paul Broome, of Broome Lumber Co. in Washington, 
Georgia. He would like his employee (and his son) to be tested, too, at 
his expense. 




cc: Mr. Ed Hester 
Mr. Reimer Bland 
Mr. Jim Hankla 
Ms. Connie Hanson 
Mr. Sherman L. Dudley 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Off ice 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION LAIORATOltY 
Centnt CieorJb ArM Oflkt 
1111 Fonydl Sinet 
Suli. lU 
P.O. loa SlOS 
M&on, Georty J120I 
Mr. James M. Hankla, Audiologist 
Ware County Board of Health 
604 Riverside Drive 
P. o. Box 1946 
Waycross. GA 31501 
Dear Jim: 
August 26, 1980 
The copy of the enclosed letter should indicate that a purchase 
order is to be sent to you soon for the testing of approximately forty 
employees of Continental Forest Industries in Hazlehurst. 
One employee of Broome Lumber Company, Washington, Georgia, will 
also be tested. This man works at Continental Forest Industries, but 
is not their employee. Mr. Paul Broome will send you a check for him, 
or either reimburse me after testing. 
Also enclosed are copies of taped levels taken recently in three 
CFI office areas. If the computer room, especially, looks unacceptable, 
then let us know as soon as possible. Several machines had been added 
since originally checked; I don't think any of them were running at the 
time of these tests. I'll try to get various machines out of there by 
the 15th anyway. Also, note that l~-2 hours of the day that room will 
be required for transmitting payroll information. 
Rough sketches are included for your information of the plant site 
and office area. 
Please contact Jerome Rogers or Ed Hester in Hazlehurst for final 




Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION LABORATORY 
<Antnl Georsl• Arca Offke 
1111 Fonydl Str .. 1 
Suite lll 
P. 0 . BOii SIOS 
M.lcon, Georai• 31208 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
October 29, 1980 
Enclosed are several drawings which have been completed on the pl ane r 
mi 11 trim saw acoustical enc lo sure. The concept here is to totally 
surround or "cocoon" the noise source with an enclosure utilizing exis ting 
machine parts as much as possible . See the drawing with green and red lines 
on it. 
The proper implementation of this control is expected to have a 
significant impact on the noise exposures of the trim saw operator and the 
five graders down from ·him. The exposures of the two graders closest to the 
planer outfeed and the round tabl e man will also be improved with 
concurrent use of previously discussed controls for the planer infeed and 
planer enclosure itself. 
Of special importance is the minimization of all open areas in the 
enclosure. The in feed tunne 1 is designed to bring to a minimum or 
eliminate the length of time that the infeed curtains ar-e open. It 
provides support for double curtains at this location which is so close to 
the operator's work position. Let me again illustrate the importance of 
open area hole reduction. The area of the suggested steel strip be tween 
conveyor guides on the outfeed side (drawing 5 of 8) is only 1.5% of the 
entire outfeed side area above the conveyor. If this area were otherwise 
open, rather than closed, the 37 dB transmission loss potential of 16 gauge 
stee l at 1,000 Hz would drop to 18 dB, more than half! Strive to mi nimize 
all holes with careful construction. 
Absorption, also, is essential to the successful functioning of t his 
enclosu!e· The removable absorption panels utilized are t hough t t o be 
rugged enough to withstand the sawmill environment on the long t e rm . The 
sliding pane l s wer e de tailed in earlie r materials. You may wish to 
downscale the plywood from 3/4" th ickness , but don't go under 3/8" . Th i s 
change wi ll necessita t e change s t o the stee l angl e s' dimensions wh i ch ho ld 
the panels. The idea of panel s which are r emovab l e for ins pec t i on, 
AN EOUAL EMPL0YM£NTIEOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INS TITUTION 
I 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
October 29, 1980 
Page 2. 
cleaning, or replacement with a m1n1mum of production time loss is one 
which I'm sure you can appreciate. Perforated metal could initially be 
omitted, if desired; or conversely, additional expanded metal m~ght be 
thought necessary from the start to protect the material. It tould be added 
to the metal angles. 
You may be tempted to leave out the absorption material at first. If 
this is your decision, please plan to put it in at a not-too-distant p~int 
in time. 
Cormnents on various pages of the planer mill trim saw enclosure design 
package: 
Sheet 1 of 8 - The structure has been checked out by myself and David 
Poss, PE, on our staff in the Augusta office. The loads will be shared 
by the cantilevered section and the large 3'-5" beam. Of particular 
concern was the strength necessary to withstand thrown outfeed 
materials. If the uppermost position of the blades does not come 
above the level of the 30° diagonal and the lower horizontal square 
member (extending out from the l' -5" square existing beam), a heavy 
catwalk-type steel mesh could be welded to them for protection of the 
upper portions of absorption. I felt that you would know best how 
advisable this was, and would leave its inclusion to you. I sought to 
minimize any welding to existing trim saw structure. Also, much of 
this enclosure can be built and brought to the trim saw without undue 
downtime to get it into place. 
Sheet 2 of 8 - Panels of 4' width are convenient to handle, fabricate, 
and lift. A good bit of repeatability is evident. 
Sheet 4 of 8 - You may opt to just weld the enclosure structure to the 
I-beams instead of fabricating angles to attach it to. 
Sheet 5 of 8 - Continuous hinges are quite desirable to eliminate the 
kinds of degradation you can now see on your trim saw's hanging infrcd 
panels. The best configuration for the belting - slitting, attach-
ment, ease of replacement, etc. will probably have to evolve from your 
people. There may be a optimum belting length, too, but all the way 
down is best noise-wise. 
Sheet 6 of 8 - Additional drawings will follow to fill other large and 
small holes on the ends of the existing enclosure. I need to look at 
the existing ends again. Also, an additional panel set may be put on 
from the infeed area to the vibrating conveyor at a later time. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
October 29, 1980 
Page 3. 
Sheet 8 of 8 - If the existing hanging panels (with thickness greater 
than 16 gauge) are utilized for the infeed side, then I think this 
tunnel arrangement can be hung to them very conveniently. Otherwise, 
new 16 gauge panels may need additional stiffening. I did not realize, 
for some reason, that the pressure bars occasionally must come 
through those large holes at the bottoms of the existing infeed 
panels, so belting can't very well go over them as previously thought. 
This tunnel's use might well make the final difference for' the 
operator's levels. 
I have not looked at possible heat buildup inside the enclosure. 
Please forward me the motor sizes so that this may be done and any changes 
of design to the top panel for heat escape may be done before fabrication. 
It might also be a good idea to run this enclosure by your insurance folks. 
Enclosed is literature on a Newman Whitney overhead trim saw. As you 
are aware, I am sure, some types of saws don't cut at all two foot stations 
below eight feet. Is this a possible noise source change which you could 
make? I realize that defect trimming is possible here, but it is probably 
not nearly so useful or often employed here as in the Chip-N-Saw or band 
mill. Maybe just the saws at two feet or six fe e t could be eliminated . 
Please get back with me on the possibilities of this idea. If your mill 
policies and production levels, etc. allow this to be done, it may be 
worthwhile noise-wise with little loss in production or income. 
Contact has been made with Hannaco Knives & Saws of Florence, S.C. 
(803-662-6345) concerning their "less noise" sai~s. I have talked with Ray 
Connell of their sales department. I asked, and he suggested, a contact 
for a "testimonial" about these saws' qualities - Bill Skelton, Mill 
Manager, Chicago Mill & Lumber, Tallula, LA, 318-574-4040. You could best 
assess the operational aspects of these type blades. Meanwhile, I ' ll seek 
to find out how good they really are as a noise source modification. Their 
use could be a possibility. 
Other items - There are air exhausts at the planer infeed and the 
planer trim saw areas, in addition to those previously listed in a letter 
to Connie of May 15, 1980. These types of sources are relatively easy to 
control. As I mentioned to you, it would be a good move to wipe them off 
the list and forget about them (except for periodic checks). They are of 
special importance noise-wise at the Chip-N-Saw edger, the No. 1 kickout 
(one or two places now), and the No. 1 and No. 2 tipples . 'This would be a 
good item to include in the quarterly report to OSHA, were it completed. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
October 29, 1980 
Page 4. 
Both the band mill and the No. 1 kickout booths need upgrading -
replacing safety glass and seals primarily. They will require functioning 
HVAC systems for most seasons of the year before the operators can be 
expected to leave the doors and/or windows shut. Protect the headrig 
operator's glass on three sides (except the door side) with heavy expanded 
metal on angles. Hinge this protection from above so it may be temporarily 
moved away for the cleaning of the glass or other replacement materials. 
If you recall, we discussed the administrative change of moving the 
planer infeed man. Two attachments illustrate the very cost effective 
desirability of doing this. Approximately 4 dBA may be achieved by a move 
out of six to seven feet. He can still walk in (toward the infeed 
mechanism) occasionally as required. I think this will be a good move. The 
operator should recognize this improvement. 
I am interested in the audiologist's sununary of tests for you. If 
possible, please send me a copy. Also, I trust that plans have been agreed 
upon to test the few people who were out the day of the tests. The people 
who were tested should still be wearing their plugs. Encourage your safety 
conunittees to obtain and use educational materials available from E-A-R 
occasionally, and to continue to include some positive discussions of 
plugs usage in each meeting. 
Detail design for the Chip-N-Saw Mill trim saw is the next major item 
on my list. There are, of course, still some "small" items left for 
completion in the planer mill - notably the planer enclosure make-up air 
tunnel, wall completion near the hog, and finalization of the trim saw 
enclosure detail on the ends and the bottom. 
Please do not hesitate to. call with questions 
these materials, especially the trim saw enclosure. 
utilization and I think it will do a good job for 
Sincerely, 
or comments concerning 
I am excited about its 
you. 
George \I. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
GHL:msz 
Enclosures 
cc: Mr. Reimer Bland 
Mr. David H. Poss, II 
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D 1 '-8~" 
(bottom 




CONTINENTAL FOREST INDUSTRIES (Mill No. 152) 
Planer Mill Trim Saw, 





3' -11~" /3' -11 3/4" 5 Repeated panels at nominal 4' 
spanwise_ spacing 
3'-10 1/4" 1 Odd panel on operator's end 
1'-7~" 1 Odd panel on hog end . 
3'-11~"/3'-11 3/4" 5 Repeated panels at nominal 4' 
span'(Jise spacing 
3' -10 1/4" 1 Odd panel on operator's end 
1'-7~" 1 Odd panel on hog end 
3 I -11~" I 3 ' -11 3/411 5 Repeated panels at nominal 4' 
spanwise spacing 
3'-10 1/4" 1 Odd panel on operator's end 
1'-7~" 1 Odd panel on hog end 
,,........_ 
/_Vu~'~-11 3/4" s Repeated panels at nominal 4' 
spamrtse spacing 
3'-3 3/4" 1 Odd panel on operator's end 
1'-1" 1 Odd panel on hog end 
( 
Typical Section of Planer Mill Trim Saw 
Continental Forest Industries Mill No. 152 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION LABORATORY 
Cenu;d Gcoral1 Arn Offke 
1818 Fonyth Street 
Suire 112 
P. 0. Box SIOS 
M"'on, Gtoral1 31208 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
November 11, 1980 
Attached a r e four sheets of drawings which give the de t a il s o f the 
recommended treatments for the end of the pl a ne r mill trim saw enc l osure , 
as well as und e rneath treatments. 
Again, pl ease do not he sitate to call me if t here are ques t i ons. 
GHL:msz 
Attachments 
cc: Mr. Reime r Bland 
Mr. She rman L. Dudley 
Mr. David H. Poss, II 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Centra l Geor gia Area Offi ce 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION L480RATORY 
Ccn111I Gcor1l.i AIU Office 
1111 Fonylh Sile.I 
Sulle 112 
P.O. Bu 5105 
M.icon, GeOf)I& :u :zoa 
Mr. Ed Hester, 
Plant Superintendent 
Continental Forest Industries 
Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Mr. Ed: 
January 29, 1981 
Enclosed are copies of literature concerning dust ma sk:; which arc: 
available for possible use by the planer infeed man and the s tick man. Tlw 
simple~t type would be what you need. 
Mike Luster, an Industrial Hygienist in my office, did not feel that 
this situation warrants going to a replaceable filter or other more 
elaborate type respirator. This is especially true since a more elaborate 
system is (1) more expensive, and (2) requires more paperwork. 
Certainly other equally fine products are on the market. 
literature was just conveniently handy. 
The 3M 
Also, I had promised to check on the availability of E-A-R plugs in 
large sizes for one of your workers with an extra large ear canal. I can't 
think of his name, but he had the audiometric test done on 9/15/80. He is 
black and big. In any regard, they do not make other sizes. Try the large 
or extra large V-SlR type plug for him. 




George H. Lee , Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
AN E QUAL EMPLOYMENT / EOUC ATIQN OPPOATUNITV INS1"1TUTIQN 
Georgia Institute of Techn logy 
ENGIN EERING EXPERIMENT STATIO N 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 3033e 
E GINE[RING £XT£NSI N LA90 ATOll.Y 
Ccnrul ~ Aru Office 
1111 funyrh tr• t February 18, l 81 
Suli. 112 
'· 0 . 5105 
MaCM1, Gc•Jla 1120 
Mr . Jerome B. Rogers , 
P lant Pr duc t i n M nage r 
C n i.nent al F r e- I ndu s tries 
P . 0 . Box 4 1 
Haz lehur s , GA 31539 
Dea J r am : 
EncloseJ a r s ve r a l items ( r your i n fo rma t ion and n i~e f i le: 
1. A copy o a r ecen t i nternal memo of mi n wh ich o verv i ew a nPw 
am•nJm~n t t o t ill noise r gu l at i on 1910 . 95. 
'l A c 'PV , f portions of tht- discussions and t h· :im ... ndmp111 :'!::> i t 
appeared in lh t• .l.im1ary 22 , 1 8 1 , " BA , " a pJbli.~ntion which n~vi,.Wh st1 d1 
thi ng~. 
3. A C1'PY of orti ns of t l ic F'L•bru:iry r. 
m·ndme nt' s pr~~~n l s t at us . 
or r y I mi s:ed see i ng you l ast Line down. 
physica l m asu r ' rn . Ls o (f of t he C-N-S t r i m s.:iw. 
.:.ibou t 75Z. comp l.' L • 
l .st 1pptd \Jy •f• t Til•1C•• 
It- enc]o!; ire <l 1si 'II 1.:: 
Al so enc l 1~ ( r your inf rma t 'on a r e summa r ies o f estima t s C1 f bo t h 
the C-N- tr 'm saw and h ou ts i de chi pp r n ise l ev l on t r tbu i ns Lu 
nea r by pos i t i on Thi s basica l l y quant i fi e s what was pr o 3b l y r co l i zP<l 
prev iou ly t b th cas , hat their i mpact is pronounced. 
Since r ely, 
.corg H. J.0 1• , Di r ~c 1 or 
C n ra 1 G ocgi :.l Ar ;i Ot r u· ·· 
G!IL: msz 
E c osur e s 
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Gee rgia In titute of rrechnolc>gy 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMEN T STATION 
INDUSTRIAL [XTENSION DIVISION 
Cen1n l Gro11l1 Arc.a Office 
18T8 For ylh lrttl 
Suile \OS 
P. 0.BoxSIOS 
M.io.on, Groral• 31208 
91./744~190 
Mr. J r me B. Rogers, 
Plant Prod uction Manager 
Continental Forest Industri 0s 
P. 0 . Box 416 
llazlchursl, GA 31539 
Dear J rome : 
March 23, 1981 
Enclosed are two b lue-lin d drawings of a mor det~i lcd d scr iption 
of t he propose noise enclosure or the Salem A-20 infeed mechanism. You 
may recal 1 that the "idea ske tch" for t h is n l osu r e was s nt o :rou on 
May 15, 1980 , for your critica l review. 
Th i s drawing inc lude s add i tiona l no tes a nd dimensions fo r i nd i vi dua l 
pie es . Every ef f or t has been made to make this r r or fr e, bu pl ease 
d n 't hesita e t che ck i t out yourse l f and s ugg st i mprovements. 
A ma erials listing has be n rece i v d by Connie and we d iscussed thy 
phon on the day she r ceived it, l ast Tuesday 3/17. 
I'm g l ad t hat you are wanting to proc ed now ~ith it s implementa tion . 
GHL :msz 
En c l os ures 
S ' ncere l y , 
George H. Lee , Direc tor 
Central Geor gia Area Office 
.\N(0UAL.EMf;>L0¥MENTF LJI ll. f ""tN - f-.>('~lltlllNl l 'V IN T1lUl11JN 
PLANER INFEED MECHANISM PARTIAL ENCLOSURE 
Btll of Materials Listing 
1. Finished pine , 211 x 2" x 135' Tota l. or 45+ Board Feet. 
2. Finished pine, 2" x 4" x 611' Total or 408+ Board Feet. 
3. Finished pine, 2" x 6" x 17' Total or 17+ Board Feet. 
4. Finished pine, 2" x 10" x 123' Total or 205+Board Feet (includes (4) 20' lengths). 
5. 3/4" Exterior Ply>rnod, 4' x 8' sheet, 20 sheets. 
6. Owens-Coming Kraft Faced Building Insulation, rolls or batts, R-11 (3"2"), total 
of 100' of 23" wide material or total of 200 sq. ft. 
7. Owens-Corning. ·Kraft Faced Building Insulation, rolls or balls, R-11 ( 3~"), total 
of 215' of 15" wide material or total of 270 sq. ft. 
8. Heavy duty galvani zed hex wire (chicken wire), any mesh size (l", V~", or 2"), 
4' wide roll, 125' minimum length approximately needed, probably mus t get roll of 
150' length. 
9 . Sheet of 4' x 3 ' , 1/411 thick Lexan (General El ectr ic) . Note : An a dit ional piece 
4 ' x 2' wil l be need d to upgrade the planer infeed opera to·r ' s observa tion window. 
10. Approximat ely 3 dozen l ead anchors and bol ts t a t tach t he 2x4's to the concr e t e 
f l oor. 
11. 0 2~" open width heavy gauge continuo us hinge wi t h pierced screw holes, 48" long. 
12. Seventeen No . 6 coun t ersunk machine screws, nuts, . and washers for at t achment of 
above h i nge t Lex n shee t plus similar number and size of wood crews. Al l 
probably f r om stock on hand. (Size matches typical hinge hol e size available.) 
13. Assorted nail and staples from stock supply. 
14. Several tubes of good quality caulk. 
NOTE: Some additional pine may be needed as a pad on the amount specified above. 
Signific~nt repeated lengths of 2x4's include, (60) at 5'-6" to 6'-5~". See 
attoGhed listing. 
Significant repeated lengths of 2x2's include various lengths from l'-2" to 
7 I -9 11 , 
Significant repeated lengths of 2xlO's include (4) at 20' long,(2) a t 6'-7~", 
and (6) at 4'-.!t;". 
Significant repeated lengths of 2x6's include (1) at 6'-6~" and (3) at 3'-3". 
< •l c>rgi<l Institute <)f ~rect1n()l<>gy 
r NGINEERING EXFlf:RIMENT :-·TA TION 
I ·nuSTKIAL E TEN ION I ISIO 
( enlt •I (,curgi.a 4rt• Ofl"t 
18 18 Fon)lh S 1r~1 
Suh( 105 
P. . Bo\ S lOS 
M•,u11. l>t°tJt&iJ l 1 ZU8 
912/744-6190 
Mr. J r mL n. Ruger .·, 
Plan t Production Man~g r 
C 11 tine t al Foresl ln u.; tr i es 
l'. . Box 41 
Ha . e h u r s t, GA 31 539 
D" r Jer me : 
A11 iJ l , 1% 1 
Enclos e d r copies of t he mos t recent rev iews pe rt a1n1nt, to th e 
status o the O' HA ~1910.95 noise amendm nt. They came fr om t he 
_ccupa tional :a fe ty & II a lth Repor ter, a publicati n o ( the Bu rea u o f 
Na ti o n a l Aff i rs , I n c. 
1 ho pe th a t t hi s fo llow-up inf ormation wi 11. b u s e fu l to you. 
GHL:ms z 
E c 1 su r s 
Sincere l y , 
George H. Lee , Direc t o r 
Ce ntral Geor gi a Ar e Of fi ~e 
Georgia Insti tut of Technolc)~:L 
ENG INEERING E XPERIMENT S T ATION 
tNOUSTlt l AL XTE.NSION DIV I ION 
u n tr •I Geor1i• Ar~ Ot oct 
Apr il 27, 1981 
I H 18 f onyth S1rec1 
Sult< !OS 
P 0 llo• 105 
M.cun, t.co11u) 1208 
912/744-6190 
Mr . J e rome B. Roge s , 
Plan t Product i on Ma nager 
Conti ne n t a l Fo r es t i nd ust ries 
P . 0 . Box 41 6 
Haz l ehur st, GA 31 539 
De a r J e rome : 
At t ac hed for yo~r . advanc ed rev iew 1s : 
l. A se t of thirteen drawings whic h desc r ibe t he Ch ip- N- Saw Tr im 
Sa w noi se enclosu re ( excluding ends). Pl e s note th~t these 
drawings a re not fin al . I ~m , in f ac t, p l annin a trip soon to 
H z l ehur s t ·to finaliz e seve r a l dimensions and s ma ll deta i ls. 
The ge neral idea has previ ously bee n describ ed ve rbally, but see 
2 . 
he f our at tached 8 1/2 x 14 Xe r ox d shee ts . 
A s t of f ou r drawing s which des c ribe 
no i s e e nclosu r e end tre atme n s . Aga in , 
as above . 
the Chi p- N-Saw Trim Saw 
he ir s t a t us i s the s ame 
3. A very prelimina!"y set of drawings which wi-11 describe an infeed 
t unne l f or the outside Ch i pper. 
As in the pas t, I have aimed the dLsign to achi-eve: 
1. Everyd ay produc':"ion practicality and "usability." 
2. Long- te!"m sturdiness and ability to withstand everyday sawmill 
wear-and-te a !". 
3. Low cost, eas e of const r uct ion. 
Pl e a s e look th es e ovtr yourself or have these d!"awings reviewed, and 
fe e l free to provid e additional input. Y. u c an be o f pa r t ic ularly valuable 
assistance as r ega r ds the long-term surviv a l of t he de s i gn a t your mill. 
Hopefu lly , we can avoid the fate of t he last " enclosure" e ff ort at the 
C--N-S Tr im Saw. 
GHL: msz 
Enc losu r es 
Geo r ge H. Le e , Dire c t or 
Ce ntra l Geo r gia Ar ea Off i ce 
AN EQIJ.6..L MPL.0YM NJ' OU Tt~Q~ I L.Jl"'lol1 lY1N ...... f 1i l Jl tON 
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'4 ,/{ .;j, J f , e:> Od 
Gccngia Institute ()f -rect1n()}()gy 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
INOUSTRIAL lXTENSION DIVISION 
Cen1r1I Georgi1 Are1 OffiLt 
1818 Fo"ylh Strcel 
Suite 105 
P. 0. Bo• 5105 
M1con, ~orgla 11208 
912/744-6190 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental F~rest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
May 8, 1981 
Enclosed arc two sets Qf drawings wh i ch describe t:he Ch i p-N-S<1w t ri m 
saw acoustical ent:losure . Ag:Jin, the c o n rt> pt is t o t ota ll y s11rrou nd •> r 
"cocoon" th e n ()i ~o e sou r ce. A s we have briefly tlisr 11sst.>d, t h is de f> i s>,n 
differs across the span of the trim saw in orde r to b0~; t :1c~omplish t l1i s . 
On the outer end (<iway fr om ope rator ) of th e trim saw, th<.· rreatm<'n t is tlw 
same until a transi tion about JS' from the outer end. From there to tile 
operator the tre.Jtment is again the same. 
The drawings ;1re grouped in sets of fifteen and sev~n she ets . Th e 
larger set gcner~ ll y describes spanwise enclosure panels <ind tre atmen t s. 
The smaller set generally describes end treatments, which are different. 
I would r ecomme nd that the person(s) <1ssigned to impler.ie nt this 
enclosure desi g n first _STUDY THE ENTIRE DRAWING PACKAGE (BOTH SETS) 
THOROUGHLY. lt i s essential that d e t ai ls be planned for in this type 
enclosure. The people doing th e work should be detail people, a!'l even thP 
smallest of holes can seriously j eopardize a n6 ise enclos ure. By way of 
example - if the area of this sheet of paper were capable of a noise 
transmi ss ion loss of 50 dB, then a hol e anywh e re in it the s i ze of this box 
- I J - can reduce its effectivenes :; t o 21 dB. Ttw better the 
e nclosure the wo r~;e this effect! 
Just prior to the installation of the ab sorption mat eri.Jls (whic h c3n 
come after all me talwork i s done, but without 3 signi[icanL de 1:1y) 
blowoff/clean/ruh L) ff a ll sm~dust and sawdu c; t pil e s from the insid1• o f t l.c 
t·rimsaw area . 
Som,, of th e old, w1·.Jk ,,nclos111·p s t n1ct11r r• 1s 11ri.li i'. ,'d i11 11t i ": ! H'W 
dl'sign, () t.hcrs <ltl' noL. l\flf'r c.1r0f·1 I ·s tuu y yo1 1 t· .1n s1 •c· which IH •r t. it•r; :. ,.t 
it can be removed. ThP main portions utilized will be til e r oof s ysl C' nr ;l!ld 
structure and one c h ;:rnne l on Lh e operator end. 
l\ r-1 t n1 1A1 ,- . _,., , ' l r·J o v11 1·..,1 T ·t- < H ic; o. 11r)N ()~ '' >t 111T1 1N• T .... '"'r·;i • ' ' 1 1 11 ,t .., 
Mr. Jerome B. Rog2rs 
Continental ForPst Industries 
May 8, 1981 
Page 2. 
On this, and other enclosures, you sho11ld INVESTIGATE TO SEE IF 
ADDITIONAL/DIFFERENT TYPE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS ARE DESIRED OR REQUIRED BY 
YOUR INSURER. It may be necessary to go to a Haylon or similar system 
inside of these enclosurr~. The outfeed sprinkler system on this Chip-N-
Saw trim saw enclosure, you will note, has changed its relative position to 
the saws and possible fire hazards. 
Connie is checking now .on maximum temperature changes allowable for 
the trim saw motors. Depending on calculations based on these tem-
peratures, some possible small changes in top panels M could be required to 
let heat out. In any case, MONITOR SAW MOTOR TEMPERATURES CAREF'lJLLY WHEN 
ENCLOSURE IS FIRST INSTALLED. This applies, of course, to <my similar 
enclosure of motors or controls. 
The design shows hanging conveyor belting at the bottoms of several 
steel panels. It is essential that this area be practically, workably 
closed to assure effectiveness. Such belting can be utilized rather th;rn 
a more expensive lead/vinyl curtain material, but it may well be a matter 
of finding out just what is best for you over time. 
Georgia Tech now r·equires all fnculty and st:.Jtf to include <i 
disclaimer stateme11t with consulting work. It is given below: 
This contract work, including the drawings transmitted 
by this letter, represent the opinion of thP author . 
It carries no official endorsement by THE GEORGIA 
INSTITUTE OF TECllNOLOGY. 
I have made every effort to assure good, accurate dimensions for this 
design. It is, of course, possible that errors have crept in, especially 
on something of tl1is detail. I think it · is noteworthy, too, that 
production has not been. stopped on this account while supporting dimen-
sions and information has been gathered. Should you see an error or have 
a ques~ion, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Similarly, if a change (on your part) of the design or its materials 
1s anticipated, again contact me to discuss it. 
ThPre arc tw11 smnll cr1:ors on pre viou s items which J c.1n c:1ll Lo ynur 
attention. See tlH! sheet enclosed listing the Planer Mill Trim Snw Panel 
S i z e s . Th e a pp r ox i ma L e 1 e n g th o f the f i r s t p .:i n e 1 D i t P. m 5 ho u 1 d b e J ' - I 1 
1/2"/3'-ll 3/4" instead of 8'-11 l/2"/8'-11 3/4". This sheet was included 
111 a letter to you of October 29, 1980. Secondly, in the listing of 
equivalent task levels sent out with my letter to yo11 of May 9, 1980, thP 
levels for Task !~6, CNS Operator, C6, Cutting (in Booth) should be <:90 <ind 
86.0. The levels for Task 47, CNS Edger Op., C7, Cutting, should be 100.R 
and 10 0 . 8 ( s .'.l me ) . The 1 eve 1 s for Task s 4 6 and t, 7 got rev E' rs e d . r. li;1 cl 
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Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 




I am, needless to stiy, glad to finally finish the Chip-N-Saw trim saw 
design. It will, I think, do a good job for you and your workers . . The 
national consulting firm of Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc. has estimated that 
a trim saw enclosure similar to this one in weight and materials can effect 
a noise reduction of 14 - 19 dBA for the operator. This is the maximum 
reduction for which we could hope. My measured equivalent level for the 
CNS trim saw operator was 100.3 dBA, and for the helper it was 98.9 dBA. 
Work will now proceed on the design of an infeed tunnel for the 
chipper which is between the CNS and Band Mi 11. You hcive seen very 
preliminary drawings on this already. I h.we been nround it enough to 
realize just what kind/sizes of material does go through it and hope that 
we can accommodate them . 
GHL:msz 
Enclosures 
cc: Mr. Sherman L. Dudley 
SincerC'ly, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
l 
GENERAL DESCRll'TlON UF Ei\CH SHEET OF Tll E NOISE ENCLOSl lf:E DESIGN 
DRAW J NG S FOR TllE CH T P-N-Si\W TR IM Si\l·l, 
Sheet No . ------
o( 15 
2 of 1 5 
3 of 15 
4 of l 'i 
5 of 15 
6 of 15 
7 of 15 
8 of 15 
9 of 15 
10 of 15 
11 of 15 
1 2 of 15 
13 of 15 
114 of 1 5 
15 of l 5 
DRAWING SET l THRll 15 of l'l 
~(' n_~! a !:__f?.~"'._c _!: i r t_i011 
A s ~~ c mld y vi tc: w of Pa1w l.s @, @, @, @ (011l e r , ]fJ\,! 1•1 -, 
iuf C' c ci au~<i) 
Details of Panels ~' ~ 
Vi ews of Ponels @. @, @, © , G) installed, 
View of outfeed area, typical section of span 
Detail and assembly view of Panel© (triongular) 
Details and assembly information on Panels ~, ~ , ~ 
Details and assembly views of Panels Gj), ~, (!) 
Details and assembly view of Panel 0 (uppe r infeed at 
lumber) 
Detail of outfeed support structure, especially for 
Panels ~' ~, ~, ~ 
De t a ils of Pane ls@. @ 
Spanwise vi e w and assembly details of uppe r outf:eed area 
Detail of Panel (§)and section o f Pa nel Ci) 
Upper infeeci s panwi se view, ass c mhly ci etai l.s for 
Pane ls 0, 0 
S t r u c tu r e for up p e r i. n fe e <l .t re a t men t ;:i b o v e l ;1 r g c r b ;_: am 
D8tails of i·oo( tr0atrnent a nd Panel s @ insudlatior. 
Detail of Pa1wl@ installation (b etwPc>n in ff~<·<l c>nd stnr 
and e nd of tr irn snw) 
' -· 
GENERAL DE S CR I l'T WN OF F:l\Cll ~; lfEET OF' 'I HI·: NO fS E ENCLOS Ul{i·: llE S lGN 
l) l~ i\\.J I NC S FOi{ TllE CllJ l' - N- Si\W TR IM Si\1-1, 
Sheet Nn. 
of 7 
2 of 7 
3 of 7 
4 of 7 
5 of 7 
6 of 7 
7 of 7 
Dl{l\W I NG SET I TllRtl 7 u r 7 
De tail of out e r e nd (awuy from o pe c1t o r), e spec ially 
E11J f>unc ls ©· (D, G), 0 
De tail of End Panel 5 and ;:is sembly details of End 
Pane ls (D, G) 
Detail and a ssemhl y view o f End Pane l (D, down into 
sc rap conv e y o r on outer end 
0 ,, 1-<Jil and ass e mbly views of other outer End P;:in c ls, 
espe cially End Panels®·@, @ 
Detail and ass e mbly view of End P.:rnel @ into scrap 
conveyor on o perator's end 
Ov e rall vi ew of ope rator's end treatment, es pe cially 
End Pane l s @ thru @ 
Se c tjon of ope rator's end upper treatment, e spec ially 
End P n n e 1 s @ , @ , @ ; d P t a i l an ti a s s e mb l y v i e w 
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C'IU [feed) l' -8-~" 
CONTim::1'TAL FORES': I~;i.JCS':'r.I ES (r-'.ill :fo. 152) 
Pl~~er Mill 7r!~ Sa~, 









1 I -• II -1'>5. 
3'-ll~"/3'-11 
3'-10 l/4" 





3i 4" 5 
3/4" 
3/ 4" s 
1 
COXME~ITS 
P~peated panels at no~i~al 4' 
s panulse spacing 
Cdd panel on operator's end 
Odd paDel on hog end 
Rep~ated panels at no3i~al 4' 
sp .~n~se spacing 
Odd ?a~el on operator's end 
Odd p2~el on hog end 
RPy2a ted panels at nooinal 4' 
~~2~~ise spaciP.g 
Cjd pa~el a~ operator's end 
O~d pa~21 on hog end 
Re?en ted panels at no=inal 4' 
spamn.se spacing 
~dd panel on operator's end 




































Package Mnn, Pl3, Ope rn t 1.ng 
Packngc Man, Pl), Idle, Nearest Puller 
Ticket Man, Pl4, Randing 
Ticket Han, Pl4, Harking 
Planer Outfeed Lift Op., Pl5 & Pl6, Cycle 
RR Car Tie Oown, Pl7-18, Tieing 
Round Table Han, Pl9, p/u at Tnble 
Round Table M.an, PlS, p/u at Trira Saw 
Planer Mill Sup., P2l, Office in Tr~flcr 
Outside Dry Kllns at Outfeed End 
Planer Hill Mnintenancc M.an, Ml2, at Work Tnble 
Stick M;in, Pl, r/u nt Conveyor 
CNS Operator, C6, Cutti.ng (in Booth) 
CNS EJr,cr Pp., C7, Cutting 
CNS Trim Snw Op., CS, Cuttl.ng 
CNS Trim Saw Op. lle.lpcr, C9, Cutting 
CNS Operntor, C6, Idle (in Booth) 
CNS Edr,cr Op., C7, Cleanup and IJle 
CNS Trim Snw Op., C8, Idle 
CNS Trlm Saw Op. Helper, C9, Idle 
No. Tipple Op., ClO, Operating 
No. 2 Tlppk Op., Cl!, Upf' ratlng 
83nd Hill EJger Op. Helper, 82, Idle 
Band Mill Edg~r Op., B3, Idle 
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Georgia Institute of 1·echnology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
INDUSTRIAL EXHNSION DIVISION 
C&'nlr•I Georgi• Are• Office 
1818 fonyth Slr~I 
Suite 105 
P. 0. Bo• SlOS 
Muon, ~orgi• 31208 
912/744-6190 
Mr. James W. Hankla 
Ware county Board of Health 
604 Riverside Drive 
P. 0. Box 1946 
Waycross, GA 31501 
Dear Jim: 
August 31, 1981 
Enclosed for your review and information are: 
1. A copy of a recent Wall Street Journal article relative to the 
proposed OSHA noise amendment. 
2. Copies of entries from the most recent BNA review, including a 
full text of the noise amendment to ~1910.95 as amended. 




George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
l\N EQUAL EMPLOYMF.NT I EOUCATION 01·1POJ.ill.JN1TY 1NSTr1UTtON 
G _ ___,orgia Institute of Technology 
ENG IN EE.RING E X PERIMENT STATION 
INDUSTRIAL EXTEN ION DIVISION 
Crntnl GeOIJl;t Aru Office 
11118 Forsylh Street 
Suite 105 
P. 0. 80.11 51 5 
Mxon, Gc0f1I• 31208 
912/744-6190 
Mr. Jerome B. Roge~s, 
P l nt Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0 . Box 416 · 
Haz l ehur s t, GA 31 539 
Dear J e r ome: 
June 4, 1981 
Enc l osed are two i dent ica l bluepr int sets which describ t he de~ign 
fo r t he chipper infe t~d acous t i a l tunnel for your Fulghum chippe r , wh ic is 
between th b nd mill and t he Chip- N-Saw mil 1 . The se ar: th final 
drawings of t hose wh ich I sen t you for review and commen t in the 
p r liminary stages on April 27t h. 
As you know, es timates of this chipper's noise contribut ions we re 
done ( s e e Fehr ary 18 , 1981, letter enclosure ) which in ica ted hi gh 80 and 
l ow to mid 90 contr i bu tions at s everal worker stations due to the ch ippe r 
a lone. A tunne l seemed to be the mos t expedient way to obtain the k ind o f 
mode r ate r edu tions nee s sary _here. It would be required anyway if a total 
or partial nclosure were to be instal led around the chipper. I th i nk, 
h o ve r, tha t th is tunnel alone can do t he job. Fortuna t e l y, the chipper 
a t tendant is only infrequently at the mouth. 
I made quite a f w noise control rccorrnnendations verbally to Re i me r 
Bland on Augus t 12 , 1980, in Hazlehurst . Among them wa s a s uggestion that 
you c los e several ope n ar a s which a fford a line-o f -sigh t view of the 
chippe r . I am pa r t icularly r eferring tu openings which exist in the band 
mi l l unde r t he trim saw infee d convey or, rather than locations like the 
tally man who i s , of course, totally exposed to the chippe r noise. Cl ose 
these ho l es signi fic antly with 1/2" - 3/4" plywood or wi th light gauge 
shee t metal. 
The t unnel des ign is meant to be as strong as possibl e to withstand 
i t s ext r emely r ough duty. Should you f e l that mater i a ls arc not h avy 
e nough , t hen let m know. The top panels wh i ch a r e h inged are mad e of 
sixt e n gauge mate r i al and protect ed by expanded meta l. They need to be 
l i ght enough to li f t conveniently, too . You will want to dev ise s ome so rt 
of lat h to ho ld a ch of these top, hinged panels up when n cessary. 
AN OUAL. EMP\_QYMf"NT 0 ·~A I Ir.IN Ql"'POR UNI r v INST1TUTION 
.... 
Mr. J e rome B. Rogers 
Continental Fores t I ndus r ies 
June 4, 1981 
Page 2. 
Side pan l s will hope fully stay in place without any type hold rlowns. 
Th y may r equi re a way to b e kep t up temporarily for per iodic cleaning, 
however. 
Periodic checks of the absorption panels should prove sufficient here 
wi thout perforated me tal or other pro t ec tion, particularly since the dust 
i s s omewhat mor e se ttled than at saws . Aga in, monitor the situation 
particularly closely for several weeks after implementation. 
As before, r member upon implementation that all holes are to be 
mi n imized . Prior to tunnel installation clean up the entire area good. 
Note that two or thr ee holes in the vibra ing conveyor should be patched so 
t hey don't a l l ow s o much pile up of s awdust on the ground and make more 
frequ nt c leanup nee ssary. 
The disc l aime statement mentioned in my let ter of May 8 , 198 1, 1s 
appli ab l e to t his work , too . 
Th tunnel is sized as a cur a t e ly as possib l e . The he i gh t of the 
lower portion should be max i mi zed as p ssible af ter de t ermining just how 
h igh the etu rn r llers of the convey r above can go . The leng t hwi se 
distan ce of the " p e n m" a r a near t he mou t h could be en la r ged some if 
desi r d (inc r eas i ng 2' -6" dimens ion of Shee t l of 12 ) . The "l if t up" 
square t ube on the oute r end near the I-beam is int ndedto be tte r allow t he 
ch i pping f longe r m t crials . La rge , long logs ;:ind re lly b ig ma e r "<11 
would best be cu t down by cha in s aw b f ore go i ng 1n . 
Wor k is now ongoing n the de sign of t he enclosu re f or t he band mill 
trim saw. 
Please do no t h si tate to call if you have questions about these 
mat r i a ls. 
GHL : msz 
Enc l osur es 
cc: Mr . Sherman L. Dudley 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Direc tor 
C ntral Geor gia Area Off ice 
Shee t No. 
1 of 12 
2 o f 12 
3 of 12 
4 of 12 
5 of 12 
6 0 12 
7 f 12 
8 of 12 
9 of 12 
1 of 12 
11 of 12 
2 of 12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EACH SHEET F THE I NFEED TUNNEL 
DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR THE FULGHAM 60- 8K CHI PPER 
SHEETS 1 THRU 12 of 12 
General Descripti n 
Side and t op vi ws of suppor t st ructur e 
View o f end away from mouth 
Views of s i d panels (2), ~' (2), ~' and 
t op panel (2). in pl ac 
Vi ws of "lift up" tub 
s ide near mouth 
t I-be~m and right 
De t a i l of pane l (D, s om of which i s applicab l e 
to other pane l s 
Detail of pane ls ~ an ~· a s we l l as I - beam 
a r ea 
Ch ipp r m u t h c l osure d tail , including pane l ~ 
Lengthwise section of str c t r for l arif1cation 
and h i ppe r drive shaf t area 
De t ai l of pan I G), @, @ , @ , a nd @ 
i nsta l lat i ons on s i des of mouth a r ea 
Deta i l o f underneath l osur e nd panels @ 
Geometric constru t ion which may be h lp fu l i n the 
fabr ication of cove r p i ces at t he mou th , l e ft hand 
s id 
Ge ome t r ic cons t r uction wh i ch may be helpful i n the 
f abr i ca tion of cov er p i ces at t he mouth, r i ght ha nd 
s i de 
Georgia institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
Centul Georgl~ Ar~ Office 
1818 Fonyth Street 
Suite 105 
P. 0. Box SlOS 
Muon, Georgl~ 31208 
912/744-6190 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
September 8, 1981 
Enclosed are two identical blueprint sets which describe the acoustical 
enclosure design for your Band Mill Trim Saw. These are the final drawings 
of those which we looked at in Hazlehurst on August 11, 1981 . 
Estimates of this trim saw's noise contributions indicated levels in the 
mid to high 80's at the nearby tipple operator and low to mid 90's at the 
talley man and nearest green sorters. The operator's levels on which these 
levels were predicated were 96.5 dBA (idle) and 100.5 dBA (cutting) as 
calculated from measured data for this saw only running. The data dates 
for these measurements were 2/28/80 and 3/7/80. These estimates elim-
inated the possibility of an operator's personnel cab (even if it were 
workable) since other people in the area are significantly impacted by the 
saw's noise. See enclosure. 
The concept utilized in this design is, again, to totally surround or 
"cocoon" the noise source. This design, unlike that of the last one for the 
Chip- N-Saw Trim Saw, does not vary throughout most of its span. Seven 
square steel tubing supports are spaced evenly across the span of the 24' 
long circular beam. An additional such support is also located on the 
operator's end of the conveyor chain support channels. Note these facts on 
Drawing Sheet l of ..!_!_ to c larify the spacing. 
Please take special note of the number 2) note on Drawing Sheet 2 of 11. It 
dis cusses the possible improvement of infeed handling. 
Special treatment wa s required on the operator's end to allow use of the 
existing walkway on the outfeed side and to adequately enclose the sources 
near the operator. 
AN EQUAL E MPLOYM ENT/EDUC A T IO N OPPORTUNITY INS TITUT IO N 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 8, 1981 
Page 2. 
Again, I would recommend that the person(s) assigned to implement this 
enclosure design first STUDY THE ENTIRE DRAWING SET THOROUGHLY AND READ ALL 
NOTES. It is essential that details be planned for in this type enclosure. 
Avoid all unnecessary holes through quality construction! 
Just prior to the installation of the absorption materials (which can come 
after all metalwork is done, but without a significant delay) blow 
off/clean/rub off all sawdust and sawdust piles from the inside of the trim 
saw area. Removable absorption panels facilitate cleaning maintenance. 
Note that some sections of the existing enclosure such as the cable handles 
for manual saw engagement are to be removed. Note a suggestion on Sheet 11 
of 11 that the small scrap chute on the outer end of this trim saw be 
reangled to eliminate having to constantly go into the enclosure for clean 
out. 
On this, and other enclosures, you should INVESTIGATE TO SEE IF 
ADDITIONAL/DIFFERENT TYPE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS ARE DESIRED OR REQUIRED BY 
YOUR INSURER. It may be necessary to go to a bottled Haylon or similar 
system inside of these enclosures. 
MONITOR SAW MOTOR TEMPERATURES CAREFULLY WHEN ENCLOSURE IS FIRST 
INSTALLED. As a note on the drawing set says, you can prop open the panel 
set <E) to allow heat to escape out the top, if necessary. 
Find out through experience just what will work best for your people t o 
close in the holes at the infee d and outfeed areas of the lumber lines. Use 
it and keep it maintained. See Sheet 5 of 11. 
The disclaimer as included in my letter of May 8, 1981, was not required, 
as it turns out, but was intended for anyone "moonlighting" and also 
working for Tech. Of course, that is not the case with this work. 
I have made every effort to assure good, accurate dimensions for this 
design. It is, of course, possible that errors have crept in, especially 
on something of this detail. More detail was incorporated into this and 
previous designs since your statement, at one point, indicating delays in 
implementation past the contract ending date. Should you see an error or 
have a question, please do not hesi tate to contact me. David Poss, II, PE, 
of our Augusta office, has been involved in the r eview of these enclosure 
designs, especially as regards structural portions. I rec a ll that your 
original int ent was to have Savannah staff, through Bill Nagle 's office, 
review these designs before implementation. This would probably still be 
a good idea. I would welcome their conunents . 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 8, 1981 
Page 3. 
We discussed the severe tendency of the Band Mill Trim Saw to throw blocks. 
This steel-structured enclosure is heavy enough to allow you, I think, to 
continue to use large hanging lengths of expanded metal (but now hanging on 
the inside) to protect the interior of the enclosure and stop blocks. 
Absorption panels also provide a means to mount: a) perforated metal sheets 
for the protection of absorption material, and b) expanded metal sheets as 
thought helpful to supplement the large ones mentioned above. 
A good portion of the time involved for this and other enclosure designs 
has been to accurately describe existing equipment since prints were not 
available. Materials reconunended may be substituted with materials of 
similar acoustical characteristics. 
Work will now proceed in finalizing the initial exposure report from data 
previously gathered. September 30, 1981, is my target date for completion 
of this work. 
GHL:msz 
Enclosures 
cc: Mr. Sherman L. Dudley 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Off ice 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EACH SHEET OF THE NOISE ENCLOSURE DESIGN 
DRAWINGS FOR THE BAND MILL TRIM SAW, 
Sheet No. 
1 of 11 
2 of 11 
3 of 11 
4 of 11 
5 of 11 
6 of 11 
7 of 11 
8 of 11 
9 of 11 
10 of 11 
11 of 11 
DRAWING SHEETS 1 THRU 11 of 11 
General Description 
Views of existing trim saw ends, including a few notes 
relative to enclosure installation. 
View of typical mid-span structure, but including other 
items. 
Trim saw panels I.D. Summary. 
Several notes pertaining to total enclosure. 
Span-wide view of band mill trim saw from infeed area 
showing top support structure and details on lower infe ed 
panels. 
Partial view at operator's position of added structure 
necessary to accommodate added panels. 
Details of Panels ~ thru ®· 
Views of upper in f eed are a of operator's end. 
Views of upper out feed area of operator's end. 
Views of lower out feed area of operator's end. 
Top view of outfeed conveyor area and associated sections. 
Pane l Assembly @ Detail and various installation views 
and sections. 
Outer end view (opposite operator) and view of lower 
infeed area on outer end. Various end panels and 
installation details. 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
Central Georgia Area Office 
1818 F onyth Street 
Suite 105 
P. 0. Box SlOS 
Macon, Georgia 31208 
912/744-6190 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager 
Continental Forest Industries 
P. 0. Box 416 
Hazlehurst, GA 31539 
Dear Jerome: 
September 25, 1981 
Attached is the original and one copy of the Employee Noise Exposure 
Profile. Its contents are discussed in the first several pages of the 
report. Summary dosage and task level tables will be of the most 
interest to you. It also contains raw noise level data strips and other 
data reduction forms. 
As originally discussed, this survey will give you a baseline of task 
levels and doses to which comparisons can be made once the controls and 
designs previously supplied have been implemented. As of this date, 
I can recognize three changes in the noise climate since this report's 
base data measurements were made: (a) the installation of the Energex 
system hog in the planer mill area; (b) a change in log deck equipment 
near kickout No. l; and, (c) the currently ongoing installation of an 
enclosure around the planer infeed mechanism. 
For the remainder of this letter, I would like to make conunents upon 
the various areas of the plant from a noise perspective. 
I am generally very pleased with the workmanship involved in the 
construction of the new planer infeed mechanism enclosure. While 
favorable comments have been heard from surrounding workers, you can 
expect the most benefit for the infeeder when the Plexiglas or Lexan 
shield is finally installed and other large holes in the area immediate-
ly adjacent to this position have been closed. I note that he is working 
from a position further out and this will, as documented before, be of 
assistance. I've noted that the absorption material was placed inside 
the enclosure with the Kraft backing toward the nois~ source, instead 
of away from it. I realize that the Energex system ash is a current 
problem. With this in mind, then, I think this was a wise thing to do, 
even though noise attenuation due to this orientation is somewhat 
reduced. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/ E DUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 25, 1981 
Page 2. 
I understand that in order to achieve satisfactory make-up air, the 
doors to the planer enclosure must be left open, and it must be cleared 
several times a day. It will probably be necessary to provide more 
capacity in the blower air system before the planer enclosure can do 
its job fully. We had talked about the possibility that the new infeed 
enclosure (coupled with adequate blower capacity) could help to alleviate 
the ash problem. This would mean that a make-up air tunnel could be 
supplied on the outer end of the new enclosure. A make~up air tunnel 
is just a tunnel of sufficient length (and turns) lined with absorption 
materials similar to those in the new infeed enclosure. Surface velocities 
should not be so high as to blow away the absorption, so the make-up air 
tunnel should have a large enough.cross-sectional area to prevent this. 
An ultimate type of absorption material would be that as has been 
recommended for the trim saw enclosure of l" ceiling board. 
Following recommendation implementation concerning the planer enclosure, 
its window should be upgraded, as well as the sealing at the doors. Doors 
must be on continuous hinges or otherwise attached more securely through 
the enclosure's walls. The outfeed tunnel previously designed, may 
require some limited heavy sheet metal protection on the inside of its 
top surface, as I had noticed that long lumber tends to kick up as it 
goes onto the trim saw infeed conveyor. Recall that a funnel-shaped 
outfeed tunnel entrance was also discussed. 
The door to the planer mill off ice could be made heavier and sealed 
better. This would allow better speech intelligibility on the part of 
the shipping clerk as he has to use the phone quite a bit. I understand 
that you are thinking of noise control for the new Energex hog, so this 
will help him, too. Fix the window at the planer tehcnician's working 
area. 
Reimer Bland and I discussed controls for the planer trim saw block 
hog. They consist of totally repairing the existing wall and building 
0 another at 90 to it at the large opening. Sheet metal and conveyor 
belting should also be hinged over the vibrating conveyor to the hog's 
infeed mouth. Maintenance should weld together various pieces of 
vibrating sheet metal locatedat the hog1 s mouth. Scrap or extra 
absorption materials could be added to the hog side of the above 
mentioned walls if protection from the weather could be assured. 
The installation of "Less Noise" saws in all trim saw and other 
machinery remains a possibility. Refer to my letter of October 29, 
1980, to you providing information whereby you may talk to Mr. Bill 
Skelton, Manager of Chicago Mill & Lumber, Tallulah, Louisiana. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 25, 1981 
Page 3. 
Mr. Skelton could answer operational questions which you might have 
concerning these type blades. 
In the barid mill area, I underst.and that you plan to replace the existing 
band mill edger with another newer and hopefully quieter type edger. 
Noise-wise, this change should favorably affect the feeder and helper 
of the edger more than any other band mill worker. 
The lines-Qf-site from the band mill area to the chipper area should be, 
as discussed previously, closed up with plywood or sheet metal attached 
to the conveyor support structures or the floor. This will minimize 
chipper noise impact to the band mill area, both now and after chipper 
control treatment implementation. 
The band mill sawyer operator's booth should be repaired continuously. 
The air conditioning unit on the top of this booth is in disrepair and 
should be fixed. It would be best if it were of a heat pump type so 
that both cooling and heating could be supplied. This would better 
encourage the sawyer to close up the cab during all times of the year. 
The window which slides on the inf eed side of his cab should be kept 
clean and to minimize scratches could subsequently be replaced with 
Lexan or other tough type plastic. The metal track area in which this 
window slides needs bending out to allow it to close. 
Similarly, the No. 1 kickout operator's booth should be upgraded to its 
previous condition and a heat pump installed to encourage full use of the 
booth. 
Air noise continues to be a problem throughout the plant in spite of a 
listing of May 15, 1980, concerning several areas which were severely 
impacted by air exhaust and could be significantly improved with the use 
of silencers and continuing monitoring by maintenance. This is especially 
true for the CNS. edger operator, the No. 1 kickout operator, and the 
tipple operators (which impact sorters). The CNS edger instances of air 
exhaust would best be piped away, under the building, and then silenced. 
The several booths provided for workers such as the Chip-N-Saw operator, 
the slashers, and the crane operator should be maintained at least to 
the level of existing conditions. Opportunities exist for upgrading in 
several portions of these booths, primarily replacement of existing 
cracked or broken glass or plastic, better seals, and springs or auto-
matic door closers to help assure their proper use. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 25, 1981 
Page 4. 
It was my hope that controls implementation could have proceeded as 
recommendations were provided beginning in May 1980. This would have 
been ideal, as it would have provided time for reevaluation at problem 
areas, after the primary sources were treated. This was especially 
a hope for the Chip-N-Saw area, following treatment of the trim saw 
there and specifically as regards the CNS edger operator after trim saw 
and exhaust air treatments. 
There are several suggestions I would like to make, generally mentioned 
in order of their implementation, which should be done to lower the CNS 
edger operator's level and dosa3es. First, air exhaust should be silenced 
as suggested above. 
The CNS mill area was estimated to be rather "hard" (approximately 
800 sabins) acoustically. This would indicate that the edger operator 
would probably benefit by area absorption to reduce level contributions 
he receives from further away sources such as the trim saw. This is not 
always the case. I would start with treatment of an area from knee height 
to 10' or more above the floor in the corner in which he stands. Go 
several feet past him to either side. Alternatively, install a partial, 
three-sided plywood/Lexan booth with a roof. Line its interior with 
absorption materials. Such materials might be similar to either the 
Owens-Corning 1" ceiling board recommended for the trim saw, or the 
3 1/2" batting as for the planer infeed mechanism.. The ceiling board 
would require less long term maintenance or replacement. 
Ultimate treatment, after other methods listed below, could include the 
addition of (room) area absorption with the goal of raising the room's 
overall absorption levels to at least 2-3 times existing levels. This 
would mean a minimum of 2,000 sq. ft. of the above mentioned absorption. 
This treatment's cost/benefit would best be assessed after other controls. 
have been implemented. Except during the winter, the best way to "add 
absorption" is to open up walls to the outside, such as the back wall 
nearest the edger operator work station. Open windows are the best 
possible type of absorption. 
Thirdly, upgrade the CNS edger enclosure already in place. This means: 
a.) Closing all unnecessary holes with materials similar to those 
previously used, including up to the ceiling, if possible, 
and close-in the unused Plexiglas viewing area. Weld sheet 
metal into place as possible to close up holes, too. 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 25, 1981 
Page 5. 
b.) Install doors of a weight per square foot similar to that of 
the existing plywood and seal as possible. Keep doors shut. 
Provide a lined make-up air tunnel, if required. 
c.) Install absorption material on the inside of the enclosure 
similar to the reconunendations made for the existing planer 
enclosure, placing it between the studs. 
d.) Provide hinged sheet metal and/or conveyor belting at infeed 
and outfeed area holes . 




LUMBER STOP ANGLE 
1 11 ABSORPTION MATERIAL 
LUMBER- SEEN LOOKING TOWARD EDGER 
ROLLER CONVEYOR 
Line it with l" ceiling board absorption. Angle supports for 
this tunnel could be welded to the existing lumber stop angle. 
Its length should ideally be as long as is required to extend 
to the end of the longest lumber when it is engaged at the saws. 
f.) Add a hanging, hinged sheet metal piece and belting at the scrap 
conveyor trough. 
g.) Provide additional sprinkler protection, if necessary. 
Lastly, to better utilize the wall between the CNS itself and the remainder 
of the CNS mill: 
a.) Assure that the CNS outfeed hole is minimized and maintained 
that way. 
b.) Assure that the double doors and single door are kept closed. 
This may mean installing an automatic door closer or more 
practically some counterweights with ropes to close the doors. 
At this point, I would like to wish you continued progress toward 
implementing your noise control program. This will be my last official 
correspondence regarding our contract A-2578. I would encourage those 
implementing the noise controls recommended at your mill to review all of 
Mr. Jerome B. Rogers 
Continental Forest Industries 
September 25, 1981 
Page 6. 
our correspondence to date. I would also like to remind you again that 
annual audiometric tests are coming due again. It is still essential 
that you continue a strong hearing conservation program, especially in 
light of new OSHA regulations which better define just what is expected 
of them (see information in my letter to you of August 31, 1981). 
Please feel free to call this office or the Douglas office should you have 
questions concerning designs provided or other noise control related items. 
I will miss working with and seeing you all on a regular basis. 
GHL:msz 
Sincerely, 
George H. Lee, Director 
Central Georgia Area Office 
~--- -4;ZS7K~~-;_CJd- 1 l?- le61~ !f!. 
,Y.. ,';l!O A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
/e.::J7/ The planer mill trim saw enclosure design package was completed and mailed 
to various parties at Continental with an explanatory letter. 
/..3 /'60 
1~1 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Spent Tuesday in Hazlehurst. Spoke with J<~rome Rogers ahout implemr> n-
tation progress on noise enclosures, as well as about the trim saw 
enclosure design just completed. Reimer Bland is sti 11 working on an 
Energex System in Virginia, but will hopefully implement our recommen-
dations by January. Other capital equipment is on-site in Hazlehurst which 
needs to be put in, too. Measurements were taken for the design of the end 
treatments and underneath treatments of the planer mill trim saw. 
Additional measurements were made of the Chip-N-Saw trim saw and design was 
begun on its enclosure. Received a copy of Mill No. 152's baseline 
audiogram summary from Jim Hankla. Jerome was reminded of an upcoming 
quarterly OSHA report which is due. He was also urged, again, to ins t 'a 1 i 
recording ammeters for a more precise downtime determination. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Planer mill trim saw enclosure designs for the ends and underneat.1 were 
finished and mailed to Jerome Rogers. Worked on the design 1f the 
Chip-N-Saw mill trim saw enclosure. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Continued work on the Chip-N-Saw trim saw enclosure design. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
The amp draw recorder obtained from Larry for use at Continental is not 
useable due to non-continuous recording. Information about the Quest 142 
Chart Recorder was sent to Sherman and Harris for thelr review for l t s 
possible use with the amp probe received from Larry. We are attempting to 
better document Continental Forst Industries' downtime. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Worked on chipper and Chip-N-Saw trim saw sound power calculations and 
predictions. Called Reitrer Bland to check on i~lementation progress, but 
he was out of the office and/or the state. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Visited the company and made additional physical measurements at the Chip-
N-Saw trim saw for incorporation into enclosure designs. Researched and 
wrote a letter to Ed Hester advising him of just what CFI can do to 
alleviate a dust (ash) problem which has come up as a result of their 
installatin of an Energex wood firing system. Spoke with Bill Bulpitt 
about this same problem. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
A letter summarizing the new OSHA noise amendment was sent to Jerome 







A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Made field trip to Hazlehurst. Ran reverberation tests (pistol shooting) 
in the Chip-n-Saw mill area. Additional data was gathered, too, in the 
off ice area. Added office equipment has degraded the audiometric testing 
site severely, and plans were made to remedy this. Personnel records were 
utilized to determine people's names for testing in September. Attempted 
to get several outstanding levels. This was hampered by a stacker fire and 
numerous shutdowns of the band mill due to too few employees on the green 
puller line. Looked at the CNS trim saw critically for feasible enclosure 
ideas. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Letters were sent to Jim Hankla and Jerome Rogers listing personnel for 
audiometric testing. Discussed room levels with Hankla. Continued work on 
various control designs for Mill No. 152. Called Hannco Knife and :aw for 
information about their "quiet saws." Obtained volume flow .information-0n 
the planer mill removal system blower for makeup tunnel sizing. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Details concerning upcoming audiometric testing were discussed with mill 
personnel in Hazlehurst. A PO will be sent this week as required. The 
required room for use was . finalized with Jim Hankla of the Ware County 
Health Department. . 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Spent a day at Hazlehurst assisting in the audiometric testing of all 
employees I had identified previously. This consisted of making sure that 
everyone was on schedule, that plugs were being worn before the test, and 
generally coordinating work toward this goal. Also I discussed plugs and 
the importance of their use. to employees as they came in for testing. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Worked on loads and stresses for the planer mill trim saw acoustical 
enclosure: !his enclosure is nearing completion and is a major effort 
towa:d bringing levels d?wn on the planer mill. Implementation efforts by 
Continental are proceeding slowly, however, due to the higher priority 
which has been assigned to the installation of an Energex boiler firing 
system. Atten~ed the 1~80 Sawmill a~d Panel Clinic and Machinery Show in 
Atlanta. Various drawings of Continental Forest Industries' enclosure 
designs were sent to Dave Poss for his review and our reference during 
discussions. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Continued final details drawings for the planer mill trim saw enclosure. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Design work continues on the planer mill trim saw enclosure. Additional 
drawings were sent to Dllve Poss for our discussion. Spoke with 
Irvington-Moore Co. personnel in Jacksonville, the makers of this trim 
saw, to follow-up on a previous letter questioning any information al .out 
the efforts they have made towards noise control. They have made none . 
This design would be saleable to any other company who uses this type of 
trim saw. Available stock and data catalogs were requested from Ryerson, 






A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Worked on sound power and other data reduction during the week resulting 
from last week's visit. Enclosure information was requested from George 
Koch and Sons. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Spoke with Jim Hankla of Ware County Health Department and encouraged him 
to call Jerome in Hazlehurst about audiometric tests. Jerome had promised 
to call on last trip. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Sent Sherman copies of Procedures and Regulations chapters of BBN' 
8 
"~awmi ll Noise Control" as we 11 as a copy of current OSHA regulations for 
his u~e • He is continuing efforts to document idle/downtime at · the 
Hazlehurst plant. It is anticipated that downtime levels are about 25%. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Worked on the designs of noise controls for the planer mill area, 
particularly the infeed side of the planer mill trim saw. Developed 
estimates for the sound power of this machinery, as well as the possible 
improvement from a partial enclosure on the trim saw. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Completed drawings for absorption panels at the planer mill trim saw, as 
well as for a lined tunnel insert at the planer outfeed. Researched 
prediction methods for silenced ducts and began to do final drawings.for 
the makeup aiT duct for the planer enclosure. Talked with Jerome Rogers, 
Plant Manager, and to Reimer Bland. Jerome indicated that their management 
is now coming around to supporting the implementation of controls, as well 
as audiometric testing. Bland will be working with me on this. Plans were 
·made to meet the week of August 11th, after he reviews my recommendations 
to date. Discussed basic ideas of noise control with Bland by phone for 
some time. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Spent most of the 12th with Reimer Bland in Hazlehurst. We discussed work 
to date and went to see St. Regis' Lumber City control measures. 
Measurements were made at their planer infeed which convinced Reimer of the 
advisability of installing a partial infeed enclosure. We looked at the 
feasibility of an administrative move for Continental's infeed operator. 
Again, level reductions were noted, and were convincing, especially for 
such a workable, no-cost charge. We walked over the entire mill and I 
pointed out several of the especially harmful exhaust air leaks. We 
discussed other control measures. He will begin to implement measures iu 
the planer mil 1. Jerome requested that Jim Hankla be contacted to do 
audiometric testing as Continental management has decided (ag7eed with 
OSHA) to proceed. Hankla was set up for September 15th. Continental does 
not plan to do periodic audiograms, however, and I expressed disap-
pointment, as this is illogical. They will encourage the use of E-A-R 
malleable plugs. Approximately forty employee positions were identified 
as needing to be tested. Completed and delivered drawings of ~he A-20 
infeed shutters and lined outfeed tunnel; also, a listing of items to 
upgrade the planer mill trim saw infeed, and drawings of typical absorption 
panel mounting details. Continued working on the design of the planer mill 
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A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Worked on identification and reduction of data from 4/1 and 4/2. Drew 
several concept layouts of planer mill and C-n-S mill trim saw enclosure 
sections. Continental was on a holiday Monday. Calied for Jerome at home 
that day, but he was unavailable. Talked to Humphrey on Tuesday and 
requested that he have Jerome call me. Discussed desire to know what had 
happened with OSHA and if he would like me to visit Savannah' a OSHA off ice. 
Calls not returned. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Proofs of photos taken by Sherman were mailed back to him for selected 
blowups. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Continued tape data reduction work and began work on an extensive summary 
letter. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Letters were written to several manufacturers of sawmill equipment for 
suggestions for quieting their product and to inquire about possible 
modifications for prefabbed enclosures. An extensive letter was composed 
partly as a quarterly summary, but mainly to put on paper some previously 
verbal reco111Dendations. New recommendations were made for upgrading the 
planer enclosure's acoustical performance. Contacts were made with 
several suppliers and others re this work. Received photos from Sherman. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
~ Worked on planer infeed mechanism design. First quarter summary letter 
completed and mailed with various recommendations and discussions. This 
letter got many things on paper which had been only verbal. Drew planer 
infeed shutter. Letter was sent to makers of the Chip-n-Saw for noise 
control suggestions. Called Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (California) to see 
if any addendums have been done for this sawmill study. They are to send 
listing of all such "trade association" studies they have done. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Visited Hazlehurst and got 111Jch 1/3 octave data. Had good discussions with 
Ed Hester, Sam Carter, and Jerome Rogers. Discussed planer infeed 
mechanism design feasibility. Three copies of drawings were redrawn, 
consolidated, and sent to Jerome for his use. A prioritized listing of 
mill air exhaust silencers needed was sent to Connie Hanson at her request. 
Continental' s people were voting on a union contract this week. They have 
tentatively been approved for a capital improvement - to include a new (and 
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A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Identified and worked on data reduction from the 2/28 and 2/29 trips to 
Hazlehurst. Visited the Owens-Corning Office in Macon to request infonnation. 
Added to various mill layouts with dimensions obtained last week. Designed 
a form for plotting spectrum analysis results. Sherman and I visited 
Continental. We had been assured that the band mill would be running; how-
ever, due to a kiln fire this mill was not going as hoped. Some chip-n-saw 
mill levels were recorded. As possible, we try to get data for future phase 
work. Photos were taken of many areas of the plant by Sherman, especially 
sources. We did a good bit of additional machine measuring, especially of 
the three trim saws, the planer enclosure tunnels, and the planer infeed 
mechanism. The planer mill will be our initial target mill for completion 
of a thorough survey of existing levels, as well as the initial mill for 
design of treatment of noise sources where needed. Idea sketches were made 
for a planer enclosure silenced tunnel for make up air. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Read and reviewed Bolt, Beranek, and Newman's sununary of noise control 
report on trim saws and planer enclosure designs. Completed several 
spectrum graphs from tapes of previous visits. Entered Norton Comfit 
plugs into protection evaluation forms and did additional task equivalent 
level computations. Drew up trim saw layouts from previous measurements. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Spoke with Connie Hansen and advised her of source of E-A-R plugs. They 
should be on hand within a week. Spoke with Jerome Rogers. OSHA has 
requested a joint meeting with the union. Task equivalent levels work was 
done for outstanding tapes and all task levels and tapes were reviewed for 
additional info needs. Attended the Metrosonics industrial and environ-
mental noise seminar one-half day in Atlanta. Reviewed photos taken by 
Sherman at this mill. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Ed Hester called to request that I call Richard Fairfax, an OSHA 
Compliance Officer in Savannah, who turned.down an extension re~uest and 
will impose a fine, to find out why the denial and how much the fine wo~ld 
be. Fairfax indicated that Continental had not requested ~n extension 
before hie visit, had not done any audiograms, and had essentially marked 
time considering that 1975 was their original citation date. I have pushed 
"hearing conservation program" since fir~t coming in. contact wit~ Conti-
nental. These folks just aren• t yet taking OSHA seriously. An informal 
conference with company reps and/or myself and OSHA would be useful 
according to Fairfax. All of this information was given to Hester and 
Rogers on March 24th. 
A-2S78-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Visited Hadehurst two days this week. Band mill data was available. Also 
did some dosimeter recordings, got outstanding task levels, and measured 
sources. Ed Hester to temporarily be replaced by Ted Adams. E-A-R plugs 
had still not been ordered (needed to "save money"). I insisted that this 







A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Sherman and I worked in Hazlehurst to establish worker exposure times. 
We talked with Alan Humphrey and Connie Hanson about the need to stick 
with one type of hearing protector and not switch around. Also, we 
recommended that they obtain the E-A-R malleable foam plugs. These 
plugs do not need fitting and are quite good. Other information will 
be supplied to Connie concerning hearing protection equipment and 
conservation programs. Buddy Love, Planer Mill Supervisor, was inter-
viewed at length about his people's times. The mill is now running 
four ten-hour days, as a rule, Monday through Thursday. Sherman met 
with Ed Hester on Friday for chip-n-saw mill people times. Level 
measurements were made at many planer mill and stacker positions. An 
analysis was done on hearing protector effectiveness and some task 
equivalent levels. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Reduced most data taken last week in the planer mill area. Another data 
trip was made. I recorded planer mill levels one day to fill in as 
possible for those conditions unavailable previously. Now need primarily 
downtime levels. Recorded in the chip-n-saw mill for tasks Sherman had 
identified last week. Delivered and discussed several articles with 
Connie Hanson about hearing conservation programs and the proper use of 
E-A-R plugs. She will order them as well as get additional sizes of 
other plugs used to help achieve better personal fit for personnel. 
She thought all plugs were the same. She will also purchase a device 
to help size ear canals for better fitting purposes. Talked with Sam 
Carter, maintenance department head, about his department's important 
role in control implementation 4nd previous efforts at Continental, 
particularly with respect to the planer enclosure. The band mill is 
down indefinitely due to the economy, but will run Friday week, so levels 
there will be obtained as well as at surrounding stations to help ascertain 
its impact. Sherman and I talked with Jerome Rogers. Continental is being 
pressured by OSHA and we discussed what we felt they wanted - a good interim 
hearing conservation program, especially audiometric testing. Some tests, 
it was learned, have been done for new hires by the company doctor. A 
division VP, however, is the real holdup, as he is leary of opening them-
selves up to liability claims. Rogers will send OSHA a copy of our program 
of work and discuss a positive, scheduled audiometric testing program. 
It $eems that the Woodland's division had contracted this work previously 
aQd no one knew it. Forest Products will now use them, too. Sherman and 
I discussed realistic downtime levels with Ed Hester and Jerome Rogers. 
Hester, Plant Production Supervisor, estimated fifteen-twenty percent, 
while Rogers, Plant Manager, estimated more like forty-fifty percent. 
Sherman is to ascertain realistic average levels and has requested that 








A-XXXX-XXX Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Division -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Alan Humphrey was again contacted. Continental has had to reduce their 
Hazlehurst operation from two to one shift and be very careful about layoffs 
due to the union. I was assured, however, that our contract work would not 
be affected. I reiterated the need to go ahead on this project, especially 
in light of upcoming OSHA deadlines, as well as the need for several other 
items which Sherman and I had requested (much of which will be affected by 
the cutback, though). Anyway, if no word comes this week a visit to them 
is defini'tely in order. Humphrey promised to call when he had the signed 
contract in hand. The contract was mailed to them for signatures per OCA 
on Friday, 10/26/79. 
A-XXXX-XXX Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Division -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Made a visit to Continental' s Hazlehurst operation and spoke with Alan 
Humphrey. He is beset by work, but took an oath to get the contract back 
ASAP. I expressed concern for them with regard to an upcoming OSHA de!}dline 
(I think - since no data on this either). 
A-XXXX-XXX Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Division -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
A call to Alan Humphrey revealed that the contract'has been sent to 
Savannah in Blll Nagle's office. Thia took place the week after you 
called him on Friday. A call to OCA was inconclusive as Sue Corbin was 
out sick. 
Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Divi~ion -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Bill Nagle, in Savannah's office, was called and was apologetic about their 
noncommunication re our contract. He expressed his intent to proceed. 
Another call from Alan Humphrey in Hazlehurst was similarly apologetic. 
Contract? • • • in work. 
A-2578-000 Continental Forest Industries 
Word was received from you and OCA that the signed contract had been 
received. Reviewed data to date in anticipation of Sherman or Harris and 
I spending a few days in Hazlehurst next week. Talked with Alan Humphrey 
to make him aware of our visit and goals. Our task next week will be to 
fill in basic data gaps on equipment types/locations and on operator group 
tasks/times and to begin recording task levels. Study of data on hand will 
indicate any additional protection to be obtained. Mill personnel have not 






Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Div. - Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Continental Forest Industries Management has accepted our contract. A retype 
of the proposal, a routing sheet, proposal control sheet (updated), an abstract, 
and a data input form were prepared and sent to your office for expeditious 
treatment, as the company would like to be able to tell OSHA that they have 
contracted with us to begin work on their noise problems. 
Sherman and I started work in Hazlehurst Thursday. We talked with Jerome 
Rogers, Ed Hesters, and Alan Humphrey, gathering administrative data and 
orienting them to our future activities. We also met with all of the mill's 
supervisors. I stayed to continue measurements throughout the plant on 
Friday. Levels were obtained at most all operator positions for the purpose 
of blanket plug prescriptions. Measurements were also investigated in th~ 
office area for tbe purpose of possible audiometric work there. 
Continental Forest Industries (cont'd.) 
I visited the Macon Speech and Hearing Center and met with c:(•ne Thompson, 
a clinical audiologist to discuss what he could do for industries needing 
employee audiograms. 
A-XXXX-XXX Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Div. -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Letters were written for literature on their presently used plugs. We 
are holding back some until the contract data which they should have 
received Thursday or Friday of this week is completed. They have not sent 
any of the citation data as requested to date. Talked to Dr. Jim Lowe, a 
local ENT Doctor, as well as the office of Dr. C. L. Pennington, another 
ENT. Requested "Health and Safety Guide for Sawmills and Planing Mills" 
from NIOSH. Requested information on quiet conveyor bearings. Talked with 
Ray Junk re the Fulghum, Fl Chipper and asked if he knew of any noise control 
efforts by Fulghum Industries. They have not done anything to his knowledge. 
I forwarded Ray information on chipper (as a source) noise control for 
Fulghum's possible use. 
A-XXXX-XXX Continental Forest Industries, Forest Products Division -
Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Spoke with Alan Humphrey re our contract. At our request Mr. Humphrey 
was designated by Jerome Rogers, Plant Production Manager, as our contact 
for the noise work. Data previously taken was evaluated and sent by letter 
to Alan discussing testroom levels, recommendations to quieten the room to 
useable levels, and six suggested sources with costs for audiometric tests 
which ranged from $5-$10 per test • . I think the house building cutbacks 








Continental Can Co., Lumber City {Telfair) 
Bill Craig and I met with Mr. Jerome Rodgers, the Plant Manager, to 
discuss possibilities of Georgia Tech contracting t~ look at their 
sawmill noise problems. Sherman will call Mr. Rodgers and we anticipate 
going down to do some preliminary measurements soon. 
Continental Forest Industries - Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
I spoke with Jerome Rogers, Plant Manager, by phon;~set up a visit for 
Sherman and me next week. We will be touring their sawmill with Ed Hesters, 
Plant Supervisor, with the idea of proposing a large noise control contract 
to them. If you recall, Bill Craig and I had visited Mr. Rogers earlier 
this year. This company has been cited for noise by OSHA and needs help. 
Sherman and I will work about 1:2 respectively on this project, if accepted. 
I also spent additional time this week "boneing up" some on noise related 
information. 
Continental Forest Industries - Hazlehurst_ (Jeff Davis) 
Sherman and I went through the plant with Ed Hesters, Plant Supervisor, 
asking him many questions about plant operations, heari11g protection, 
employee attitudes, present noise controls, and other items relevant to 
the noise work we intend to propose. This mill goes from debark to finish 
dried lumber. Someone has made some efforts at enclosures and employee 
booths, but they are in general disrepair and/or are quite ineffective. 
The plant is very much cramped with little separation between noisy areas. 
A chipper sits right in the middle of it all. The company is unionized. 
After the tour we did some survey work to get a better idea of levels. 
Even at idle we saw 90+ levels mostly. We then met with J. Rogers, Plant 
Manager, and discussed what we could do for the company, which has u~en 
cited by OSHA for noise. It is quite evident that they first need to get 
going on a good hearing conservation program. This will probably assure 
an "other than serious" or extensions from OSHA for them. We were reriuested 
to propose a program of work by the end of next week, if possible. We worked, 
this week, on developing a four phase program and its budget for presentation. 
Sherman picked up my input Friday afternoon late on his way back from Atlanta. 
Continental Forest Industries - Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Additional information was prepared and coordinated with Sherman for 
workup into our proposal. I talked to Mr. Rogers by phone and arranged 
to meet him to deliver the proposal. He was informed as to the level of 
work (money) we had come up with. 
Continental Forest Industries - Hazlehurst (Jeff Davis) 
Sherman and I reviewed the proposal to be submitted to Jerome Rogers. We 
delivered it to him at the sawmill and answered his questions about it. 
He was quite opt i mistic that his superiors in Savannah would follow through 
with its approval as they have promised. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This Employee Noise Exposure Profile is part of ongoing noise reduction 
and hearing conservation programs of Continental Forest Industries at 
their Building Products Division, Hazlehurst, Georgia, mill. 
Continental Forest Industries contracted this profile as an initial 
survey to precede the implementation of noise control measures. 
Broader assistance within the scope of their efforts toward an 
effective noise control program included upgrading the hearing conservation 
program; the determination, design, and company implementation of controls 
thought to be practical and effective; and the resurvey of workers to 
ascertain the achieved reductions of sound levels. 
SCOPE OF WORK 
The scope of this present work included: 
1. Identification of employees by job title, locations, normal 
work tasks, and time spent at each task. 
2. Measuring and recording sound pressure levels for each worker 
task. Where continuously varying levels we re found, an equi val ent 
level was calculated using representa tive sampling. 
3. Correlations of task times and task levels were made, yielding 
noise dose estimates by worker or worker groups and tota l noise 
dose percentages for the current 8.5 hour workday. The current 
regulations as prescribe d by OSHA ~1910.95 Occupational Noise 
Exposure were used a s the criteria f or dose computations. At 
the time of the initiation of this work in February 1980, a 
90 dBA 8-hour TWA was the criteria in effect for both persona l 
hearing conservation program initiation and engineering controls. 
PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION 
A total of s i xty-two employees we r e cons ide r e d in thi s s t udy . Thi s 
total excludes off i ce personnel who do not have occasion t o go into t he 
production areas of the mill. Also exclude d , by original a gr eement , wer e 
- 1-
maintenance and clean-up personnel. Every effort has been made to identify 
subject workers during a period in which worker totals and worker assign-
ments were continuously changing in response to the economy's demands. 
Forty-six worker or worker groups were identified, varying from one 
to seven employees each. Identifiers were B for Band Mill (BM), C for 
Chip-N-Saw Mill (CNS), P for the Planer Mill (PM), and S for the Stacker. 
Such an identification as C13 identifies a particular group or individual 
worker in the CNS Mill, for example. 
One hundred and five normal tasks were identified and the time spent 
in each task was established as accurately as possible as can be seen on 
dose computation sheets. 
The above mentioned information was gathered by Sherman L. Dudley and 
George H. Lee of the Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station and 
Industrial Extension Division staff. Nine data gathering dates were 
involved, often in connection with concurrent ongoing needs for other 
phases of this work. Data dates were 2/20, 28,29/80, 3/7/80, 4/1,2/80, 
8/22/80, 11/5/80, and 9/18/81. 
Personnel listings, job assignments, job task identifications, task 
time assignments and other information was provided through interviews -
primarily with Ed Hester, Plant Supervisor, but also with Jerome Rogers, 
Plant Production Manager, the various mill supervisors, and various other 
workers. Throughout the study period efforts were made to double check the 
reasonableness of these data through discussions with supervisors and workers, 
on occasion, throughout the production areas. 
The total time used for one day of work was 8.5 hours. Lunch time 
was taken as 0.5 hours, breaks as 0.33 hours total, and restroom time 
allowance was 0.25 hours per day. Levels during these times were assumed 
to be those of the break room and restroom (<90 dBA). 
An estimate of downtimes was made using the four month period of 
2/25 through 6/26/80 as a basis. Idle and operating time was found to total 
74.6%, while downtime was then calculated at 25.4% f or the mill as a whole. 
For the purposes of this exposure profile, downtime is assumed to involve 
work stoppage either totally or to the degree that levels are brought 
below 90 dBA. This is thought to be a conservative assumption considering 
-2~ 
varying estimates on interview of downtimes with some estimates going 
as high as 50%. Contrarily, in many instances smaller downtimes were 
evidenced from interviews, as evidently the overall downtime is sometimes 
larger than that of an individual mill. 
Future surveys can take this estimate and resulting doses as realistic 
estimates of existing exposure at the time of measurement and compare them 
to new absolute exposure estimates. Or, it might be desired to simply 
remeasure idle and operating levels and recalculate doses, using the same 
downtime percentages, lunch lengths, etc. This approach would give a rough, 
but reasonable estimate of the improvement or degradation of the noise 
environment. Improvements might be due to such items as new and quieter 
equipment, noise-controlled equipment, or changed methods. Degradation 
might be due to such items as new or added equipment, degraded maintenance, 
or misuse of controls in place at the time of the initial survey. 
Several tasks were grouped together as a cycle as in the case of lift 
truck operators and the equivalent levels of these cycles were taken to 
represent the overall task of operating the forklift. 
TEST PROCEDURES 
After calibration, equipment was set to record A-weighted sound 
pressure levels. The Bruel&Kjaer 2209 impulse sound level meter was 
set to slow response and levels were monitored as they were inputted to 
the B & K 2203 graphic level recorder via a DC log signal. The recorder 
was in all cases recording at a 250 mm/sec pen speed. This setting 
assured that the recorder would faithfully follow the slow response set 
into the sound level meter. Recorder paper speed was noted on each output 
tape. It varied from 1 mm/sec in cases where the signal was relatively 
steady to 10 nrrn/sec in some rare instances. The majority of paper speeds 
were 3 mm/sec where levels typically fluctuated as they will in a sawmill 
environment. The faster paper speed facilitated data reduction, as well 
as provided some better insight as to the sources present. 
The thrust of the efforts to record varying levels was to record 
representative samples of the task noise under study. Generally, longer 
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times were recorded for more variant noise levels than for steadier ones. 
In some cases, several tapes were recorded and then combined. This was 
often necessitated by stop and go production activity. 
Test environmental conditions, such as temperature, humidity, and 
wind speeds, were for all cases of data utilized of negligible consequence 
with regard to recorded noise levels. 
It should be noted that levels of this report are those existing 
prior to the installation of th~ Energex wood firing system, and specifically 
the hog behind the planer mill office area. 
DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
Recorded tasks' data was analyzed by completing an "Equivalent Noise 
Exposure Data Sheet." Data samples were subdivided into 0.83, 1, 1.67, 
2.5, or 5 second intervals for the sampling of levels to be entered into 
this sheet. 
Where computations indicated an "Fm" value of less than 0.125 (1/8), 
the equivalent noise level, sometimes called LoSHA• was entered as less 
than 90 dBA (<90). In a few cases where levels such as 89.8 were computed, 
90 dBA was used. 
Computations were made for fifty-three of the one hundred and five 
tasks. For some tasks the equivalent levels wer~ obviously less than 90 dBA 
and this was so noted on the reduction form. 
While 90 dBA was observed as the cutoff point for the worker group 
dosages, efforts were made to supply 85 dBA cutoff data as well. This 
was done in all cases where computations were made. The latter data will 
provide an even more accurate assessment of existing equivalent levels 
with less of the "regulatory" impact which is brought by assuming less 
than 90 dBA levels result in zero dose, even though high eighties levels 
do exist. 
The enclosed listing of dosages in descending magnitude also includes 
totals in parentheses. These dosages are those which result when high 
80's dBA levels are used as if they were 90 dBA. This treatment will give 
a more realistic idea of the worker's actual exposure without regulatory 
distortion. Such distortion comes about for those in the "gray" area 
-4-
around the 90 dBA cutoff level. 
OSHA regulations at the time of the measurements and most computations 
for this survey specified a 90 dBA cutoff. They "like" to have level 
assessment go 5 dBA below the regulation, hence the 85 dBA. Newest 
regulations require going down to 80 dBA in computations since 85 dBA 
8-hour time weighted averages (TWA) are now the target levels for hearing 
conservation programs. It is advisable to apply this program to all those 
of 50% or larger dosages. At this mill I would suggest, now, the testing 
and inclusion of all production area employees in the hearing conservation 
program. 
COMMENTS 
It should be mentioned that "steady" ll5 dBA level exposur~s are not 
allowed by OSHA regulations for any length of time. It is, therefore, 
advisable that no one enter the planer enclosure room without adequate 
personal hearing protection. This should also be a stipulation for those 
who have occasion to work near the chipper (between the Band Mill and the 
Chip-N-Saw Mill). This does not mean that other instances of over exposure 
above 115 dBA are not to be found occasionally, as when a worker get closer 
than normal to a machine, but that these two locations are those thought 
































SUMMARY OF WORKER DOSAGES OVER ZERO PERCENT 
ARRANGED BY DESCENDING MAGNITUDE 
CONTINENTAL FOREST INDUSTRIES 





























WORKER OR WORKER GROUP TITLE 
Machine Feeder, Planer 
Chip-N-Saw Edger Operator 
Trim Saw Operator & Relief Operator 
Vibrating Conveyor Attendant/Cleanup Man 
Chip-N-Saw Trim Saw Helper 
Band Mill Trim Saw Operator 
Chip-N-Saw Mill Supervisor 
Band Mill Supervisor 
Planer Mill Maintenance Man 
No. 1 Tipple Operator 
QC Man 
Cleanup & Round Table Man 
Planer Mill Supervisor 
Tally Man 
Grader Nearest Planer Outfeed 
Green Chain People - First Man Only 
Planer Technician 
Plant Superintendent 
Band Mill Edger Operator & Helper 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Operator 
No. 1 Kickout Operator 
Puller Nearest Trim Saw 
No. 2 Tipple Operator & Helper 
Grader Away from Planer Outfeed 
Stick Man 
Pullers from Trim Saw to Packager 
-6-
TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER I. D. 
GROUP OOSE, % NO, WORKER OR WORKER GROUP TITLE 
44 Cl7 Chip Truck Loader 
42 Bl Headrig Operator 
11 P22 Shipping Clerk 
9 Pl3 Package Man 
9 Pl4 ticket Man 
0 (84) Sl Stacker Operator 
0 (80) BS Lift Truck to Band Mill Headrig Infeed 
0 (80) P2 Lift Infeed Operator 
0 (80) Pl5 Lift Outfeed Operator 
0 (79) Cl5 Green Chain People - Second Position Back 
(away from mills) 
0 (79) S2 Transfer Operator 
NOTE: Dosages in parentheses are results when borderline 90 dBA or 




























EQUIVALENT TASK LEVELS SUMMARY 
CONTINENTAL FOREST INDUSTRIES 
MILL NO. 152 
Task Description 
Break Room/Lunch Room 
Rest Room 
Stick Man, Pl, Near Breakdown Working 
Stick Man, Pl, Down 
Stick Man, Pl, Cut up Sticks 
Lift Truck Maintenance Area 
Planer Infeed Lift Operator, P2, Cycle 
Planer Infeed, P3, Feeding 
Planer Infeed, P3, Down 
Planer Infeed, P3, Idle 
Grader (Nearest Planer Outfeed), P4, Grading 
Grader (Nearest Planer Outfeed), P4, Idle 
Grader (Nearest Planer Outfeed), P4, Down 





























Grader (Away From Planer Outfeed), PS, Grading 94.0 94.0 
<8S Grader (Away From Planer Outfeed), PS, Idle <90 
Grader (Away From Planer Outfeed), PS, Down 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Grinding Room 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Planer Enc., 
w/Lumber 
Planer Technician, P6, Inside Planer Enc., 
w/o Lumber 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Op., P7, Cutting 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Op., P7, Idle 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Op., P7, Down 
Dry Puller (Nearest Trim), PB, Operating 





















































Dry Puller (Nearest Trim), P8, Down 
Crane Yard 
Dry Pullers, P9-12, Operating 
Dry Pullers, P9-12, Idle 
Dry Pullers, P9-12, Down 
Package Man, P13, Operating 
Package Man, Pl3, Idle 
Ticket Man, Pl4, Banding 
Ticket Man, P14, Marking 
Tally Man, B6, Cleanup at Band Mill 
Trim Saw Conveyor 
Planer Outfeed Lift Op., Pl5 & Pl6, Cycle 
RR Car Tie Down, P17-18, Tieing 
Rough Dry Lumber Shed, Outside 
Round Table Man, P19, p/u at Table 
Round Table Man, Pl9, p/u at Trim Saw 
Round Table Man, P19, Down 
Round Table Man, P19, Idle and Cleanup 
Planer Mill Supervisor and Shipping Clerk's 
Office 
Outside Dry Kilns at Outfeed End 
Planer Mill Maintenance Man, P24, at Work 
Table 
Stick Man, Pl, p/u at Conveyor 
CNS Operator, C6, Cutting (in Booth) 
CNS Edger Op., C7, Cutting 
CNS Trim Saw Op., C8, Cutting 
CNS Trim Saw Op. Helper, C9, Cutting 
CNS Operator, C6, Idle (in Booth) 
CNS Edger Op., C7, Idle and Cleanup 
CNS Trim Saw Op., C8, Idle 
CNS Trim Saw Op. Helper, C9, Idle 
No. 1 Tipple Op., ClO, Operating 
No. 2 Tipple Op. & Helper, Cll, Operating 
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Band Mill Edger Op. & Helper, B2-3, Idle 
Band Mill Edger Op. & Helper, B2-3, Down 
No. 2 Tipple Op. & Helper, Cll, Idle 
No. 1 Tipple Op., ClO, Idle 
Green Sorter (First Position Near Mills), 
Cl4, Operating 
Planer Millbright Area, Line Operating 
Stacker Op., Sl, Operating 
Stacker Op., Sl, and Transfer Man, S2, Idle 
Stacker Transfer Op., S2, at Conveyor 
Bander, Cl2 , Working at Line 
Planer Mill Chip Truck Loading Area 
Stick Layers, S3, Operating 
Stick Layers, S3, Idle 
No. 1 Kickout Op., C4, Normal Operations 
Cycle 
No. 1 Slasher, C3, Idle 
No. 1 Slasher, C3, Operating 
No. 2 Slasher, CS, Operating 
No. 2 Slasher, CS, Idle 
Kiln Control Room 
Log Deck Near CNS Infeed, CNS Going 
Lift Op., Green Lumber to Stacker, Cl6, Cycle 
Jib Crane Op., Cl, Opera ting & Idle 
Band Mill Edger Op. & Helpe r, B2-3, Oper ating 
Headrig Operator, Bl, Cutting 
Headrig Operator, Bl, Idle 
Main Of f ice 
Green Sorters (Second Man On), Cl5, Operating 
Headrig Operator, Bl, Down 
CNS Oper ator, C6, Down 
CNS Edge r Op., C7, Down 
CNS Trim Saw Op. &·He lper, C8-9 , Down 
No . 1 Tippl e Op ., ClO, Down 
- 10-
















































































No. 2 Tipple Op. & Helper, Cll, Down 
Band Mill Infeed Lift Op., BS, Cycle 
Tally Man, B6, All Cutting 
Plant Superintendent's Office 
CNS Mill Supervisor's Office 
Chip Truck Loader, Cl7, RR Car Area 
Green Sorter Attendant, C13, Emptying Sorter 
& Idle 
Green Sorter Attendant, C13, Down 
Band Mill Trim Saw Op., B4, Cutting 
Band Mill Trim Saw Op., B4, Idle 
Band Mill Trim Saw Op., B4, Down 
Tally Man, B6, Idle 
Band Mill Vibrating Conveyor Attendant, B8, 
at Chipper/Cleanup 
Band Mill Vibrating Conveyor Attendant, B8, 
Under Band Mill 
Green Sorter (First Position Near Mill), 
C14, Idle 
Green Sorters (Second Man On), Cl5, Idle 
Green Sort Line Workers, Cl4-15, Down 
Under CNS Trim Saw Cleanup 
Planer Mill Maintenance Man Lunch Work Time 
NOTE: Stars (*) indicate downtime tasks, see text. 
-11-





















































































SUMMARY OF ALL WORKER DOSAGES 
USING 90 dBA TASK LEVEL CUTOFFS 
. 



























CONTINENTAL FOREST INDUSTRIES 
MILL NO. 1S2 
Headrig Operator 
Band Mill Edger Operator & Helper 
Band Mill Trim Saw Operator 
Lift Truck to Band Mill Headrig Inf eed 
Tally Man 
Band Mill Supervisor 
Vibrating Conveyor Attendant/Cleanup Man 
Jib Crane Operator 
Chip-N-Saw Mill Supervisor 
Slasher No. 1 Operator 
No. 1 Kickout Operator 
No. 2 Slasher Operator 
Chip-N-Saw Operator 
Chip-N-Saw Edger Operator 
Trim Saw Operator & Relief Operator 
Chip-N-Saw Trim Saw Helper 
No. 1 Tipple Operator 
No. 2 Tipple Operator & Helper 
Bander 
Automatic Sorter Attendant 
Green Chain People - First Man Only 
Green Chain People - Second Position Back 
(away from mills) 
Fort Lift Operator - Green Chain 









































































Lift Infeed Operator 
Machine Feeder, Planer 
Grader Nearest Planer Outfeed 
Grader Away from Planer Outfeed 
Planer Technician 
Planer Mill Trim Saw Operator 
Puller Nearest Trim Saw 
Pullers from Trim Saw to Packager 
Package Man 
Ticket Man 
Lift Outfeed & Lift Shipping 
RR Car Tie Down 
Cleanup & Round Table Man 
QC Man 
Planer Mill Supervisor 
Shipping Clerk 
Plant Superintendent 
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TI .. 
: _o_ 
Pre and post data calibrations 
were satisfactorily made on 
all data dates. 
1. Pistonphone, Bruel and Kjaer Type 4220, Serial No. 577874. 
2. Windscreen, B & K Type UA 1237, ~" 
3. Condenser Microphone, B & K Type 4165, ~', with 
Normal Protecting Grid, Serial No. 646436. 
4. Flexible Extension Rod, B & K Type UA 0196. 







6. Impulse Precision Sound Level Meter, B & K Type 2209, Ser. No. 594740. 
7. Portable Graphic Level Recorder, B & K Type 2306, Ser. No. 616003. 
8. 50 dB Logarithmic Potentiometer, B & K Type ZR 0016. 
9. 25 dB Logarithmic Potentiometer, B & K Type ZR 0015. 
10. External Filter Connector Bar, B & K Type JP 0400. 
11. Octave Band Filter Set, B & K Type 1613, Ser. No. 576483. 
12. Tunable Band Pass Filter Set, 3% and 23%, B & K Type 1621, S/N 615760. 
X 13. Avant Tripod with Linhof Head, Not Shown. 
14. General Radio 1982 Precision Sound Level Meter, Type I. 
15. Sound Level Meter and Spectrum Analyzer, Ivie IE-JOA, Ser.No. 805A954. 
16. Microprocessor Audio Analyzer, Ivie IE-17A, Serial No. 911A530. 
17. Accelerometer, B & K Type 4366, Ser: No. 574693. 
18. Integrator, B & K Type ZR 0020. 
-16-
* In connection with other phases. 
TASK NO. 




ST ART/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-




NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 .., 
::l 88 0.095 
89 - 0 109 ~ 
0 90 0.125 r-i .., 
91 0.144 t1' 
::l 92 o. 165 
0( 
93 0 .189 (J) 




















'--·- - - -
114 3.482 
115 4.000 
2n= -- 2P"' (1) ---
LP 
-= = 2n -- Fm (2) = Ta (3) 
Daily Hours Exposed = __ 
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Level dBA ((90)) = Fm (4) --Fm x Ta = x (5) --
-- dBA ((85)) 
L 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5] 
F = l/Tp = (1/16)2 . -- dBA ((80)) 
-17-
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
A. Supply the information needed at the top of the Form (all but study "Start/Stop 
Time"). 
B. Select the measurement location, adjust the sound level meter (previously calibrated), 
and briefly observe the operation to be studied. 
C. When ready, note start time, then record the dB(A), slow response, sound pressure 
level on the Form every 15 seconds. More frequent rates improve accuracy. 
D. Continue Step C for a representative time period; typically 5 minutes (20 measure-
ments), noting the level every 15 seconds; longer or shorter periods may be used if 
they are representative. When finished, record the stop time. 
E. Add up the number of occurrences for each sound level, and record each sum in the 
"n" column. 
F. Multiply each "n" by the adjacent "F" value, and place the product in the adjacent 
"P" column. 
G. Sum all the values of "n" and place the value in the appropriate box below the 
column. Do the same for the "P" values. See Step "l" on Form. 
H. Using the space provided in equation (2), divide the "P" sum by the "n" sum, and 
record the result. 
I. Divide the actual exposure time by shift time; the Form assumes an 8-hour shift. 
Record the result as noted in equation (3). 
J. Multiply the result of equation (2) by the result of equation (3) using equation 
(4). Record the result. 
K. Using the result of equation (4), find the closest corresponding value of "F" in 
the Table. Look to the left, find the dB(A) value associated with "F'', and record 
this Equivalent Noise Level for the shift. 
NOTES: 
1) "F" is the reciprocal of the permissible exposure time for each sound level, 
2) 
or F = 1 
T 
p 
, where T 
p 
16 and L = dB(A) sound pressure level having 
a permissible exposure time of T 
p 






5 log (16F) + 85 = 16.61 log (16F) + 85, 
log 2 
and L 5 log (16/T~ + 85 
log 2 
3) The larger the P the larger the exposure contribution. Look for items during 
cycles which give this dB(A) level for most economical dB(A) reduction per $. 
4) If you want the 90 dB(A) cutoff instead of 85 dB(A), then make "P" values 0 
for 85-89 levels, but get credit for time less than 90 dB(A) by keeping the 





WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 




NO. IN GROUP 
DATE 
BY 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
1/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
P . TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
~~ TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 







WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
0 0·@xQ) 
WORKER OR TASK 1 /T • F1ll for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p 
TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA. HR. %/100 
I.D. NUMBER C\ l11 .,..,cJ ... / P.J<t .... ~ 0 Li10 . ~3 0 
f) l 0°1 R~!.t ft.°"" D LqO 1lS 0 
-
GROUP NAME 7~ OPW...TtN& .\1..SO qo ?.3'"'L I l/ I~ 
~~Ir- Bo \ \)\. ~ 0 L'fo "'2.. '1... "L 0 
~ (' f(l(>.'1"0 (2.... 
i-; l)ov-1~ L~o i..s. + '· s 8 ~ 0 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
f 
~0 • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP ,l/IS-
COMPANY ~~---.... \\ ,.__~+ ... J r 1. - '~'- DOSE, i./100 -
DATE C)~ri...i )~\ 
BY G~ or '+ 7- % 
WORllR OR. WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlTl'.M'ION SHEET 
© ©·©x® 
WORKER. OR. TASK'. l/T • Fil for TOTAL 3HIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WOllER. GROUP BO. ' NAME 
p 
TIME. TST, at TASI. AT TAS~ CONTRIBUTION. 
NO. & NAME TASK, Bl-l dBA HR.. %/100 
1.D. IMCl!I C\ l•"-CI... 1~ft ... 'tr- \> . l,O I g '3> f) 
()1-> O""l Rt~t J.. °""" 0 L°)fJ I ls !) 
GIOU1' NAME 1S o P6<2A 11 r'H->- • 1. /'1-8 q). b ~l/-.1 ).31... .0Db 
~flfN ~ /"\\ ~ 
'St:. ,,, 1 lhSo qi.o "2.f\1~ 2.. . 1-""L ·3bb ~~ f-12_ 1ou: .. 







NO. IB GmUP •. 
t 
~ G) • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORJCER GROUP 
j. 21 COMPANY c ~ \\ "-'-'-+~ l r '\. - IS""\.. OOSE, 1./100 -
DATE q f 1,1 [~, 
!Y G.~ or l l.1 % 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK 1/T .. Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p . TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER o I L v,.,.. u1.. / fft (J;k ().- LC..O 'g~ 
PA- 0 "\, ~JS-\- (t\f'Wrl\ ~ .l"lo 'i. s 
GROUP NAME q~ ~TT /rl 6' ,<;;7;/l. ({)),$ 4q. (, 3.t;9 
"T(<1M 5AvJ q1 inve./ (,~ .. ~/q 16 ri.s l. '6 s 
0 ff, f.A TD(l_ 
'7~ L'ic 'l-~ I Lf-1~ /.BS (N O\)vJ rJ c;::> 
~kN I) M 1' \..-I..- ) 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
cm1PANY --"-C'-'--\~-·-~-~---'f_·_;;c.I_--'1 ...... s_t..., __ _ 
~® • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 











.1 t) \ . 
..::> 
% ------
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© 
WORKER OR TASK l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p . 
TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. %/100 
I.D. NUMBER ' \ L~k.t 0 1 ... l'} 0 ,8) D 
BS (j 11' 0..1~ 0 L.-q~ . -is 0 
~g 
{(_\JNl-,\\ ,..l ~ 
GROUP NAME CL;~\ E 0 . ..:::. 7p 0.~l. 0 





w ; \\ \ (. 
fl..\ 0 "\ 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
COMPANY t \J\".t .~t.) 
' 
( uu..,t H ,- I S1... 
2: © = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 = 0 
DATE 0\/11 IB l r1 
(.) 
BY G.lu or % 
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I. D. NUMB ER o I L ltvr. v1.. / fy< e ,, k 
Bb 0 /... Rts+ '~ 
'10 Ar 5TAT1 •"' GROUP NAME \I\/ L>U.1 I\) u-
~{Al\~ 11 I Dvt l\T .)"TA • 
MN"-
Ji{ C.\..~-Vf' eT$ 
WORKER NAME 





WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT p . 
TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l d.BA HR. 
0 ?-~o 
D L'1o 
• 35 D 91 
0 ~cto 
, /S'8~ q1,1 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
.83. 
.i.s 
S° 0 D/<) 3 ,7/ 
1..-S .:ilo /. gb 
'2-5~/ i. J, gs 
2 G) = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 











1.5 I 7 
% -------
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER l) \ l \lNt\-' I f!,f([ P.I(\ 
e1 Cl..,. RC$> ~c.;v,, 
°17 
AT f3M ~If"'\ 
GROUP NAME s /:lrV.I • J ll\.Ad:._. 
BkNU . "b A7tTR1""' $~.1 /v\t LL GvT711\JIJ... 
A-"!'" 6 ~~'-N 





f'r'T 5 up . . 
WORKER NAME 0f-Y1c.£ 
Nr /'vi.~ ,..Jf, 
t;b D\...l:J l.r 
Sb 
f\"1' ~-<;) 6 't;(l.. 
NO. IN GROUP P•~ITION' 
\ 
COMP ANY l 1."r.t 1 ~ 1.--x>\ r· \ ( . J. . - I S- l 
oATE P) I i,3 )s 1 
BY 
l/T = Fm for 
p 
TASK, HR'.""1 dBA 
v <~o 
D Lqo 
• ) 71?> qg 
· 537'- /lf¥,r; 
• L-1- 0 ~y. I 
• ) 2-0 3 q7.1 
D ~" D 
v ~10 




% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
.8~ 
.LS 
35&)~ '2..-, bO 
0 o~. ,7~ 
I .q B 




~(1) = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 












. ~ b\ \ 
~ 
% 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
CD 
WORKER OR TASK l/T .. Fm for 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA 
I.D. NUMBER 01 Lu N( .: Ip .J.,f ( 'I. 
3~ D'\.. 5t (~ .. - {l,... 0 ,_._ 
,.. 
O•Nl..-f"t I l I:. 
GROUP NAME / '1D (..,f h "p e=.f.- l,f&fCj/ 10,,3 
V ' ~ f2.kl"ltil ~ fol 
C...i...-t-~- IJP 
~GM . ~'U:. s 101.~ 
c,;,f'JV'C~o/2.. 
3f c.~-"P r<~1 rs ·I 52if tt1.1 f'\TT~~1 
<.... V(..-ftt-1. - \l ~ -
~--N"' .. VP /OS UN \)(-<L CtJ S I f<i 31... ~3.1 
WORKER NAME 
~ 
' . '-~ . ... L" 
I 
NO. IN GROUP 
( 
COMP ANY Q_ '~ h "4,,...."\ ,J r r . - 6 :i.. 
---~-~--~~~-~~-







% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 




1- ,'"l,. . ..-1-
1.. .• i 'L..-
~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 










or "3 0 ~ % --------
WORKER OR 
WORKER GROUP 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER t> 
c._ I 
,:))... 
GROUP NAME 71 
-::> ' 0 c..ll Prf'l E 
WORKER NAME 










NO. & NAME 
l U\'\.C I P;, (L,{ /'('(_ 
"-(~\ r?.oo "'"°' 
D~41Ni 
I 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
lfT = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p 
TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 ('j 0 
\:) c:'..., C> 
0 L'; () 
0 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
.e5 
.'2.$ 
I t>O 1. t/-2-
g,50 ,/ 
~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 









WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T = Fm for 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p 
NO . & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA 
I.D. NUMBER 0 \ l \J NC "· I /l.. tU.'-1' ( ::: 0 C i.> 
t ...,_ 01.- {(.e"J i R ..... ; r->M Q (_ ~'\) 
GROUP NAME °11.. ~s Sue· ~t(... 0 Lqu 
Gtl ~ fv'.;. u l\\ "Pli .SIJr . O(~~ LCfc 0 
s\J • ' ...n,... fN C.NS: ~~ . \{\. 
48 {\) IS ,5"2-3& 1n.) 
7{ 
L-0 (i- L.IN'C 
.~~8& ~~CNS tNf 10 0?,l,.. 
WORKER NAME I os UN'~C-<l ""'u .... 1... ,1'\~l.. 01 ./ 
,L,b ~E '1 Nl-p D c:qD 
ob fV'A.1,..iT 
NO. IN GROUP 
(\~ \:::> £.Cj I) 
I qo ~\.,"/ ~-fl , 3-i-8 '3 tf 7. 0 
COMPANY C lN---l"' • , ! r. T ~ IS°' 
DATE 
~q-\~-3~fo-\~~~~~~~ 




% TST/100 NO. HOURS 









I t:; . lY-
I CJ ,l} 
\~ \. \ \ 
~<1) z TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 

















WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER L \JN ( /· I ~fU..Jl((.5, 
c~ o-... R{c, T ('....., 0 ,..,._ 
GROUP NAME 70 ~"1-~~ 
.5{C4_$~-# I l/ /\ ~~-k~ .~-· -Jl.-
y~ y 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
l 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUfATION SHEET 
CD © 
l/T ""' Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
~ 0 !_<j Q 
0 LC/r> 
~ 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
I 83 
.'2....S 
~ f, '+~ 
~ r;, '? + 
&so i/' 
~~ : TOTAL WORKER 






COMPANY (' M . """"'j ' I r .,. ·' ' - I S: i.- DOSE, %/100 = C::> 
DATE 0\1~ B 
BY c lv- or --- 0 % 
J> --
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I .D. NUMBER D\ Lu~ iJ / P; f!k-A. ¥-5 
~~ D2 ~ (U")f"\ 




NO. IN GROUP 
l 
COMPANY C ti',._-\\"'~ .,._ft t r. T . - I $" 1. 
DATE (). \c.. 'f \ 
' 
BY G .Lu 
l/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p 
TIME, TST, 





% TST /100 NO. HOURS 




2:: ® = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 








or I\~ --------% 
WORKER OR 
WORKER GROUP 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER 0 l 
(~ 01... 
GROUP NAME 13 
i'-) 0 ,_ 72 
~) .. .- f"V°'( 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
BY 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
TASK l/T = Fm for 
NO. & NAME 
p . 
TASK, HR-l dBA 
Lu,...itf /~-Aic:t 0 L1v 
,. fs.,- ~ 0""' 0 LC\ o 
la1 t 1"" b c. ~-rk 0 L0D 
F\wJ1-J 1r~ 0 L'f7) 





% TST/100 NO. HOURS 





t r v' 
I "J 
~~ : TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 












WORKER OR TASK 
WOllER GROUP RO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.O. NUMl!ll C\ L~ ..... ck /~it ... 'F. 
c_ro 04 Rf~ t fl. o"" 
4~ 
0H1P-1-J -SA.v) 
' GROUP HA.l!IE OPE~ l(")l'J 
C~1P -kJ-?xw so JJ)u; 




NO. Ill GmuP 
( 
WORKER OR 'WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COHPtrI'ATION SHEET 
CD © 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIM' % TST/100 NO. HOURS p TIM!, TST, at TASK AT TASK 
TAS~, HR-l d.BA Hll. 
0 Lq~ / 83 
0 l-q~ ,i.s 
0 LC/o Z5°7o 6,i\ 
0 < 9o JO% .It 
{) ?.. ~ 0 5% ·)1 
- . . .,/ ~ •°T"E' , ~ . I) v~ ~,......;.. ~.(_ (~ 
1~S/ \01 ;_ 5µ We, ,J..r,.L ~ . , ~ ' ~.So L© • TOTAL WORKER 
~ ;_....~ ' -"' <: fV'.- l..( . 
OR WORJC!R GROUP 












WORKER OR. TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
1.D. RUMl!a C\ L,. .... c.1,.. / PJ(t -..F.. 
t1 04 R•~t '-4 o"" 
GROUP HAKE 47 ~~ 
5\ Jdle 
~~ 16 i; 'D:>wY\-h~ 
a>KD. UM! 
\fat_), A\(-.c .1 




WOilEJt OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 L-"'\ I) 




0 Llf o 
+ zo f.1~~1· \, i~~ 
" 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 










~ © • TOTAL WOIUCER 
OR WORJCER GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 • 
N ~ <) , ~~ ~ ,v-:,. ~' -.r-1. ... t 
~S/1 t) Is ~ rW' (.J (v-; . ·~ ~ ~ or 










WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP RO. & NAME 
~m. & NAME 
• 
l.D. RUMIER C\ L ..... c~/~,t ... ~ 
c_~ - 04 f(f~t J,..~ 
4i mM.. S4J GROUP NAME ~10.0,wT 
lti"'-SAV) St_ JJxE, 







NO. I1' GROUP 
~ 
l> 
WORK.ER OR WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
--
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 50. HOURS 




rJ £_~0 /.11 
0 L q) /t-S 
.S25b I oo. 3 35% ,,Qi.. 
• 3187 7P.O /Oto .1:\ 
0 Lqo 5~ .~s 
8. ~o i/ 
~<D • TOTAL Wll!lt 
OR. WORX!R GROUl' 
DOSE, %/100 • 
N..{p , S D~~l ~ ,..,:_ , • . : ! ~<f 
~ S ~ J \(:) / $'" S \'-'W- W c-_, (l.C <~ L. ;l< 






"3 I l 5 I, 
. '-1 . 
'(:) 
3.42--
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP J.110. & NAME 
NO. & NAKI 
I.D. IMll!K . c \ ln,cl,../~(t-..k 
c_,C{ 0, R Ht '4 O"'-\ 
41 
r-rR I M_ (5.!l. l'J 
GROUP NA.lt! ~~ 
\"Riil ~VJ 53 ,]jx£ 
liaPEe t~ ~~6 
YDKD BAME 
J. ~(s 
NO. IW CIOUP 
\ 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
CD 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME. TST. 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR.. 
{) L'10 
"O LC\v 
-,y(.../O 7f, I 




% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK. 
/, 11 
,1.-S 
is6h 0. -01... 
l()r. .1, 
63 .35 
t.So ./ 2:0 • TOTAL WO!UC!R 
OR WORlCER GROUP 









5~ Vl ' " ;L or ___ L..@S 
I\...>~ ( _..,,... ~ ~ (~ , 
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKEa GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I. D. NUMBER C\ L~Y\tl.. I PJ(t-..'tt. 
~10 O""l R•~t J... o-._ 
GROUP NAME st lrff~ ~d 








WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COKPl!I'ATION SHEET 
l/T • F1ll for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE p TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CORTltlBUTION, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. %/100 
\) LCl\'V I ·J1 0 
\) L°IO .25 0 
. ~218 Cf 6. 'g 06% b,t>°)., 1. ~'i-
.) L'f c. 0% .11 v 
C> Lqo -0~ .35 0 
15'0 ./ i 2:© • TOTAL Wll!R 
OR. WOltlt!R GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 • 
~h,,~ '- t: A · r~* 
•' I\. t i t -<l { or __ j _._4_4-__ 7. 
'. ,.J\ 
WORKER OR TASK 
WOllER GROUP NO. & NAME 
RO. ' NAME 
-
1.D. HUMBER C\ L .... ck/P.J,t.-..'t:.. 
c, \ l 01. Ri~t ~o-.._ 
GROUP NAME S5 "uk.~I 
~J_\rn\~ 5~ ~ 




NO. Ill CSOUP 
l 
DATE q\ ~\ \ 
G' Lu_ 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© © ©-<Dx@ 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE p TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
TASK, HR.-l dBA HR. %/100 
0 (._ °'\'\) t ·17 0 
\) ~q'I) ·'-S 0 
.11o1lf ql., I 36% (o.01... I. 0 \ 
0 Lqa 10% .11 0 
D ~~o 0% .~S c 
~.So v 
2: G) • TOTAL WORICER 
OR WORICER GROUP 
OOSE, %/100 • { .o I 
or J 0 I -------
I 
/ 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© ©-®x© 
WORKER OR TASK l/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p 
TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER 0\ l....--~/~ c::> cc,._, .a!> 
c_ l ').... 
c) I.. w ~ C> <:.. ~ 0 . 'l.. s-
GROUP NAME ~) 
~er u.,_, C> ~~~ /.l/.L 
P>~ 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
CO~fPANY C=T'J..~ ... ;.~tJ ~-t ~,,l - I S"l-
2@ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 = 
DATE '\I.,,_ t. /& \ 












HO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER C\ 
CA3·· o-i 
GROUP NAME ~~ 
~v~rA*,@tt qt; 
J a>KD. bME 
J~Y\~\ ~ 




WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
TASK l/T • Fm for 
NO. & NAME p 
TASK, HR-I dBA 
L~"cl.. /~1t "'"- 0 L'10 
Rt~t J... °""' D J..~0 
~s~~·h 0 Lqo 
~+-~ c <'.:~~ 






% TST/100 . RO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASX. 
1:11 
. '2,.S 
~~ t 6.13. 
Su/. .. 35 
~. ~./ 
2:© • TOTAL WORKER 
OR 'WORXER GROUP 











WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & N.AME 
NO. & NAME 
-I.D. NUMBER C\ L .... ck/'?J1t.-..'rr-. 
' C; 14- 04 Rf~t ~ °""" 
CROUP NAME ~o 
4-~~ s~"'i 
:'() l(1'£n ~ 
G~~i{) 10 2.. Xhl_~./ 
~~- f l)'f i),wu 
f1A.rr-~ 
ON L..'1 I 
WBER lWCE 
i 
MO. I1' C.OUP 
I 
3Y (;.Lu_ 
WOllER OR WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© · 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHU~ p 
TIME, TST, 
TASK. HR-l dBA HR. 
0 L£\0 
0 L\o 




% TST/100 RO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
,Q ~ 
,~s 
'ISfP. b.~ l . 
IO?o .1~ 
bfo .;1 
• 0 ./ 35 
~0 • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 










or ____ J_3 ........ ~ __ 7. 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T ... Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p 
TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER 0 l LLW.J.. \\.ovk .;;:. LC,o .8 ~ 
c\~ 0'").. ·~~ C> ~°Jo . ~S" 
91.... '-~\.v.., s~ &; ·t ~ (?.~I GROUP NAME Vv-- ~ Cl L 'ill 
G'{(.A,..,.... ~ 
/o3 Til.t c '"'0 l O 4o .1L/ ~- vc"""" sQla Lr-. '\VI>"""" 4- lo'f 0 ?4 w ·~1 
-z_ry_ \-' O.S I~ \)N 
i'.;/\C~ 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
4 (vNu._'[___ 
cm1P ANY ~ '\.:. "-tA-'\ .\ ~--{'" ~ t &"cl-~"'$ 
~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 • 











WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SH.EET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS p WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
HR-l 
TIME, TST, at . TASK AT TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER C\ L~ f\( \... / ()u ,,Jc .. 0 L1u I 8~ 
C!Co 01. R~~+ ~o-..._ 0 L.1o .is 
I , f\ ,..._...,It 
GROUP NAME I~~~ ~ 
~l Lj-t ~·~ 7b ~ ~IJ:~ h\~. \ L.q,o G·41-0 
~1\ t\~\ ~ ~ (J 




NO. IN GROUP 
\ 
2: 0 • TOTAL WORKER 
COHPANY ~ \\",_..,._+ .. ) ( \ . - I~~ 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/100 • 
DATE 0., ) ~ \ ~ \ 
BY or 








WORKER OR WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p . 
TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l d.BA HR. %/100 
I.D. NUMBER c \ LvNt.t-\ ! f':. ~~ 0 "'l 0 I' s 3 ~ 
C\1 
6 "l. {LC$T ~ ~"" 0 L"1 o . 'LS 
I 
0 
~{"")-\ 1 ...iO ~> .-
GROUP NAME Cf3 B nn f..ro ~ c}r{I.. c "-~O Lf, i.f '- <.) 
bb "'~ 
PM o~ "t-u. 
(mP 
AT ,..4, V l 1<. /.AJ f>"j , '! '-111 C)/. '-- J. .. UQ • ll Y'-f 
T'(l v t ''-
WPro(-Q... 
(<fl_ Cwz ,-.-., c~ 
WORKER NAME 
t: "J,, ' -' I 
- L--'v'\~ 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
COMPANY C~~~ ~* ~L--st'f; e5 
~~ • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/ 100 = 
DATE <1/u,/~ I 
BY C.k__ '{.. l/ . % or • -------
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER c \ Lu N n1 ( fJ, rz;: --kK 
?\ O""'L It. t: ";)'i f'.-0 (I fl'\ ~ 





05 CvTS vf sncq 
45 s-kd .. p\ J b\~ci 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
f". I -
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
1/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
p TIME, TST, at TASK 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 ,,:._ ~D 
C> L. ']o 
• 1.-11 g 'f), 8 
0 ~~~ z_,5, Lf 





s-o/G? ~ ,6~ 
• 2.S 
/, 7 2,, ' 
/, g~ 
'· i.-s 
.3 .. 57 
5. s /.vi ""' 
= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 












• 6 6 I 
or __ _.::;~_b=--___ % 
I 
-------...---------------~. -=------------------------------------ \ 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK 1/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER () \ L v r-..t-l-. / P> 0-\" ~ 0 L1o 
\/ 2.. <)1.- p .. (~T (U 0 1\..o\ 0 LCf-r:> 
I ) GROUP NAME - ' DCU, \l/LrJ 
uF--r ot s~~""r.1 l~ D LCf o , N i ~-{ \) I I 
,f1 '1 i1"))trY ( ofVv? s'f'iCl..A bE f 
l '15 \)) ~ 
Ofo (-.J fL IN,,(;~ T 0 ~°)D 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 










"5 0 ' i,/' = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 









0 % BY ---.-----
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER () \ LJl\C,~ I flJ1U- t. 
f ~ D"l.. Re!:'\ l'tb IV'\ 
GROUP NAME oi Fi-t1>; rt 1r r L. 
MF\(l-\1"1E o'l Qovirl 1)11-?f 
~·. ;en_, 
{ (1Lfe<'t <(0 
l ' r-.1 M:-t""'.)J 10 I T) \, ( lt~tlK '~I-
t--1'.J 1.-llMl':it.R 
11 JN')IO E b-icA .. 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
WORK.ER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
l/T ,. Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
D L1o 
v L?to 
.9/J'f /0 y. 3--
u (OjO 
0 t.. ~D 
I scHil 101:~ 
0 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
.SJ 
''2..5 
bL/-.1 ,,._,g 0 




~Ci) • TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 














WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER 0( ll.l "'J.. } e~--M<-
'P tl 
\ 1 \)'\, f(< '.I "r" ~ e- M 
GROUP NAME \I G {IJ(f) I N Ir 
b~Ot~ I"\.. 1'1)\._~ 
I~ l>owr.JnME 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
WORKER ~R WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
l/T "" Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME, TST, 







% TST/100 NO. HOURS 




60. I 4.'f6 
10 • 74-
2.S.4- J,8 K 
~.r; / " 
~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 













WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER a\ L'""'c.l._) ~/2. 't"'1<.. 
DS C1. i((Sj ~O/\...o., 
GROUP NAME I~ G~ , ..:.~ 
C. (Lv)( < 1<; \ t> I.A 
It_ lJ W N "'f\ {"((_ 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
COMPANY 
r .s, - 1S""1.. 
DATE 
BY 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
l/T .. Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
p 
TIME, TST, at TASK 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
D (._ 1~ 
'D (_ <j'3 
.ve.to 'jlf.O bD, \ 
D ~~o /o 
0 <. °' 0 2--S· V 
:fr' r ~ f(lA (,.LI (VVH \ <!i ((J ~ l( 










= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 









or l ()1.) % ---'---=----
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
' 
I 
I.D. NUMBER 01 Lv"'d.. /".:>~ 
, ?~ () l. ft,(~j" ~,........ ; 
GROUP NAME ll Tu-oL. fL'fJ OM·· 
\)L l' r • " It< .-. 
(,I n I 1.. L f../M{,/11 ft-(l,ffJ 
\ Lf ~fl,~ Tf\ <!,\,( 
I~ 
c. VT1 I N {; 
1rJS11)( {-<VC.Lo5 , 
WORKER NAME \4 ~D L U1'1/!. €.fl. lrJ<;iQ( l.""'t1..0S • 






WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
0 
l/T "" Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
p TIME, TST, at TASK 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
" L&jo 
0 c_ If o 
0 ~ io 40 
. I 76g ?J.) ~() 
.'L.f ~b Cf y ..f) i-s 
2,'f-j 0 ///.'/ ~ 





'l. q ~ 
2.. :z.3 
/, 8l 
, / 5 
,[_l_ 
f . :;- v 
= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 














WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER 0\ Lu .... cl., I ~it:~ 
Pl lYL QP ~ (l.U'\ AA... 
GROUP NAME 1,,.-t> CVTi JtJ (r 
Tl'(IMM~ 
l "T<l..1 M ')h/'J o P) 1-( \ l) Lc 
1.-"L l)'r-1 rJ 
WORK-ER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
\ 
,, I !\ ~ ..... . 





WORK.ER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
l/T "" Fm for TOTAL SHIFT p TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 ~'? o 
0 .(_ ~ 0 
-uos '1S.3 
D .:::..qo 
c {_ c, \) 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 




















I , i-s 
or l 2..-,S % 
-~------
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER a \ Lu"'cl. / ~~ 1(. 
?8 en .. £.(-:,-; ~':>/-'\ 
TIUM 
GROUP NAME l.) CUTT 1 N !r/f>vt1;iJ~ 
\)IJL\.Bi -





NO. IN GROUP 
I 
COl1PANY r . ' · - 1 
DATE 
BY 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
® · 
1/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
p 
TIME, TST, at TASK 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 L.Cf<> 
0 <'.:....C/o -
, It; t.I ~3 .1.. b_'f,1 
* -, \1.,.<;D ~o .6 ID 
0 L~~ s.+) ( '* 
~ L'. Di I) z () \v-
-
L 
-*' c1:i.. u: v l ATE-.D E ~ ~ 1 v, lL V ~ -/ . ' ) ~ 4u 
_CJln.,C. 1.h. A '°"rp-1 .:: • 11-~5 ~ , \ ).Su 








I· ~8 \ 
( . v 
'-' ' ) 
= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 






, 'l~ I' 
.. C'\ 3 
D 
l,O 3 4 
or -~--1 '0 __ 3~ __ %
WORKER OR 
WORKER GROUP 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER 01 
'?'}-12 01... 
GROUP NAME 1..1 
~ \ f S 
:&-i c"TI~ I f '\ '\"() ' 









WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
TASK 1/T == Fm for TOTAL SHIFT . % TST/100 
NO. & NAME 
. p . 
TIME, TST, at TASK 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
l \JV\C. \ .• , }r?iL~< 0 ( 0 
I 
(2.E$-r 
(Z...,) t) ""' 
0 ( 7 0 
c.. Ji 'T • t-JL,. .,..a.,,- * t;qo l '-/,1 \~- Pvu. 1r<f...· , l'-S 
"' ~ 
~ 't 
LC;o 10 C' 
i)-:,\f.J r-J 0 t..C, 0 S.I.{ J_~u 
c. V(-A<" vf 0 L 'i ci 1,.-o 
\ V' 
, 
r . .r. - \ $°'(. 
* c M. C..v' l-!Yft ::0 l tvfi-~ :;:' q D {1~ (. ,,_ .. ./L.I L p 
· .. q/."2... ((3 $ ·i Yr,; =: · Nl/ 
1-'+ c (\-'l. c v \.. A"f( -y (.!.. \IL LS . ..:::.4 D (( 10 )) 
y., ~ e;,(:, ·:s~ 
' F' - • 









D. '> v 
TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 














NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER DI 
'Pl~ .. :n .. 
GROUP NAME ~.., 






NO. IN GROUP 
\ 
BY 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
TASK l/T -= Fm for 
NO. & NAME p 
TASK, HR-l dBA 
\J M /,.. / ~ e:;: ,... "- 0 Lei o 
U s\- ~C>fv\ D ( ') i) 
PA t\41 b(. ~ll!rl/r C> <-CJo 
l?l€ 0 ~qo 
PU(...L. (w~·11 .. ) .12'~ ~~o 
(.1,, (...-e>t"'I}~ 0 <.tip 





% TST/100 NO. HOURS 




/) /,/ / 
/I) ·1i 
/ D 11 '/ 
,- v" "(;"\ 5. ') 
~'2.J . = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 











• 0 ~ 
% 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© ® 
WORKER OR TASK l/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER 0\ Lu~c1/ <!i~K.. D L1D 
? J 
01.. R.'CST ~l>M. c (_ '1 t> 
GROUP NAME ~ "2 P,i~iN(,.. 0 t..10 ? IC 
t"A 1'.! ) .... --r\ ( It'.(_-, f"l~/NV- l~O ~ 3> 0 
]ii IDLE'. 0 Lqo IS 
' "1..-1 pvL-L.. (1-Jt-i-n. .. ) .I~ ..... ~-0 ....... /CO 
WORKER NAME I~ c~vf ~ L '\ u ID 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
(. J. - · \S"L. 
NO. HOURS 
AT TASK 







= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 
DOSE, %/ 100 = 
o r 
TASK DOSE 
CONTRI BUTION , 









WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER 
" I Lv"'" t ~ / 0,,fU:.-A )(. 0 L &J o 
'P1 c; /lb 0 l- /tE':."i' (Z,.-1) O/V\ 0 Lq~ 
v 
D GROUP NAME 1 @ i1Ut-"1 OvT, 
Ll{ \ ovrh~; 
<,.( l lJAl./ AA/Tl-KS > u (.' 0 
t- L-1 n- SJf; 111irll 
$Mt!< Jr .J S rft'"i> I 
~ 
ob fv (1. I 41"1,.J T 0 L-l\ i) 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
1 .... / 
COMP ANY c lM i\ "'- e ht,. \ . J..- \ Si.. 






le . ,) 
' r ~. '/2 
) 
(. in 
g, ') v / 
TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 










WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
WORKER OR TASK l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NA..l.ffi TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I. D. NUMBER () \ Lu"" c..l.... /P.tu../\ K.. D L '1 
\)\7-18 C>\.. u:~ or ii.o~ () L ~~ 
~"""' 
GROUP NAME I ~Ip /lfli\1)( OIN.J 0 LCjD 50 
c A-~ Tl.t. Oo-..Jr./ 51 {vs~""'~ t~ll'f .-ii~,o~ J D L"\O s I) 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
1..--











g ,)o i/ 
= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 











WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER DI Lune~ I ea..r ~1'... 
P\ °t 01. Rf<.>• µ o t'V\ 
GROUP NAME )'t </rr'\ t !l; r-l tr @ STA . 
<... t..b'\C'l· IJ~ { (~,J \1 ~1(1.."' 
R..0 J r.J"'Q 1'('1 12, Ll:: 31 ~ t I\ 1il1;.,,, )A'vv 
f l) 'tlO\,Jr-J 
f 1 I i) '-'& ~ C.l&))Jvf 
WORKER NAME 







;It' , .. -,., 
) ,-- · , 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
1/T = Fm for TOTAL SHIFT p 
TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 L~O 
0 l.~~ 
~-z..7 /7 CJS.~ 
'i '?1-5 q).b 
0 Lvt~ 
v L °' \J 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 





g-, . ,., 
, 'I.. ) 





~(I) = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 






f. <o \ 





t 11 \ 
% o r l 1 1 
----~---
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
© 
WORKER OR TASK l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT i. TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER Cl Lv""c(..., / t;~-A-i<. 0 L ~-i. 
~1-o ()).. /(,0.. "\ fi.-D o M 0 L'tn 
\\ 
@ ? ~ /S sl<-'\ . 
, ~17b qb,7 bo GROUP NAME f..,v tlt.J l N (J-
~c MA.,._) o"S f'.i {t8\ Jl f) OT'J rJ ft4{, ~ .1 .. :11~ 45,~ Jo 
1.-~ Sv1t T c ~1~ I \q 6 \ '13.i. I o 
31 
i)(ll'•t/P l A r-'t ~ 
Lq 0 io ~.i~~{ <C S~t( c 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 







, I i.f 
,7 y 
I .f g 
i.so v' 
= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 











WORKER OR WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 ©-<Dx® 
WORKER OR TASK 1/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. %/ 100 
I.D. NUMBER l LVnc l / ~LC-f'll')(.. 0 LCj r) . i3 0 
'P1.- l u'1.- ft(" c...,.. ~ ""' c L 1 o . -. s c.;> 
GROUP NAME '2..-) 50<Uf" {/hrltJ I l1b ( q3 .1. ~5~ 3,s,.z._ .116ff O 
(l \.. p,N( <l. Mti.,.'t. 
c3 \~\ I "L--178 11s.8 JO ,/ v , "2..o~. Sv f.'tc\1J1~~(' !3..,K I.Ji) N rJ <t\l.t.i. I 
38 
~M4 .y 
,1.1 /7 Cf~.b is /. /-{ • 301-6Y)j-Lt.. ~-
DB 
'('LAN t.'2-
.~11'-f I tJ f(-(.--V 1rJ tr /o~.3 :> .)7 1 ?31 
WORKER NAME 41.- offi'c ( (WM~) 0 Lqo IO .1v 0 
<r-:i\j \Jvy Y\O~ACC. t, :: .._ , ·.~a. 
0 ' 
Lil ·/ ~ 31 fl\i\.. tAn.~ L9 o s .37 u 
L'tD 5 ,J1 () 4-:> 1)(l'1 1<tt. ,J <, 0 
NO. lN GROUP 
19 
IN St OG- P(.,-~~fl.. 




OR WORKER GROUP 
l. 6S-'f-COMPANY ~ +,., c.-..:+r- r P, T , - I ; l. DOSE, %/100 ,,. 
DATE 11°'1~\ 
BY G' \ u_ .... \ \-. or \ 65 % 
WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER D ( L'-~/~ 
~ "t..-2. O'L- ~ ~y- ~ 
GROUP NAME l\ ~ ~1'ru... 
~ rh PP1N Ir-
PM 
~l c, ~ p- ~c0J.. 
c. l. flLI(. 
~"tl-·W. ~ 3B 









WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPITTATION SHEET 
CD 
l/T • Fm for 
P . 
TASK, HR-I dBA 
0 LPi v 
D L~ v 
D '-'10 
D L'ta 
t.... ,t.., "Yl.-S <iS'b 





% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
. 83 
,"2..-5 




~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 












WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER () \ i_v-N e~. I ~'l.{1' '"-
f~~ 01... ~t$1('l.A:...:.t-.. 





S \J Q~<L. 1 N 'ifl't - 4-B L -N S IS Oe-1\ 
f,o 50~ , 6~ 
~ ' WORKER NAME '1 IJ- 0~ i {, ILt-J 
E"; l..-0 (_,. ~I r-1 i; __ 
\~STER 15"" N~ cNS '"' -~ 
NO. IN GROUP 
bl. ~ /'(\ l ti-f /L 
I Db ("'\/><) ('J ' n~i t 
cm lP Ai."IT 
DATE 
BY 
WORKER OR WORK.ER GROUP DOSE COMPlITATION SHEET 
1/T a: Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p 
TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 




. S1-3 b 1111.3 
''2.-'2- 0 'Jt, I 
D Lqo 
 ,35~8 C/7,L. 
0 ~qo 
0 L£1o 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 












~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 














or __ /_$_._t{_-'-'-% 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
0 
WORKER OR TASK l/T = Fm for TOT~ SHIFT % TST/100 NO. HOURS TASK DOSE 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
p TIME, TST, at TASK AT TASK CONTRIBUTION, 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. %/100 
I.D. NUMBER 0\ l\l N ( 'll._ L ~((p\ 1:'...S, 0 L1o ,g) 0 
rp "'t. + oz_ J'..(SI R.n O/V\ 0 Lio ,'ir~ '-' 
0 e, 
"~,,._J "\,. ~ 
J~~1 GROUP NAME iti..,. ~It' 01>~ 1l. I c, I ttf I oy,3 s .3.7 
PLlrNt~ (\Ac- """"' ,._r, 
.s • '<) p 
'3D73 9b.5 !\,CSb ~' ~~-OVi '!I '7 0 s.01 
M ,'1.rt,.. """""' ~ / 7 lf ""-"1 ,.!\I ~I ~A(.'!(.. 1t../"' "Ct:_\;. 0 LC/Q I a c ""1 , .. .,.. ..... ,, 
Mf't.N . 
\6b 
\) J ' '"'..J '\'\ ,..,... E:. -
1-\l 0 L. ?o .so Min' NT:( ftr-r t... v N D 
WORKER NAME I l 
"T'O'•'"''t.';) u ~ "" {..( ~ <2 
J) (1~ Ci 6 .1 ,~1 '\\1~ 6v1"~ 5 
(l, ' ~) 43 ""-~ 0 r.~ '-!::. 
\ ., " 't>(ll.j I< 1 L N D L~O s .~7 0 
NO. IN GROUP 
I 
~CV = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP L..c\ COMPANY c{', '"'+--~ \-e-t. r-. J . ~ l~Z.. DOSE, %/100 = 
DATE I\~ 1.~1~~ 
BY Ct .LIJ or '2,..-0 \ % 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
WORKER OR TASK l/T "' Fm for TOTAL SHIFT % TST/100 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME p TIME, TST, at TASK 
NO. & NAME TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
I.D. NUMBER Dl LVN ( H / ~I( E-A1c.5 0 L'fo 
SI 02. (7...(51"" «...o ~r-. u L'h 
GROUP NAME t.3 "I1x.,E_ D t..q CJ IO~ 
.s-h .. c.4 Of e-<, (oz_ ST~t'.Ee_ OPE?~ 0 c?/"D qrJi 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
\ 








= TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 













NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER o\ 
'51- ~1. 









WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
TASK l/T • Fm for 
NO. & NAME p 
TASK, HR-l dBA 
lVNW/~~~ 0 L~o 
Q.{s"'°" ~"°' 0 L-1~ 
~~ oXt- - ,.L\ I~ ~ '-'h 
IOLX ~c~ ftf .:> L'f ~ 





% TST/100 NO. HOURS 
at TASK AT TASK 
.5$ 
."I.~ 
eis ~~ 6, ~ \ 
/ 'f; ~.:> \. I \ 
~© = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 












WORKER OR TASK 
WORKER GROUP NO. & NAME 
NO. & NAME 
I.D. NUMBER 01 L-- .,l \ ~u.1.. 
S3-5 0).. ~-\-~ 
GROUP NAME b8 ~~ 
Sn ct( 61 St\ch. \t-~~ 
L-A tt E-R <;; 
WORKER NAME 
NO. IN GROUP 
3 
WORKER OR WORKER GROUP DOSE COMPUTATION SHEET 
l/T • Fm for TOTAL SHIFT 
p TIME, TST, 
TASK, HR-l dBA HR. 
0 Ltf u 
c <:_Cf 0 
0 LC\ D 
l) (. q D 
% TST/100 NO. HOURS 







6 . ~-' v 
~~ = TOTAL WORKER 
OR WORKER GROUP 










a % ----- --
TASK NO. O I 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~t;i hr..~ .. <f ~ 
OPERATION 13P..E.--AIC i< ()IV\ Ailffi 
g!~~ '---/L.--0/(j I BY G. L~ /s. T)v~ 
START/STOP TIME -------· 




TOTAL SAMPLE ~ bt:°' SK SAMPLE RATE "1 · A., 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 





..., 87 0.082 
::::> 88 0.095 
i:: 8C} 0 109 
0 90 0.125 ri ..., 
91 0 .144 Ill 1- I 
::::> 92 t V(f.1-y"-11-tHU: \@':SC. 












107 1. 326 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.060 
111 2 . 29 7 
112 2 .639 
11 3 3.031 
114 3.482 
115 4.000 




Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
= Ta (3) Q 
Fm x Ta • x • • ~ (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L q o dBA ( (90)) (5 
L~..1 dBA ((85)) 
L = 16. 61 log (16F) + 85. F = l/Tp • (1/16) 2 ( (L-S
5
) ! 5]. 
Bl 
TASK NO. Ol. 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ ~ w, DATA ?ii L BY DATE 1 21 Ou 
OPERATION \(_Qsf ~ ()/V\ START /STP TIME 
EMPLOYEES L., DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
NOTES ~ i ·'O'(" ~t~ TOTAL SAMPLE 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F 
Pa:nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 0. 0. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 u 
;:l 88 0.095 
~ 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 rl 
u 91 o. 144 Cll 
~ 92 
,__ 
I I - 0.165 
Cl) 93 t.... V E·(l.·t-1 w ~ uiss T J'\c,...,,. I b · 0 .189 
- 94 0.218 
95 r Jo- 0.250 
96 ::iw.... I A p(.. 0.287 
97 0.330 
98 o. 379 
99 0.435 
100 0.500 
10 l 0.574 
102 0.660 
~- -· 103 0.758 
104 0.871 
105 1.000 
106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 





~p _.,. Q a Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed • __ 
Shift Time 8 
= Ta (3) 
~n 
Fm x Ta -= x - - Fnl (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level £. {j o dBA ((90)) (s: 
L 8.;; dBA ( ( 85) ) 
L = 16 .61 log (16F) + 85. 
. ((L-85)/5] 









rl Ill . .,..., w 





TASK NO. O 3 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~-t7f" hr.. c. .. ,f 8~i~ ~u .-Ljl.Pf/So BY 
OPERATION ~t1"{ b'<~ J vv-1-v\ 




---------~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
4 1- .S-t t'I,.._ ------- --
TOTAL SAMPLE 6b.1 t;LC- SAMPLE RATE ·83 \i<C. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF dBA 
n 
'--• 
Less than 85 o. o. 




89 0 109 
90 II <.. '1.. 0.125 • LSo 
91 I I l 0 .144 '\ \.\ '+ 
92 
' I I l 
1- 1.,, t.f 0.165 . u,o 
93 111 :l'WI I 111 ~ 'l I 1- 0 .189 'Loi~~ 
94 hll rNJ till " !'tWllll 11 "1 1 t.i 0.218 $..J.~-·-
95 t'RJl II I ·c., ) I 9 0.250 2..}:S_o _ 
96 N.Jl~lll 11 I ;, 1. j 1c; 0.287 4 .. ~ cs 
97 I\ 11 I i.j- I 5 0.330 I. 1.) 0 
98 I I I I 'L 0.379 1 s ~ 
99 0.435 
100 I I I \ 0 . 500 \ _s: Ct 
101 0.574 
102 . i l I 0.660 
-------
.~io 
103 I\ l. l 0.758 I S IC:, ·-104 0.871 
105 I I I 1.000 I. \)iJt -·-
106 I I ' I 1. 149 ~-'}__ 
107 I I 1. 320 
108 I ! 1. 516 
109 i 
I 1. 741 
110 I I 2.000 
111 2. 297 
112 2.639 
113 3.031 
114 3.482 - 115 4.000 
~n a fJ2 2P s:2?..J1L O: 
2P .. 1..1.:nB- ?& =Fm (2) 
S::n B1- ,1.-1 
= Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed .. _ _ 
~ Shi f t Time 
------
8 
Fm x Ta ... x - - Fm ( 4) - - -~ -- ···-- -~ ~~~!:ai:~~l 15, fS dBA ( (90)) 
q5, '6 dBA ( (85)) 
L = 16 . 61 log (16F) + 85 . [
(L-85) / 5] 



















TASK NO. 0 S 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ ~f- µ, g~f~ fl\ /fiD BY 
OPERATION ST\ t I< C...V7 VP START/STOP TIME ----------EMPLOYEES sn C.\<. ~ DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED ------- --
NOTES TOTAL SAMPLE g pl!~~ SAMPLE RATE ,33 ~t:.:.-
~-~---~--~---~ 
MEASURED TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
n 





89 0. 109 
90 I ' 2- 0 .1 25 '1-') 0 
91 \ I 0 .144 • / I/- "I 
92 I I 0. 165 'J 6 '5 
93 0 .189 
94 I \ 7 0.218 ,lf3{, 
95 I I 0.250 ,1-5o 
96 \ I 0.287 I i-t 7 
97 0.330 




102 ,_LL_ _____ "Z-- 0.660 I. 31.v 
- --·--~·-- - --
103 \ I 0.758 .-nx .,___. 
0.871 104 
105 II 1.-- 1.000 2-. V\J"V 
106 fi-4 TN\ I I 1. 149 n .. nci 
107 1. 320 ·-
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 ,_____._ 
2.000 110 ,___. 
2. 297 111 
112 2 .639 
113 3.031 _._ .. if4 3.482 
115 4.000 
Daily Hours Exposed = __ = Ta (3) 
Time 8 
-S::.. Equivalent 
Noise Level / t> l. • j dBA ( (90)) Fm x Ta = x = = Fm < 4) -- -- --
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. F = l/Tp 
((L-85)/5] 
(1/16)2 . 
{\:>1, ,1 dBA ((85)) 













TASK NO. D 6 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT (..,~ 1 ~ 




DATA I l 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~--~----
TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~--~~- ----
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA 
n 











95 ~vJ4- ~ '11--.. 'is"S" t 
96 l 






















Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = __ 
Shift Time 8 
0 
Fln x Ta = x • ~ Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level 




































= Ta (3) 
'- Cf 0 d BA ( ( 9 0) ) ( 
~~ S°dBA ((85)) 














TASK NO. 07 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~J ~ FAA g~}:~ i/M/eo BY_~-----
oPERATION L.{t l'Si..\ck ~ck- pl~N"' i ..... ~ ... ;t START/STOP TIME __________ _ 
EMPLOYEES O~e{. P2., pltt..-r=M .;...,.(o~ ~f:f-DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
TOTAL SAMPLE :.~s Sec. SAMPLE RATE S ~·c , 
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOuND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F P=nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 Nil r-ul mJ I \ II 11 o. o. 
85 1' r-l 1 $ 0.062 ' '3 \ 
86 t-H I " 0.072 . "-~1.. 87 11 / t.f 0.082 . ~1-B 
88 rn 111 9 0.095 ,lbO 
89 ~I G 0 109 .hi:.'t--
90 Nl1 lilt\\ 11- 0.125 I .c; o O 
91 \ \ ) 0 .144 ·43"L 
92 :1-l \ (p 0 .165 ,qqo 
93 \ \ . ~__)_ 0 .189 .s1o1 























Fm :x Ta = x 















2.P :o 3.~i...s 
(0.~09 
Daily Hours Exposed .. __ = = Ta (3) 
Time 8 --
= Fm (4) Equivalent Noise Level '- c:to dBA ( (90)) 
31.j- dBA ((85)) 
[<L-85)/5) 
F = l/Tp = (1/16)2 . 
(1 
(5 
TASK NO. D8 - - -
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
µ . g~±~ z I~ 4--i/i-'f/So BY ~/rwf4 .- t-u._ 
START/STOP TIME I ----------DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
NOTES 7x 'I IZ 0 <'4> 1-- Y I./>'-- ~{D 
\\~Gt bS.i-' H 0 .i3 ---- -----
TOTAL SAMPLE n B. ~ ~ c. SAMPLE RATE .B) S<'C. 
/ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P==nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 0. o. 
85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 µ 
::i 88 0.095 
c: 89 0 109 
0 90 0.125 .-i 
µ 
91 0 .144 cu 
::i 92 0 .165 
()( 93 0 .189 (!) 




98 I\ I I 2 1 0.379 .15 -g 
99 I I\\ I * 4- 0.435 1.11.}- l) 100 I II'\\.\. s c:; 0.500 L So D 
101 II I llil\11-l\\l 1- I 11. I Ci 0.574 Kl 10 
102 II I tt-i I 'N-1. \ \ I 3 \1.. /t; 0.660 ~.~o 
103 I tt.U h-ll I lil\ \tW. li-U l \ II lb .15· 0.758 -il.n'f' 
104 11 I I rttl tW tw \i\..\ I I TNJ \ I I I ~ i..<- ' q ?;$· 0.871 -.,o.L/8S 
105 I\\ .ti-ti\\ ttl.1 1 '.> 11 l b lb 1.000 I b. liV'D 
11 I \ . li,lJt\,l_\ T\'\.l 1'\-.ll . I I\ ~ z..o . ;. 1. 149 -106 ~ 'L1 311!11.:} 
107 I ' \"N..\ II l 5 ~ ,__ 9, 1. 320 r b·Sb 
108 11'\l t'\\..\ I I\\ ii\ ) It 1.516 Ll .1-llf 
109 ! 1. 741 
110 I I 2.000 
111 ! I 2.297 
112 i l I 2 .639 
113 I I i 3.031 
114 ' \ 3.482 
115 j 4.000 
y 
Daily Hours Exposed • = == Ta (3) 
Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Level {O~ .~ dBA ((90)) ( 5 Fm :it Ta -= x • "" FID (4) -- -- --
JO~-.~ dBA ((85)) 
. ((L-85)/5] 










EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~J ~ ~, 
OPERATION I\)\.~ 
DATA ... I I DATE 'H 1.-~ eo 
START/STOP TIME 
TASK NO. I~ ---
BY L.t,t. 




TOT AL SAMPLE l. '+ S (.)-! C. , 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MAIJ< PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA 
n 
Less than 85 I\\\ ~ 
85 IW®\\ 11... 
86 ~~\ I o -
87 '1-l\\~~\\\ IB 
88 WM~ IS 
89 !'\-! \.~ \ \\ I ?, 
90 N-u. N--11 \ \ \ 1... 
91 N-ll s 



























\}.~1) • ~ ~= Fm (2) ~ours Exposed a = _ .. .o '-2:n q~ ift Time 8 
,\08\ 
Fm x Ta = x - - rm <4> ~ Equivalent Noise Level 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[(L-85)/5] 
F • l/Tp ~ (1/16)2 . 



















0 .5 74 
0.660 
0.758 















· 11. D 
l·~lb 
), ~ 1..S 
1.'1 n 
1. S o o 
.1t.0 
'~~ D 
I\_ g 1 
'1 s g 
I~ b U 
2P so'\- , t>ll~ (l; 
lo. & ~7 
= Ta (3) 
L ~ 0 dBA ((90)) ( 5 













TASK NO. {I 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~· ~f- ~ .. t_ 
OPERATION I u-~ ""'-"'~: 
EMPLOYEES Pt G ~ (-i~ - Wll'\Ll 
NOTES 1..'/". 'f ?ll 3 
g~f~ 1-t 7.d\ i 1) BY ~ 1 ·~ 
START/STOP TIME 
-~-----~-~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
3t.l ... ~~·) ---------
TOT AL SAMPLE 8 D, D &<.c- SAMPLE RA TE . B ~ ~ c . 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P-=nxF 
dBA 
n 





89 0 109 
90 I 0.125 
91 I I :I 0 .144 
92 I \ ii I o. 165 'l \.5 
93 I\ I I I I 0 .189 . ! ~ ~ 
94 I\ ' ™~ 1.. I 11 I! 13 0 .2 18 "k!l~f 95 W l 1 l ti{!\"\\, 1 ' u I ,, 0.250 '{-, lSo 
96 i-H-1 f"tt.I 11 l I ~ \t-l W\ I '3 I l I I 2- 4- 0.287 ~ . ~~~ 
97 ~I I \1-U~\ 5 I ,, I I b 0.330 r;,1.-~n _  
98 "'4 ' II \ I I \ \ \ & 4- I l 1. 0.379 4.~~~ 
99 I\ I I 21 I ~ 0.435 1. 1 ()~ 
100 H-!-! I I \ b I ,I 1 0.500 J .s u 0 
101 I I I 0.574 
102 I I I I . I \ 0.660 ·b' o 
103 I 0.758 
104 I I I I I 0.871 ·Y11 
··-
105 I I 
I 1.000 
106 I 1. 149 
107 1.320 
108 1. 516 








2P .. ?iu.\f'j • ,,11' =Fm (2) 2:n - - ; b 
1h 
Fm :;.:; Ta"" x 
')~l'u. I -~ <:11.S 




= Ta ( 3) Daily Hours Exposed = 
Shift Time ~8--
'"' Fm (4) 
~ Equivalent 
Noise Level q l .] dBA ((90)) 
__jJ_J dBA ((85)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(CL-85)/5] 










H ... rn • ~ 




EgUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT 
~-'-"'--.--~~~~-,.--T""~~'"'--:------~ 
DATA ~ I DATE ~ '-"° \6 o 
START/S OP TIME 








TOTAL SAMPLE ~ b ,I ':•t. . 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
Less than 85 
85 
86 1'-\-\ I 































- 0 • Fm (2) 
Fm z Ta '"' x -- --
~~l(_ •, <)\,,(.,:\- L.•\ L J;.\." 
', '"°" l•\,H'( \, ~~ ~ -










l/Tp • (1/16) 2 [ (L-
8
S) ! 5]. 




0.072 . f?:,.:¥' 1 () 
0.082 ' i..:l..-- , • 
0.095 -. ~w-~ " 




























I ,c11f S 
= Ta (3) 
L 9 0 dBA ((90)) 















TASK NO. t4 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ h.nd ~. 
OPERATION ~ c; ~yl"1 
EMPLOY EE S ~ i ~it\ ""j w f Jt>/JY~ 
8~1~ -H-");J f -i-/11/a 0 BY ~ / ~t, r ~ 
START/STOP TIME ~ I 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
NOTES 
~--~-~~~-~-~~~ 
J ) -t \,\l .IJ. ---------
TOTAL SAMPLE]6.(,{; Se c., . SAMPLE RATE O,i) ) re . 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL dBA n 







91 II I · ~ ? 
92 I l~_ l\\ I 1 _j __ 
93 I NU . ~\)\J\\\ l 5 J}:i, .l'L I 
94 ~- \\\\ llli\\\ ri-u \'W Ml \ \" q 1 \~ lJ_S 
95 \II\ \'H-\\ 
n1l "' 
4 Co, ~ I" J_D_ 
96 ~l \I l \ I -. 2 . j_ I -
97 . \ I I \ 
98 ! ~ · r , 
99 \ 
100 l\U 0 ' L! i 
101 ~11{~...- ! - · -- 'i 102 (\ ~,_\ . - .. 










113 ----114 I - 115 (, -
Daily Hours Exposed = __ 












0.218 l · lo) o 
0.250 '+ .5() 0 
0. 287 '2.. 'S~ ? 














2 . 297 




2 P ich . s~J_ O J 
= Ta (3) 
Equival ent 
No ise Leve l -3._1.o dBA ((90)) Fm x Ta -= x • c • Fffi -- - - - - ( 5 
q ~, 0 dBA ( ( 8 5) ) 
L = 16 .61 log (16F) + 85 . 
((L-85)/5] 
F • l /Tp • (1 / 16)2 . 
TASK NO. \. $" ---
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE ------ -~--
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P-=nxF dBA 
n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 .._, 
;:l 
88 0.095 
i:: 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 r-i .._, 
91 0 .144 co 
~ 
92 0.165 
<LI 93 0.189 
- 94 0.218 
95 I ,\ no ~ 0.250 
96 Luc, i"'~ Iv• 0.287 
97 j - 0.330 
98 4'. 5~ ·i'~~ c,~ 0.379 
99 0.435 
100 ("' I 0.500 





106 1. 149 
107 1.320 
108 1. 5 16 







~n,. -- 2P.. O: ---
°2:P 
- - :a 
~n --
.. Fm (2) = Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed .. _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Level t--tr 1 dBA ( (90)) "" Fffi (4) --Fm z Ta -= x -- -- ( 5 
L. ~) dBA ((85)) 
((L-85)/5] 


















































~p - - -~n --
TASK NO. It 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATA _ J _ J J _ . I 
DATE 1['i-u r 1-f ~{~J ~~ (r ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE ~ 6<( ~'- SAMPLE RATE AJ •A-. 
TOTAL 









r I J f\ ~ 0 .144 
LV U-l / vJ 1ift n f~S /Ill~ I :-::, 0 .165 
' 0.189 
/) J I ~ I 0. 218 
\_,) f-,J l (1 M l.-'1 [(SS Tl-. " ....... b l 0. 250 
I 0. 287 
C" I 0.330 



















- Fm ( 2 ) Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ .. . = Ta (3) 
Shif t Ti me 8 - -
Fm x Ta -= x • Fm (4) Equival ent Noise Leve l LC/ 0 dBA ( (90)) - - -- --
L e ,) dBA ( ( 85)) 
L = 16.6 1 l og (16F) + 85. 
[(L- 85)/5) 
F • l /Tp = (1/ 16) 2 . 
·-
(5 
TASK NO. I g 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT w~-",~ ~:(~· ~A., g~f~ 1J~ ~ t/~i>BY_~L~ r Lu... 
OPERATION lN~10.e. £-Nc..L-VS\.l,e.e ,1-uf.Jt-J>i.Ji- LUM~.START/STOP TIME 
EMPLOYEES \.> '- 'j)~ crL !'\'. t rJN1C 1 fnJ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
4-1.1-t /o7. ') ---------
NOTES L-Y..'/- Y..18> 1 r\u od cl-i ~n( TOTAL SAMPLE /~j.1- otC SAMPLE RATE .a) ~ c 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 0. 0. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 4J 
;::) 88 0.095 u 
c: 89 0 109 
0 90 0.125 •r-i 
4.J 91 0.144 co 
.-I 
92 0 .165 ;::) 
cc 93 0 .189 (I) 








102 0.660 -103 0.758 -
104 0.871 
105 1.000 
106 I I I 1. 149 /,\{"\ 
107 1. 320 
108 I\\ i ~ : '.i 1.516 ~.'S'\-«il 
109 N-ll \'\l\ 1 \\I I \\ \ I i.j- l\- l I 'Z 1. 741 fil1i~--
110 ITu til I H-U t\-.11 fttJ l \ N-l \ 1\ (__ 1 1 I ~'-/ 2.000 (::,'6.0"'0\l 
111 I Ill .------- 1Wi1-llt\-ll mrm.\tw 1\\ 4- 1;~ ':>1 2.297 ~· ~- --1>\tl~°I_ __ 
112 11\ 1 nfm tt.m t1-ll trt' lh-1 lti--l l"\U, illm\ 7> ~.'.l 11') \ 2 .639 11. ' .si~ 
113 -------- t\.l \ hU \r\..l t\{l \\R IR\ )o 13 0 3.031 9l.~3 
114 l'\-.\.1\ \ ti1 I 1 3.482 i..-t.w~ 
115 I 4.000 
~n"" /8\ 
~ ~ =43 V~ll = 2 .~3 0 = Fm <2> ~ l& \ . = Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed • __ Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Level ill~ dBA ((90)) (5 Fm x Ta '"' x • "' FtD (4) -- -- --
, ~tdBA ((85)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
. ((L-85)/5] 
F = l/Tp • (1/16)2 . B ltf 
TASK NO. 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 o. 0. 
- 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 4.J 
::l 88 0.095 u 
(::: 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 .,.., 
4.J 91 0 .144 Cl) 
~ 92 
0.165 
~ 93 0 .189 
~ 94 '- 0.218 ·'41 G -
95 1 I 0.250 , i 50 
96 IN... lt-ll l I\ 0 .287 3 'l:, 1 
97 Hn\ L 0.330 1 .c1~0 
98 llNJ \ti+ lo 0.379 J '')l'.j u 
99 ~ (,, 0.435 2.b\ 
100 hi M-Q\ \ I '1. 0.500 f,. ll c 
101 l1-l ti-kl I \ IL.. 0.574 b '& ~ ~ 
~·---
N-.l tl-l / !NJ \ 0 .660 102 ' (.,, I '.J. ') I-103 " N-W \ \\ 0.758 <?. . SH 104 1'- , r\{11 !II 11.J 0.871 It. •I I\ ~ 
105 I 4. 1.000 ~ , (1 ~ 
106 \ I 1.149 ) ' I '{ 'j 
107 1. 32D 
108 11 1. 1. 516 3 I 0 ~ 1_ 




112 2 .639 
113 3 .031 
114 3.482 
--115 4.000 
~n - JD.L. 
;~ • ~·(~ gL} .. , ~'I !:. I = Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed .. _ _ 
4 \ u~ ----- Shift Time 8 
-= Ta (3) 
--- Equivalent >- Noise Level l o \, ·~ dBA ((90)) ( 5 X - - 1"L (4) Fm z Ta -= L·u• -- -- --
/l) /.3 dBA ((85) ) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) / 5] 













EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
g~f~ 2/-w/6P<t"i/z.1/~o BY Lee_ .f ~ 
START /STOP TIME ~ 
~--~-~-~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
\\.1-i- )'_7+)1.1 ----------
TOTAL SAMPLE /'I b .~~c. SAMPLE RATE /,G 1 s-,ec:.. • 
PLANT ~j:J 
OPERATION_C_v_T_7_• 1_1_&-_______ ...---
EMPLOYEES "'Ti{1M ~ uP { (IJ't'"'"fVl'l . r 7 
I 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 





89 0 .109 
90 0.125 
91 0. 144 
92 I 0.165 
93 I I I 0.189 .I&~ 
94 t--,J l I l'N.11 lilll \ 11- I 1 0.218 'LI~ l. 
95 NJ I till I l l \ \'H.-1 i'i-W. \ 14- I l 0.250 (,,.2,5.:> 
96 li..ll I i-ti \ I\ I i'N_l li-1 I I I '{- \I 0. 287 7 11 C; 
97 i{ \ 0. 330 ,"'l, '3 D 
98 I I I I I i 0.379 .1sz 
99 I I I 0 .435 . If) ') 
100 I 0.500 
101 \ 0.574 
102 0.660 
103 0.758 
104 ! 0. 871 
105 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 I 1.320 
108 I 1. 516 
109 i 1. 741 
110 ' 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2.639 





\'1.l-1j,.. . 2.bO$ = Fm (2) 
7'f 
Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l 15.3 dBA ((90)) (5 Fm :x Ta = x • • FID (4) -- -- --
q 5 ·) dBA (( 85) ) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[ (L-85) /5) 















TASK NO. 1 \ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~cci-d -hru..t- ~ g~:rn 2-/LD I so BY L<--4- /7) wi:J(.'1 
OPERATION lll Le· SAV\l5 r c.~rJY. Fae ..., M
1
•'>.WWI' ~• 1'.1(..START/STOP TIME I 
~~-~----~--'--
EMPLOYEES P. ~\\ \\1,..,... ~ ''"'" -' ue., Pl DAILY HOURS EXPOSED _____ ___ _ 
TOTAL SAMPLE 41. 5 )Q C.. SAMPLE RATE o · g3 iXC. 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dllA 
n 




88 m1 ltll l'H-1 m.1 lt1-l 1NJ so 
89 I WI h-l I 1\--U. t1il 'LO 
90 hl\ \ b 























114 - - 115 
0 
c? tJ · ( ) l.t>~(I • , D\71 .. Fm 2 ------ Q._a ily Hours Exposed = _ _ 









0.095 'l .85 
0. 109 'L . I 'C 
0.125 .1S 

























2P~ /.0 38 
~ . 0 blj' 
= Ta (3) 
Equivalent 
Noise Level <!.. Cfo dBA ((90)) x • • F~ (4) -- -- --Fm x Ta = 
88.-( dBA ( (85)) 
. [CL- 85)/5) 
F m l/Tp • (1/16) 2 . 
1311 




TASK NO. 2) 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATA 
PLANT ~~ ~~ DATE 2Lz. o < tf/i-lB o BY Lu. 
OPERATION 51J'<~'MY I~·"~ START/STOP TIME 
EMPLOYEES ?K Sri'<~ NJM,._,_-f I\. (YV1 ll 14,;,- DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
~I {) Xlt.t cdi r-'i 
I )LS "t I~;] +- "Sl·)-t /l .( _,_ 1..\..\ 
NOTES TOTAL SAMPLE 1-e>LS- µc_ SAMPLE RATE D, 8 ~ &<' c.. 
u 
MEASURED I TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F Pio:nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 




4J 87 0.082 
;:l 88 0 . 095 u ') 
c: 89 I I \ 1- \ , - 0 109 .:t-1~··r' 
0 90 11-\-1\ \\ \ 5 3 ?, 0.125 1.00u ·rl 
~ 91 l}l\ I~\\ '$ i 1'., 0. 144 i . ~Jl.. co 
&: 92 l'N.J n+-\ tNJ \ I I\ I IRI ~ \"\-\.\ 1 ~\I\ 19 1.) ll- 7~ 0. 165 ~-.i> __ 
CJ 93 N-l.111--U ' I I h-l I N-ll Ht ['\\ ,\i rl\'\-l I\ I L- 3 \ ~~ 0 .1 89 i .11--l po: 
/'HJ N-ll l I l"W N N-1 rw \W\ ~ \RI 1 :i4-l~ \\ ~ L- -
- ·- ._ .. __ 
- 94 I I ~ ) 0.218 lLS?-1__. 
95 Ii\ /"-ll m \'\-\\ 1 \ll ~ U I In\\ ) 3 \ Yr 0.250 g.s 
96 I 111 I 11'\-l N-l: t\-\--1 \ tJ- 11 'l I 0.287 b CJ1-1 
97 /M\ 6 I I? 0. 330 I .~8e1 
98 /MW\\ 1 7 0.379 ,J,_JQ_l_ 
99 I I 11 \ \ \ \ s (:, 0. 435 ~·" 100 I flt\\\\\ I q, ei 0.500 \f, St> o 
101 I I I I I I t..- 0.574 1.1 V8 
102 -ff--' - I l 0.660 . bb o 103 I 0.758 
104 0.871 
105 1. 000 
106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




I I 6 "'f 
Da ily Hours Exposed • _ _ 
Shi f t Time 8 
Equi va l en t 
No ise Leve l ~ ~· 5 dBA ( (90)) ( 5 Fm x Ta -= x • .. FID (4) - - - - - -
J 4 • 5 dBA ( ( 85 )) 
(CL-85)/5) 









.-i Ul • 
or! .... 





TASK NO. 2lf: 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ h,~r ~J. · DATA I --DATE z..~"L~-81t) BY ~ 
OPERATION_..,.....· _1 Q,._1.."-'C'!'----,,..----.,,.-----
EMPLOYEES ?. M; 1\ ~i.-/it-< N l'"rt'r,'f Tr;,,.. c;~w 
START/STOP TIME 









































NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
I/ 3 
j'I l1 IB.l I l I 
·~NJ h-\J fi-l I f1.l 1 11W I 2. b 
ml\'\UI\\\ tr.J 
h.l.Jttll rt\.\ tt.l I I I "l...L 
f..l\ \ "' I 




































, U-5" v 
L~O 




• "l/ 6 
2P ~ 10. 1...4-8 (1) 
1 l.1°31. 
. \l~S • Fm (2) ----- Daily Hours Exposed • __ = = Ta (3) 
" - - --.. Shift Time 8 - -
, \ 'f 1 l ~
Fm x Ta .. = Fm (4) - - >. Equivalent 0 'i o -- x .. -- Noise Level 81. r dBA ( (90)) ( 5 
4o.~ dBA ((BS)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(<L-85)/S] 














TASK NO . 2-6 
EQUIVALENT NOISE E~OSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ Fry;:f 9'J. 




DATA \ \ / l DATE C\ \~ ~\ BY __ ~-·-~___, ____ _ 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~-~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~- ----
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 







91 0 .144 
92 y- I I .A - 0 .165 
93 ~- L..L •-. '• .,. ~ I~ IL. 0.189 
94 I 0.218 
95 I~ <, q 0 ~ ~ .... _ J , 0.250 
96 ~ I 0.287 
97 ~t t'~ 0.330 
98 " 0 . 379 
99 0.435 
100 0.500 





106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 







= Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ 
Shift Time 
= Ta (3) 
0 8 
Fm x Ta = x a = Fm (4) -- - - --
Equivalent 
Noise Level LC\ \) dBA ((90)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. (CL-85)/5) F = l/Tp s (1/16)2 . 
















TASK NO. °2-] 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~~~- • 
OPERATION ?u \\\"'?\( (oA ve~~~ 
EMPLOYEES \>q - l?.... _8 
DATA I I I J . J J L.. I DATE Z 1..-6 ~ 4 t. 86 BY L.-:t:<-f ~----=J <"" ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
---------~ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
NOTES ')LV\d r v-V~ b ~Jltv>- b1.~ i B·~t 71/-,1.. ---------TOTAL SAMPLE I b~. e:_, o..ec.... SAMPLE RATE O.~ 3 ~< L· 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) 
dBA 
Less than 85 
85 
86 fi.ll \ 
87 l'\-ll L 
88 h{J 'NJ ..... ,.., LI f'N ~ 1 \\\ 
89 ll-l.l\ m ....ti \ \ _J 
90 l'N.\ rt--,._ li-l\ I \Mtmml\ 
91 II ~~\':'\.\. \\\\ 
92 \\I \ N.IN.ll\t\\ t t\\ '\\\\\\\Hill \'\U 
93 \\ h fl \'\--\j h\_\ \'\-\_\ \ I\ 





























I lo 11 7i '.> 
1. 19 1 1 
4- 40 Lj l/ 
2.. 1. :i i.s 
I 11 11 
1 1 









































-~.,, • ':i- -
---: }.lrt ;> 










2P ":' 2.f.3 bi 
1.~.5 7?.. 
.. , 11. \1.- = Fm (2) --... Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ = = Ta (3) 
-~hif~t Time 8 --,\'\-1 I , 
Fm x Ta.. x "" • Fm (4) Equivalent , , )Sq .Bi. -- - - Noise Level -=::- 9 D dBA ( (90)) 
9 1·1.. dBA {(85)) 
L = 16.61 lo~ (16F) ~ 85. 
[ (L-85) /5) 















TASK NO. ?. 8 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
C .+-- ~ , -f- DATA I __ 
~ ~'~ DATE L-1.tf-go BY u...e..-
-"""'-'--'----,-----'-----..----" START /STOP TIME --------
EMPLOYEES DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
-'--'--"'---.._--'--'--+-~~--~-
-------~-
TOT AL SAMPLE 7 B. s &f C:. NOTES 
~----------~-~ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL dBA n 
Less than 85 lfil\ t'\-l\ I\\\\ 15 
85 \m\ 6 
86 \\---W \ " 87 \ \ \ \ 4-
88 1 l \ 3 
89 
90 m-l\\ (:, 
91 \ I 
92 I\ z 
93 \\ 'Z 
94 
95 




100 \ I 
101 














~n • 4& 
0 
'J .o{j '"' .o~:is ;f1 Fm (2) 
If i 
~p 
Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
-= 


































2P., 3.o~ j 
~ .fbb 
= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta"' x • .. Ftil (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L00 dBA ((90)) 
~1. ~ dBA ((BS)) 
L = 16.61 l og (16F) + 85. 
( (L- 85) / 5] 














TASK NO. 30 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ 
OPERATION '¥Ac Y-1\ 6E: 
DATA I I DATE ~ "'-"" 80 BY L._ }Du~ 
START/STOP TIME ( 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED EMPLOYEES p~l'.t(A6'C: 
~~~~~~~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE ')$".8 ~c.. NOTES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA n 
Less than 85 ~~\\ 1 
85 !"' LI i\ \ 8 
86 11 ~ 6 
87 N I l 1 
88 1111 4-
89 I I 
90 I \ 3 
91 I \ I 4-
92 11\ 3 
93 






















\. lc.6 i .. ' D ~ [ 8, = Fm 
44-
~p --~n (2) ----- Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ ~ft Time 8 
Fm x Ta., x .,. • Fih (4) ~ Equivalent -- -- Noise Level 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. F ... l/Tp ... (l/16)2((L-
85)/S]. 




0.072 _ __if~ 1.:-
0.082 .... -5-1·r 
0.095 _.:)-g t) 
0 109 • l_o..tf-
0.125 • '.>7S 
0 .144 .s 1 b 
0 .165 .~15 
0 .189 






















2P so I. 6Gf 
3. f> SS 
= Ta (3) 
.C40 dBA ((90)) 














TASK NO. 3 I 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~~ W 1 DATA ~ DATE 1,.;-· 'U-"tJ "() 
OPERATION 1 \>t-f - rJ l -Ml-CS/ j>,n. ... ~·NL'"> START/STOP TIME 
EMPLOYEES 'Pf\C1<.Ml {'l'l/\N °Pl~ 
DAILY HOURS EXP-OS_E_D ________ _ 
NOTES iJtAL~tn,LE it.t) ~c. . SAMPLE RATE ().~\ ~ '-
~------~---~~~ 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) 
dBA 
Less than 85 N-ll N ti \I\ t't·l.HW fill ~lH1-\.\ 
85 ti-\ I \ ' tw )'\..LI\ \ \ \ 86 li-lJ f'~I ti-ll~ \ 
87 l \ 111\ 
88 I I I I\\ 
89 I 





























r~ l... ') I 1:J2 
q IY 2:~ 
I c ,, 1. \ 
3> 4' 1 
~ ) l 
1- l 
1. \ 3 
-






























2 . 639 
3.031 
3. 482 









2 Ps .~l S 
~·~Yl-~ p 
·2:n 
' ~ 7 5 D 
Io \ 
-;J D 
,07> 37./,. Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed • c = Ta ( 3) 
--
. o~ 't . 
Fm z Ta = x .. • FID ( 4) - - --
Shift Ti me 8 --
Equi valent 
Noi se Leve l .t... CJO dBA ((90) ) 
L 85 dBA ((85)) 
L ~ 16 . 61 l og (16 F) + 85. 
( (L-85) I 5] 











U) • rl .... 
x 
.IJ 





EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~_..,'i:J ~f" 
OPERATION G/\N 01 N t;. 




EMPLOYEES '11C1<'.fl ('IAr-J., P If ~~~~~~~~~~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
> ~~-~~--~--
TOT AL SAMPLE 2-3. ~ 'ii' c.. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL dBA n 
Less than 85 N-ll mJ I r I 
85 11 'l.. 
86 
87 I I J 
88 11 1.. 
89 11 "2-


























~n • 2-1 




0.062 . 1,1'·"r 
0.072 -
0.082 .~' · 






0.218 . 'f% 
0.250 
0.287 



















'L bl. L.. 
= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta ::: F' 4) ~ Equivalent __ x _ _ _ • -- "" m ( Noise Level L.1 0 dBA ( (90)) 
~ /.( dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5] 















TASK NO. ~ 3 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~tJ ~ W • 
OPERATION MAi'll(JN f.r-
EMPLOYEES \ltllH ~AN '?If 
BY' -k:--- / D\j ~ g~t~ "2.- /-w Jfj ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~------~~~---




T 0 T AL SAMPLE 2<,.l vc SAMPLE RATE N.A 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 





8<} 0 109 
90 . 0.'125 
91 Hlw64S le5~ 'f.-\"""- qo. 0. 144 
92 {'. 11 
6b 
0 .165 
93 \_ l f,rv t\lAL Ll 1 I p<;c, f ~o 'Y' 0 .189 
94 r 0.218 











106 1. 149 
107 1.320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 





~p - .. Fm (2) Daill Hours Exposed • "" = Ta (3) -- 0 2n Shift Time 8 - -
Fm x Ta• x - • Fih (4) Equivalent /.. q:) dBA Noise Level ((90)) 
Li] dBA (( 85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5] 


















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
f' ...L , -t-- ,, c. C\ DATA I ~ l /! I PLANT~ I~ r;-v-.,i. DATE q,ro 8\ BY~ .~ 
OPERATION (3M \ 5 ~v-<-:f"'= JJ;?i 0 START /STOP TIME ---- ----
EMPLOYEES DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
----~~~---~-- --~~--~~-
NOTES __ ;x __ ~ ___ -4--e_,_t __ ~~~-~--·r_"'-_4"'1 _ TOTAL SAMPLE '1..--g~ (?":v SAMPLE RATE \\fl-''-
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA 
n 






90 \ I 
91 fl'\..! I {;, 
92 hJlll\l CJ 























Daily Hours Exposed = __ 




L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(CL-85)/5] 









0.144 .~ i )if 
0.165 I . l} ~ c.; 
0.189 .s e. 
0.218 
0.250 
0 . 287 
0.330 
0.379 

















2_p"" L.85£., ( 
= Ta (3) 
q(,J dBA ((90)) ( 
11.J dBA ((85)) 














TASK NO. 35 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ ~~· N. 
OPERATION c--1 tie_. .,t f'""'\<. \~{f .,p. 
EMPLOYEES p,s .\ p lb P\G ~ f'i'I Out\~.A 
L:. n- '"\'i'-'lcl-c__ 
DATA , l . 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
TOTAL SAMPLE 5 L.o Sec. SAMPLE RATE 5 ,a.re. . 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 hl1 tll\ \H{ w rw \'\\\ \i-U \'\\.\ ' \ Lil o. o. 
85 I\ 3 0.062 I l~b 
86 N-1.\ \ \\ 5? 0.072 . 5"1 b 
87 I\ ~ 0.082 ·Yl-8 
88 t-l\\\\ g 0.095 .1i..o 
89 :i-\\ I ' 0 .109 • bS't 90 ~I \Ill lo 0.125 1. v:; o:> 
91 l"r+r ") 0 .144 , Tlo 
92 hll' \' \ q 0 .165 1. \is 
93 \ 3 0 .189 '':;l1 
94 I\\ 5 0.218 1. r/lo 
95 I \ 0.250 '1<",,0 










106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2 .297 
112 2.639 
113 3.031 
----T14 3.482 - 115 4.ooo · 
zP-=f.b42 
. f·/5"3 
Daily Hours Exposed = = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
FmxTa"' x = •Fm(4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L.. ~ 1::, dBA ( (90)) 
8b.b dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 




TASK NO. S £ 
EgUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
BY L~ /Ov~ 
\ 
TOTAL SAMPLE ~ bO '>-'C..... SAMPLE RATE N ~ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P-=nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 0. 0. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 ~ 
;:l 88 0.095 
i:: 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 
~ 91 0 .144 <1l ..... 
;:l 92 \.....\./(~'1 w~~K. lee; \ 1 -i-.r.._ i'l 0 .165 
Cl!: 93 0.189 a; 
. 94 r \ 0.218 











106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 
11 3 3.031 
114 3.482 
115 4.000 
~n- -- 2PE' (l ; ---
~-p - • 0 .. Fm (2) 
~n - -
= Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent a 
Noise Le vel .!...... tO dBA ( (90)) x - • Fal (4) -- -- --Fm x Ta .. (5 
-- dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5) 












TASK NO. 31 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATA 4-1 ! DATE 1.. BC> BY 
START/STOP TIME 
-------~~--DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~---
TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~-~~~ --~-
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F 
Pc:nxF 
dBA n 




88 0 ,095 
89 0. 109 
90 0.125 
91 0.144 
92 I • 0 .165 
93 c, y-.1.../,. -- vi~ \_.l - ,~._ ~ 0.189 
94 - 0.218 
95 ~ 'f""ll~ 0.250 
96 ' 0.287 
97 - 0.330 
98 I L1A~ tJJ 1~'t...... t~A.o 0.379 
99 \ . \ . 0.435 
100 ~~ A.. ( flA.~~.-..Y\ "'\., I... '"Vv-1 t ,A. j( 0.500 
101 . ' Ii 0.574 I.. 
102 ~ ~' "' 0-,, t~~ 1~,1,A ~ \ ' ... , . 0.660 




107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2. 297 




2n= -- 2P ~ (1 ---
~p -- -2:n -- 0 = Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = = = Ta (3) Shift Time 8 - -
Fm x Ta = x .. = F~ (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L °1 0 dBA ( (90)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(<L-85)/5) 
F = l/Tp a (1/16) 2 . 
_ _ dBA ((85)) 
dBA ((80)) - -
~o 
( ~ 
TASK NO. 3 ~ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT .--1~-t;.J ~j-­
OPERATION S yt bl .·. k 




EMPLOYEES_D_._,f'--'l_.9 _________ _ 
NOTES 
-~---------~-~ 
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
50 t 's ---------
TOTAL SAMPLE / 15 ~c. SAMPLE RATE l. ~ 1 $ec... 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=-nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 4.J 
:;l 88 0.095 
c 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 rl 
4.J 91 0.144 <1l 
:;l 92 hll s ') o. 165 ,gv~ 
b( 93 \\\ ~ °') 0.189 . ')bl (!) 
- 94 l'\-\.1 I I \ I I (o /0 0.218 l...) i\) 
95 t1-U I I 1i-W II 1 :'1 __ 9.. IS 0.250 ?>~~ 
96 1-W I :m1ti r\.J\\\ b '~ I~ 0.287 S.'tS°?i 97 NlJ H--kl I \ \ \ I!.\' I 'f 0.330 tf, \.'l.O 








106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 




113 3 .031 
114 3.482 
,...-
ll5 4. 000 
~n • )~ ~P -:')j,'2.~0 (1 
• Daill Hours ExEosed • = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
- Fil (4) 
Equivalent 
1$. {;, dBA ((90)) Noise Level (5 Fm i!: Ta -= x __ 
15·b dBA ((BS)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85 ) /5) 












TASK NO. 3 ~ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ ~1 ~. DATA I I DATE ~ I~ '6 I BY 
START/STOP TIME OPERATION '?lu Q Pl~r< . M11..-'- ~i"' SA·1,..J 
EMPLOYEES \)\ 'j R v , TI'I '3 1.- £ t-;MJ ~~------~~ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
I 
NOTES 2....)( ~ :>t I e. f'-..1'. ; ' L 
-------
TOTAL SAMPLE 41. l Vt- SAMPLE RATE 1l , b 1 Ye.. 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
n 







91 0 .144 
92 0.165 
93 0.189 
94 II 4 0.218 . Bl'L 
95 "~.I IN.I I " 0.250 i...~ So 96 r-.:u I S' 0.287 f. ~15 
97 !HJ' c; 0.330 /,bS 






104 0 .871 
105 1.000 
106 1. 149 
. 107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 







Daily Hours Exposed • __ • = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
---. 
Fm z Ta .. x • - Fm (4) ~ -- - - - -
Equivalent 
Noise Level qs.l dBA ((90)) 
CjS . b dBA ((85)) 
L: 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[CL- 85)/5] 
F • l/Tp • (1/16)2 . 
TASK NO. 41 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
/) _j • ~ c ...L (). I DATA I I 
PLANT ~ fV'\)...;T" ~I DATE 2- t 2--'\ ~ \ 
OPERATION \'\)\ck @ ~l.frJ\JJfill\.{ 1 C~'M'""~ START/STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
BY a, L.._ 
~--------
TOTAL SAMPLE "2..try, 2- 'iP~ SAMPLE RATE .831 ~ 
MEASURED - TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F P-=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 , 111 4- o. o. 
85 \ \1 , "?. 0.062 I l ei<o . 
86 \I '- 0.072 \\I. "f 0 87 11 1 ~ 0.082 . l'/ b "" ;:l 88 \ "'-\ s 0.095 81~ 
c:: 8Q ·'H r- I I If R 0.109 .f\ Tl-
0 90 Tt-4J ~ 0.125 • b1.S 
~ 91 hi4 $" 0 .144 ,l'LO co 
~ 92 0.165 








102 0.660 . 
103 0. 758 
104 0.871 
105 1.000 
106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 





Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta = x - • Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L °f o dBA ( (90) ) C 
~'& .\ dBA ( (85)) 
[CL-85)/5). 
F • l/Tp • (1/16) 2 . 
__ dBA ( (80) ) 
'?>33 













TASK NO. 42. ---
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~i::J ~ ~. 
OPERATION Tl\~ tv.:..l-\ tvf· r;,~'-~ t~ 
EMPLOYEES "\:;, \J4 L-o~' s oO('t u. @ 4'-4..~ 
g~1~ ._I L-0 / e, , 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~-




TOT AL SAMPLE ~o ':>e~, SAMPLE RATE~d~A-'-_ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P•nxF dBA n 










92 [ Ve!h1w r-eH l P".!.. Th-tt.,,..., t) 'L. 0.165 
93 "' 
0 .189 







101 0. 5 74 
102 0.660 
103 0.758 
104 0 ~871 
105 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 . 
108 1. 516 







~n· -- ~P-:' ___ (1 
;£p -- -2:n - - 0 - Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed • Q ~ Ta (3) Shift Time 8 - -
Fm x Ta "' x • • Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L Cjo dBA ((90)) 
£B'S dBA ((85)) 
L; 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85) /5] 












TASK NO. 4) 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT 
OPERA~T~IO~N::--=-:U~v:r-:-\~...---""--:-''---;-;r-----r_.;:;..~--:--
EMPLOYEES_,~~y...._;\{-.......;;....-u __ ""'-______ _ 
NOTES 
--~----~-~---~ 
DATA " I ij ~ DATE 'l-t i,,.o g 0 BY Lk Dv 
START/STOP -------+---
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
--~------
TOT AL SAMPLE \'$ SPc., SAMPLE RATE 1-.J 1'_ ------
TOTAL 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 





89 0 .109 
90 0 .125 
91 0.144 
92 ---r-;·--- r ~y 6ftvt"' e-re fl'H ~--i, 0 .165 
93 ' 0.189 
94 (' I 0.218 
95 ~u. -,.,.pe_. 0.250 
96 0.287 











108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 
113 3 .031 
114 3.482 
115 4. 000 
2_Pso (1 ---
_2:_P = • 0 = Fm (2) 
2n - -
= Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed ... __ 
Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta -= x • • Fol (4) -- -- --
Equi valent 
Noise Level L qo dBA ((90)) ( : 
L 8 S dBA ( ( 85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(<L-85)/5) 












TASK NO. 44 ---
EQUIVALEN! NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT F ""~ t ·_ YJ ~ ~J. g~i~ ~(1-o /8 t; BY .k_ / Dv!L 
OPERATION~l ~~ t<•v..'- 1 ~\.\)'>· ~~T/STOP TIME ________ ~---
EMPLOYEES '\)1..~ ,p\,..~ "±Y fW,...:...J\, ~ DlILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
TOTAL SAMPLE t;\,I ~ec.. SAMPLE RATE ----
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA n 










94 I (.. 
95 t'tU\ \ 1 
96 tHJ lf--.ll tl-l I® 1'NJ 11 11 
97 \'t-W ffiJ 11-lJ I I 1' ti 
98 l'NJ\\ 7 
99 














114 - 115 
~n • b~ 






























2 . 29 7 






• ~ "3 to 
1.7So 
'· n'l 
~ ·'L 10 
2. . t.S3 
.s v ,_) 
--
'P ·a ~ s 0 L .. \ 1· .; o 
= Ta (3) 
Equival ent 
Noise Leve l i b.S dBA ((90)) Fm x. Ta -= x - -= Fm - - - - --
~b.<) dBA (( ss)) 
L 16 .6 1 l og (16F) + 85 . I 
[ (L-85) / 5] 














TASK NO. 45 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
(':::i }- . ......... • I - . l ..Q... J DATA / I . ) ~ 
PLANT ~~ Cl'~. DATE y '2.rv ~I BY LL<.. ViJ 
OPERATION el_u 5~ d_ ~Mt!-1 ~ ~START/STOP TIME----------=---
EMPLOYEES ~Ede..;;;::, fL $""31J~, DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
TOTAL SAMPLE ~1. S ~c.. SAMPLE RATE 0 · ei ~ ~ (_ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL dBA 
n 
Less than 65 KU h-lltt-l\N-!IN-Ul1U :iv 
85 I\ "'b 
86 
' 87 I 1. 
88 I 
89 \ I 
90 I\ ?J 
91 
























Daily Hours Exposed = _ _ 
Time 8 
F P=nxF 
0. o. .... 
0.062 .1&, ,.,. ;1 -
0.072 ----,~"' 
0.082 ,. I I.I, lf --, " 
0.095 - ~ -. -
0.109 . \ .(2..51:7 
0 .125 . ~1') 
0 .144 
























2P ~ I.IS] 
1. 7 23 
= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta"" x • • Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L 11) dBA ((90)) 
_QS_ dBA ( (85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. I 
[(L-85)/5] 
















TASK NO. 4 ft; 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~~I h 1J ~A. 
OPERATION Ct-IS (,111 .r, 
EMPLOYEES c rJ s tJ\'. ( ( b) I 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE IDS ~ c' SAMPLE RATE). b-1 ~ ~<. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
n 
Less than 85 ~-1 Mt\ till I \ 1 l 19 o. 0. 
85 NU c ..) 0.062 11 I " .· 
86 It t-Wll\\ ~ 0.072 16\f-'9 ".' . 
87 ii I LJ... 0.082 . ~.3~ .) 
88 'NJ l\ 1 0.095 ,...bi 5 - ' 
89 I I\ 4- 0. 109 .~·%, 
90 I HJ \tl\ \ l \ 0.125 I· '.>1S 
91 I \ \ 3 0.144 .'{ ~)... 
92 0.165 












105 1. 000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 






L • 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85) /5) 












EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
-i.-1.-'6-~o CD 
TASK NO. 4-1 
PLANT ~ (~ ~J.~ 
OPERATION ~N) e!ge" cui\'\ ...... (" 
(j 
g~4~ J - 1 - s0 c0ay LQ , --------ST ART/STOP TIME 
~~---------EMPLOYEES_O_.e._._C ..... J....._ _______ _ 
NOTES · \J '":.I\ ~ 1 ~I,..·] 
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
(1)' \IS° d) IDb, I ~c... --------D ...... ~ 
TOTAL SAMPLE 18 I .1 "ll c_ <iE);AMPLE RATE -v. 8, ~ ~.:. 










90 I 0.125 
91 I 0 .144 
92 11\ \ \ I I lf-- (_ 0.165 ,/bS I bl. llo 
93 I I l \\ ) y. 'l 0 .189 .')l,1 .1 ( ) !,:. 
94 lt{j t'N.I \~ \\\\ 1 I I 'f 1. I 0.218 ' . .:;"Lb 1. >) 
95 It-\..\\ 2 
"" 
p., 0.250 , S Du ,\/ 0 
96 "'iJ rn.11 m "' r\\ ttt-11 \ lY I 11. '2.lo 0.287 \f. l) I% 3.~ ~ 
97 N i'U \ n-t11tt-1 ® \ \ \ i I 16 'Llo 0.330 l. • L \.f '5·'.1 t 
98 IM-Ufi J I m t-\.l 1 11ll ltw \ ID i1 1i ) 0.379 3 ./~o 1.°I s~ 
99 ttt.l \ \ ·fNJtt.u \\\ 9 I 13 2.l 0.435 3.C!15 §.b s s 
100 IN..\ I' ~\li-U N-ll K-l \Tt{.l ~ \ \ \ J '5 I '2,?; :ii 0.500 J• 5 tlO 11I.1 , 
101 lml\ ,\ I ttl\IW II\\ i 1+ 'l.l 0.574 4 .sq 7- ~.I> '3 b 
102 N-U I 11-li *'ml li-Ll \'W l\ij re I 3u 1 {, 0.660 3 .11o 11~, 6 
103 IRI 1 \i..\.t\-U \ \ . rkl *i IR\ \ \ \ \ \ 11 I lu ~I 0.758 \L..~ib he;. l~ 
104 ~ ~ ti-ll \ N-ll*\ hll Nl\ \' I\. 1. "l 3Z 0.871 1J.~'3b I~. lb 
105 INJ I N-.l\ \ 111 I (o I .} 1.000 -, , f'V"\~ I t,, " 106 I I I\ \ I '+ s 1.149 1.1 v-1 1-+.s· % 
107 1.... I L. 1. 320 . ?. . bu'. 
108 I \ 1. 516 / .S/ f. I 
109 I I I 1. 741 t.1~/I 
llO I I 2.000 '2.. o\Nr 
111 I 2.297 
~ 
,_. 
112 I 2.639 ~ ' -113 ll) ('1--) 3.031 
114 lv I CY l\)f• 3.482 
115 \?-e PLJ-t4'-~'- \:..~ G~ck r, V 1 . ' I · / 4.000 
\ \.,, ·"l.:L 
~.s~bb lJ:) 2na3tfO 2_p ~ L.,. v't\ l. \ \ ( 1 
Cb \\~.?..'L 
Daily Hours Exposed = __ == = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --(~~::~~I -si:s · Fm ~i> CD 
(-.i<t.. -io"'N\"\.. """ 184.U I ':. . SSbbS 
\D•<J> ~" tl 
,.. Fffi (4 ) ; 0 e, Equivalent 10 
' Noise Leve1-\t>\.l--dBA ((90)) 
ltllfln_ I oo .& G) l_I0\.1- dBA ( (85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. F ... 1/T = (1/16)2((L-SS)/
5] )"~-:; J,f;f, 
p Ci) l IDO,'.) Mf\ (f3C/ 
TASK NO. 4 6 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~t/ W ~j~ 
OPERATION fr\,..L- MI l \.. 6 D >• ~(,,. - c. --i r I 1r.,\(r 








TOT AL SAMPLE G8, S ~e e- SAMPLE RATE o.8 ~Cl<-
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 o. 0. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 .u 
:::> 88 0.095 
(::: 89 0 109 
0 90 0 .125 .,., 
.u 91 0 .144 <1' 
;:l 92 0.165 
C( 93 0.189 Q) 
- 94 0.218 
95 0.250 
96 0.287 
97 I I 0 .330 • '3 ') o 
98 11! :i o. 379 1.1n 
99 f'lil I I 7 0.435 3. o'i <;" 
100 Nll rilJ J'NJtHJ Nil Nil mJ ffiJ flJ I 4-5 0.500 2 l. . 5,,-l) 
101 Nit N-LI fNJ I /p 0.574 i. J ftf 




106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1.516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2 .29 7 




~n • ~3_ 
Daily Hours Exposed • __ = Ta (3) 
Ti me 8 
~ Equivalent 
Noise Level !DD,) dBA ((90) ) ( Fm :x: Ta • x .. • FID ( 4) ~~ ~~ ~~ 
!Ob·3 dBA ((85)) 
L a 16 . 61 l og (16F) + 85. 
. [CL-85)/5) 














4 cl TASK NO. ---
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~} ~ ~l_. g~}:~ 'f·l-S~ BY_l_u.._ __ _ _ 
OPERATION f'<l,L. M ' '-'- ~~'"'(,. - ( 1 -r ir1"1-- START/STOP TIME _______ __ _ 
EMPLOYEES or· (_ C\ J 11<1M 9\_......., 0P. , , ( LPC:-L DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE \. ~ 1 -:, .. c ----- -
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P==nxF 
dBA n 












96 \ 0.287 .1..87 
97 '1{.\ \ \\ \ "I 0.330 L..410 -
98 'Rl Ill\ \'\-l \ IS 0.379 s-. bas 
99 M-lJ fi.U 11.l I fi-.ll I \ I l 2.4- 0.435 I o. «1-- Lj-
100 Nlli-l_\\ / / 0.500 ).> C> 







107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~p _ .. = Ta ( 3) Dai ly Hours Exposed • __ 
Time 8 ~n 
Fm"A. Ta oc X • "'FID(4) -- -- --
~ Equivalent 
Noise Level q 'l ·~ dBA ( (90)) ( ~ 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85 . 
. ((L- 85)/5] 
F • l/Tp • (1/16) 2 . 





~ c ..., 0 
ri ..., UJ • o,.-4 




TASK NO. $ o 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~~ ~A. 
OPERATION \ \)L 
-=----------~~~~~~-~~-EMPLOYEES CNS Of· C 6 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~~~-~ ~~~-
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 0. o. 
85 0.062 





91 I \ d ·~ 0.144 
92 I.,... 'I 101<.4..J v-J r~ '<'{ 1~-:;.~ I ---.. "C) l 0 .165 
93 /\ I ...... r 0.189 
94 ~ (_ ~!, Ll.t \J "\ I t\.•"'- I TI 0.218 
95 ' 0.250 
96 r- I 0.287 
97 :::i e e \0.. p e.. • 0.330 









107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .6 39 
113 3 .031 
- - --114 3.482 
115 4.000 
2n = -- 2_p"" (1 ----
2:P 0 .. Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed Q ~~ = Ta (3) -= 
Shift Time 8 
Fm :x Ta -= x -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L q C dBA ( (90)) 
~ . S dBA ( (85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85)/5] 











TASK NO. 51 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT C>~J-. ·~L-tJ ~., ~. 
OPERATioN~~ 




DATA I _ 
DATE l. -2-8-8c BY_U::.-L ______ _ 
START/STOP TIME 
-~-----~---DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
1\0 + l}Oi' IS)-t~') ---------
TOTAL SAMPLE ~bO ¥c.. SAMPLE RATE $ _,1-<c... 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 






90 I -z.. 
91 ti-ti ~ 
92 ~! l It-! I I \ \ 
93 \N.11 II '1 
94 ·r\..l1 f1' ,\®\\\ I~ 
95 11-l_\~\W 1S 
96 l'Hl. \\\.\. \\W~ \ \ l. '2.) 
97 h-W\ (,, 

















Daily Hours Exposed = 








0. '125 ,'1..So 
0 .144 .Bb~ 
0.165 l·BIS 
0.189 \ .10 \ 
0.218 J . ~1.'f 
0.250 3-150 
0.287 6. {:, 01 
0.330 I'')~ -


















2 Pso l-"3.S~~ ( 
= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta "' x • • Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level Cf 1• j dBA ( (90)) ( 
C) f. tf dBA ( ( 85)) 
L = 16 .61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L- 85) /5) 













EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
~J kd. f" -+ . --+- I PLANT ~f
OPERA-T-IO_N_._C_N_S~-,~S~~~--,.---~-=----~ 
DATA 
it l\ l %t) DATE BY 
0C · 1llk . c, 'i START/STOP TIME 
j 
}fJL-/N(r- DAILY HOURS EXPOSED EMPLOYEES 01JHt1 f"->J.c r 
TOTAL SAMPLE 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA 
n 








92 · r ~ I I 
93 ~~ \ ie_ ~ 'tf"-04,, \vv-U\ 
94 I' I 
95 l 'i (--N {~1...'-1 c:. -j-ei&.J..., IJ'v- ~e. 
96 I 
97 r I 



















Daily Hours Exposed "" __ 




































= Ta (3) 
Equivalent 
Noise Level q ~' 0 dBA ( (90)) Fm x Ta -= x • • FID ( 4) -- -- -- ( ~ 
~ ~, JdBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85) /5] 












TASK NO. 53 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~l ~ ~.J, 
OPERATION CNS =t<t1f:.:'\ \ Dl c_ 
EMPLOYEES J8Y4. 5,e.w Of. tf(.1.,.P["'- {Jl)5, 
NOTES ( C.ti) 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~--
TOT AL SAMPLE 43, 3 bt c.... SAMPLE RATE j .l l ~ <... 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL F P-=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n . 





89 0 109 
90 0.125 
91 0.144 





97 t-W \\ \ 2i 0.330 £_, blf D 
98 l"\l\ I \ 1 o. 379 "L.tos3 
99 ril1 I\\ ~ 0.435 3 . 'f\3o 
100 \ \ 1... 0.500 \.Duo 
101 0.574 




106 1. 149 
107 1.320 
108 1. 516 







2P .. 10.4 Y) (1 
Daily Hours Exposed ., __ = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
~p .1 - = \~."'~3 .. ,lib\~ = Fm (2) 
~n l.b 't 
(~ 
Equivalent 
Noise Level q~ .'f dBA ((90) ) .. F'ID (4) --Fm x Ta • x -- --
'18.j dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[ (L-85) /5) 














~ PLANT · OPERATIONO 
EMPLOYEES Df· t.1 o ) <ft I 
TASK NO. 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE D~TA SHEET 
g~~~ L-11--8 I B 0 BY L.u... 
START/STOP TIME --------
~-----~--~ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
-~-------
NOTES TOT AL SAMPLE ~7. ~ ~ <... SAMPLE RATE 0.85 'ii; c... 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) dBA 







91 ~\\ I 
92 11'llll\\ 
93 Mhl\11 
94 N-U \\I 
95 ~Ill 
96 111-l I l I 
97 lrll.11 
98 itH...11 
99 I I II 
100 MJ lli-l.J 
101 I 
102 111-ll\ 
103 11 I 






































































. LJ..0-""'!> " 
I. l ... S o 
1. 00'0 
I .l\ BS 
2. .1.lo~ 
).") "- ~ 
2 . l)lll) 
l. .1. % 
t. ~ I 
1.. ,'L-llf 
li l't 
$" . \) 0 
' s /It 
j ,<q" 
l. .1 1 1.f 
'2... b I~ 
I , ~ 1- o 
2P -=3*.\\ b (1 
. ~ 4, ~ l.. I 
Daily Hours Exposed • m = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Equivalent 
. Noise Level q b· ~ dBA ( (90)) ( ~ Fm x Ta • x • • FUl ( 4) -- - - --
~ (,. ~ dBA ((85)) 
L a 16. 61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L- 85) Is] 













TASK NO. SS 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~t}~ ~ 
OPERATION ::if 1.. llfpl<  w::L.._, 
EMPLOYEES -e \ \ d= \\Jdb - ( 
E~i~ z .. z.s-eo sy 
START/STOP TIME --------
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ---------
NOTES ~ ~ j U ~ TOT AL SAMPLE 9 S /)-t. c.. SAMPLE RATE o.B 3 )le. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL dBA n 






\ \ \ \ ~ 
89 I ""f' ' \ \ 1 
90 ti W\\ Ii.. 
91 'I'\.: \ \ -\ \ \ I c 
92 "f\. ll l'\t\"" 'M\\ 1.. 1... 
93 t' ,.l_ tN-\ \ --L\ \ \ t1 
94 k_ i'\.U.M- 1 l I '1 
95 rt- \ 1 
96 tlJ l\U 10 
97 


























0 109 ~-,.u 
0.125 (.I) C> c 
0 .144 t '4~ C> 
0 .165 1.b~C> 
0.189 s. 'LI!, 
0.218 3 .1 o'-
0.250 •·JS:o 
0.287 "l .21o 
0.330 


















2 p ., \Iii. 't-+ ~ 
l.o. Hi:, 
"" Ta (3) 
Fm ~ Ta = x • • Fm (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level 11 'l.. I dBA ((90)) 
ri.1 dBA ((85)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L- 85) /5) 
F • l/Tp • (1/16) 2 • 
( l 
( 
TASK NO. S" G:, 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 




l +-C-V (. i<. Pu<>. . DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
-----------~---




NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
n 
Less than 85 o. 0. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 µ 
;:l 88 0.095 
i:: 89 0 109 
0 90 0.125 ~ 
µ 
91 0.144 cu 
i?c 
92 ,,.-- \ \ 0.165 
aJ 93 "LV D '"'J W f'le-.-e_ \.f ';.;, t1,,-.c.. v.... ·Jt .L 0.189 





100 0. 500 
101 0 . 574 
102 0.660 
103 o. 758 
104 0 .871 
105 1.000 
106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2 .000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 
113 3.031 
114 3. 482 
115 4.000 
2:n • -- 2_p., C - - -
~p 
-~n - -- - .\bS "' Fm <2> Daily Hours Exposed • a = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 - -
Equiva lent 
Noi se Level q'L,) dBA ((90) ) Fm x Ta .. x • • FID ( 4) -- - - - - ( 
~ 2 , J dBA ((85)) 
L a 16 .61 log (16F) + 85. 
(<L-85)/5) 
















































~p - - -2:n - -
Fm :x Ta"' 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
,,,/1-8/~o r 
DATA -'I I 
DATE 41 2.- ~ o 
START/STOP TIME 
TASK NO. 5 3' 
BY L<-<-
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~-=-~~~~~-
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~~~~~ ~~~-
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 










....... I l 11 n,- 0 .165 
UJ~wN"C'<:.. (.<~) !'f"~ IJ ~I 0.189 
/\ . I 0.218 
be N--<ll \~ \.J~ s ;r..._,,.....,,... 'l Y, 0.250 
/"' 0.287 



















~n"' 2P .. ( l 
0 - Fm (2) Daily Hours Exeosed • = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
x - • Fm (4) Equivalent L 'i t ) dBA ((90)) Noise Level c 
£ ~S dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[ (L-85) /5] 














EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT f A~ ~ ~J... 
OPERATIONJf>J:fu16=>"~~ e.5 . 
EMPLOYEES 
~~--~~~~~~---
NOTES tN) ~ fu {w"t" \ ............. """' 
DATA 
DATE 
z.../i-s /8 o ~ 
4-L-8° 
---:------ST ART/ST 0 P TIME 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
C...c- • 
,, 
~ - , 
~ TOTAL 
BY 
MEASURED · NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 










93 l,.,~~ ll"'~ ~ Tl---...... ~1 . 
94 
95 6 (1 I l,J £J_ t-1 6-s. v 
96 I 
97 ~ n.-w 
98 I 
99 rTf\"llL ll'v\. \"' 1k SY. sMv.,s 
100 ~ . 


















Fm ( 2 ) Daily Hours Ex2osed = - = 0 = ~n Shift Time 8 
= 
Fm x Ta= x = F'ID (4) Equivalent Noise Level 
L 16 .61 log (16F) + 85 . 
( (L- 85) / 5] 
F = 1/ Tp a (1/16) 2 . 



































2 P.., (1 ) 
= Ta (3) 
c_ <1 0 dBA ((90) ) ( 5 ) 
-- dBA ((85)) 
















TASK NO. 60 ---
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ ~ ~. R~1~ r>i/1~\6\ BY b. Lo-
OPERATION 5\S\:.f\!'1 ~ fl(lp P11s::C1'.f START/STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES 6ttt;-BJ ttHnrJ i:;N 6rt,ovJD DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
NOTES 6f14" ~s M',11 "IS 'r q Ql·"'-'\~i\T-"4\TOTAL SAMPLE 5~ 1 ~'- SAMPLE RATE 1\ µ,;:., 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA n 







91 \ \ \ +. 
92 . ~\ ' 93 lhl\ ~ 
94 ['\-.\.. \ rti-l 10 
95 \ \ \ -:.. 
























"").~ ., ,'l,/\.O = .Fm (2) 
~5 











0 . 144 ,57b 
0.165 .C\C\'t> 
0 .189 j,1 '1Lf-
0.218 2.iea 
0.250 :15a 
0.287 R c. \ 
0. 330 ~~ 0 
0.379 '~1~ 
0.435 
















= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta .. x "' = FID (4) - - -- - -
Equi val ent 
Noi se Level q 4. J dBA ( (90) ) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85)/S] 
F • l/Tp z (1/16) 2 . 
Ci~ .i dBA ( (85)) 













TASK NO. f:, 1 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~'-ti ~1'1-E.-.f av, l, 
OPERATION \ "' ~u~51,-l c- , ~~-- .... } 
EMPLOYEES p (;, \ p\I\ r-+>v- frr__.L._~v.~) 
DATA Ji } DATE 2 2..'1. Bo 
START/ST p tnra 
BY k._ 
~-~~~~~~~~ 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
~----~-~-
NOTES I..'{...~ 'f-)., 0 Is f~vV.. i'-1\ TOT AL SAMPLE 13 3 ~ c.. ' SAMPLE RATE I 8~ Ve.. • 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
F P=nxF 
dBA n 





89 0 .109 
90 11 l :> 0.125 . '3 lS 
91 It\-\\\\ 't 0 .144 1.1..'1 b 
92 tl- 0-J li-l I f'\..l I ttU \ \\ L..) 0.165 3.115" 
93 ttJ 11-\-\ ~ \\ \\\ 1..-u 0.189 J. lBO 
94 . ttU 11\-1 h-U tR:\ \ '2.. I 0.218 t. s ll? 
95 I \\ 5 0.250 / , 1.So 
96 h-i \ \ 7 0.287 £. . tr'()~ 
97 0.330 
98 0.379 
99 l I 0.435 . ~ ~s 
100 0.500 
101 0.574 
102 I 0.660 
103 0.758 
104 0.871 
105 1. 000 
106 1. 149 
107 1.32"0 
108 1. 516 
109 I 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~p --~n 11 . SI~ • . \C\b~ • Fm (2) 
~~ 
Daily Hours Exposed • = = Ta (3) 
~tTime 8 
Fm x Ta .. x • • Fm (4) ~ Equivalent -- - - -- Noise Level q J,") dBA ((90)) 
~~ . ) dBA ((85)) 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L- 85)/5] 
















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~~*~. DATA I ~ DATE "2..- lo 50 
START/STOP T 
TASK NO. ---
0 P ERA T ION '( "'-Av', '.:::!:L_ 
EMPLOYEES S\ 
1 




TOT AL SAMPLE 1 S Sec.. . 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 
Less than 85 
85 I\ '-
86 fu\\W..\ I I 
87 t\U \t-\..1. \ \\ \ I Lf 
88 \'N_\ !\-\+. it\.\\ I ~ 
8Q l'\.l \ t\.l \ \ 1 l 
90 I'\'\-\\ M-l\ ~ I\\\\ 1D 
91 r\-\1 '.) 
92 \ \\ \ 4--
93 
94 !\-\..\ s 
95 l I 



















Dai ly Hours Exposed = __ 
Shi f t Ti me 8 
Equiva l ent 











0 . 189 
0 . 218 
0 . 250 
























I· I 'i ~ 
\S'l. 
I I \ ~4 
L. .50 
•11. 




zP .., ) .l"if ( l 
. ID' ~l l 
= Ta (3) 
Fm x Ta .. x • ... Fm ( 4) - - -- -- "10 Noise Level ~ dBA ((90)) 
gq.s dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.6 1 l og (16F) + as. [ (L-85) / 5) F • l/Tp • (1/16) 2 . 
TASK NO. b °3 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~~~~- ~~--
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENGES OCCURRENCES F P-=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 o. 0. 
85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 4J 
;:l 88 0.095 
t:: 89 0 109 
0 90 0.125 rl 
4J 91 0.144 nl 
. - · 
I 0.165 ~ 
92 r I I\ q b. 
<l) 93 L..-V t 1~'-'" I l,AJ • -c "I ~~ Ir: ::i~ I ' "~V 0.189 
- 94 0.218 
95 {' .~ I } {),., ,, 0.250 
96 \..1 t>~ "'--"""1,, W--:l--:L \ ~ . U ...J ~ l/\.Sv-. ~ w~u s . 0.287 
97 I I 0.330 
98 (""""' \ o. 379 








107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2 .000 
111 2 . 297 




2P., ___ (1 
-~-P = • D "' Fm (2) 
~n --
Da ily Hours Exposed = __ = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta-= x • • F'ID ( 4) - - -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L "1 ° dBA ( (90)) 
.c... ~5 dBA ( ( 85 )) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5] 

















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ ~~w. Eff ~ 2--{lo ~ ti hl e~ BY Lu_/\)'\,).~ r Lt..c... 
START/STOP TIME • 9 OPERATION TRA.N')fi?. OPEM'nl ((_ ~o ~'l(,l"-l(a 




TOTAL SAMPLE b o Se c: • 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND ·LEVEL {ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA . n 
Less than 85 ni-1 ttl\~ lS 
85 ~ OS 
86 Im.\\\\\ ~ 
87 M\ 0 
88 'i-\4. liU \0 
8Q lfu I I \ ..., 
90 I\\\ '-I 
91 I \ 1.. 
92 m-w \ b 
93 I\ '.> 
94 I I '2. 
95 ' 























Daily Hours Exposed = __ 
~hift Time 8 












































. s 1,1 
. ~ ·:., ;_., 
\ .\'U 
2P ":' 3. ~29 (1 
/.00,l_ 
= Ta (3) 
•Fm{4) ~ --Fm x Ta"'" x - -
Equi valent 
Noise Level __.!2 qo dBA (( 90)) 
· ~· ~ , 1.. dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.6 1 log (16F) + 85 . 
((L-85) / 5) 













TASK NO. b) 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
NOTES TOTAL SAMPLE ______ SAMPLE RATE ___ _ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA n 









93 s~~ -l>-. ~ ~ l {"/Di ~-,;; 
94 ' 
95 c... -~ t L.A' . 
96 ' I 
97 . - - 98 l)~.).4. (~ 'f+..~ ts b 
99 ' ' 100 
















2P Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = -= = -0 2n ---Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta = x = = Fm (4) Equivalent - - - Noise Level 




































= Ta (3) 
L '1 f) dBA ((90)) 
__ dBA ( (85)) 





EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
6.~ 
TOTAL SAMPLE S \ F*. L.- SAMPLE RATE \ pJ?,f/ 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
·as 0.062 
86 \ I 0.072 ,011-
0 87 I I 0.082 .081--µ 
=' 88 0.095 u 
r::: 89 l\ '- 0.109 .1./8. 
0 90 I\\\ l/- 0.125 '.\o ~ ·r4 
µ 
91 11-\..\ N-l .J.ml I~ 0.144 "'l. . \bO co 













107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~P., 7.bj (1 
~. o i:>i 
Daily Hours Exposed • = = Ta (3) 
Time 8 - -
~~ = .-,._~5 - .1\f 18~ Fm (2) 
',)&.-- .1550 
Equivalent 
Noise Level Cj/.1...- dBA ((90)) e Fm x Ta ... x • • ffi (4) -- -- --
11. ~ dBA ( (85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85)/5] 













TASK NO. Gl 
EgurVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATE z-1.-D · 18 o BY u...t. D DATA \ · 1 ~ 
START/STOP TIME ·~ 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
~---~-~--
NOTES TOTAL SAMPLE <;'"I ·1 Src SAMPLE RATE o. '2, ) f'"-
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 Jr-\\ ~ \'\\\ '® '\:\\_\ \ Lb 0. 0. -
85 \\-\..\..\\ 1 0.062 ..j) 'f -; J 
86 hl\ \ \ \ '1, 0.072 <; l l.d--, • 
87 \\\\ 4 0.082 .3i--1? ' ' 
88 I\ 1- 0.095 . I 'fD-. J 
89 I I o_ 109 • I o·'1 
90 I\\\ LI 0.125 .')JU 
91 I\\\ Lj 0 .144 ,S1b 
92 I l \ '.:> 0.165 . ~ ois 
93 0.189 












106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 







~p _ .. 
1.~'13 • .D3 S~ .. Fm (2) 
~p ..,2 .4 ~3 
lf-. () 8 
Daily Hours Exposed a _ _ = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 - -
Equivalent 
(1 
Noise Level L c\ 0 dBA ( (90)) C Fm x Ta• x - • ~ -- - - --
85. 3 dBA ( (85)) 
[ (L-85) /5) 














TASK NO. b8 
EQUIVALENT NOJSE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~t_\ ~ ~ • 
OPERATION '5T1C.~ L-A l:J R->" '1 1 q ~,, 
EMPLOYEES S3 t>p~~~:+H \ 
g~~~ i\i.o/80 BY ~'"-f 
START /STOP TIME I 
~~~~~~~'--~~ 




•TOT AL SAMPLE s~.1~ ~(.. SAMPLE RATE o.83 _a.Le. 
- - TOTAL I MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES I OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P•nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 li-l I ili-l l'-W ttt.l. lN.I N-.1 I NJ I tNJ tf.JJ !HJ !NJ ml I "' o. 0. 85 l I 0.062 'llb1.. 
86 II 2 0.072 • jlf- <f 
87 0.082 
88 0.095 
RQ I I 0.109 . \ 0'\ 
90 ti I 0.125 . \1..S 
91 \ I 0.144 , 1t\f 
92 I I 0.165 .lbS 
93 0.189 
94 I I 0.218 , 1. Ii 
95 0.250 
96 I I 0.287 ,7.. '61 
97 o. 330 
98 0.379 
99 0.435 






106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




2n• J! ~P-= I·~~~ 
~p 1.15~ 
- - l·i 31 - 1.b) - F1i1 (2) Dail~ Hours ExEosed = = Ta (3) 
2 n I/ .o Shift Time 8 
. t> Z.'t1 
Fm x Ta-= x - - fu (4) Equivalent Lqo Noi se Level dBA ((90) ) 
L &S dBA (( 85) ) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[ (L- 85) I 5] 
F • l /Tp • ( 1/ 16) 2 . 
( 
( 
TASK NO. 6 j 
EQUIVALENT NOISE_EXPOSURE DATA SHEE~ 
PLANT~. 
OPERATION t-J ll'c'~ l."' • ~ 
g~~~ zj -i-o d- · 1h/ro BY . k /~J.4, ~· ~ 
START/STOP TIME 




TOTAL SAMPLE l. ~o Ste.. SAMPLE RATE l ~ ,Aflv . 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F PE:nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
85 0.062 
86 Ni{ :5 0.072 131-. 
0 87 * l'WJ N-.1. I NJI Nil 11 1..\ 0.082 2..'L1t 4.J ;:l 88 il'lil r-il ttU N-ll \ 1- I 0.095 1."\ 'IS u 
i:: 89 't-U 1 0.109 ,;1-,~ 
0 90 11-\. 'Ul*l I'? 0.125 1. ~'l5 ·r-4 
4.J 91 ' fit \ 1 0,'144 \.co& <1l 
;:l 92 '" ft, 0.165 ·'f"lo b( 93 11 lf 0.189 .lSb (1) 
94 ti I\ q 0.218 I /1b 1.. 
95 t I ~ 0.250 I• c;, oC> 
96 II ~ \\ ~ 0.287 z. .L.% 
97 I l-kl ' li-.11 10 0.330 3,)00 
98 l\ \ ) 0.379 1.1~1 
99 I \ 0.435 . '*?:is 
100 I I it 0.500 2.· 6\) D 
101 \\\ ') 0.574 \,11..'-
102 \ 1 0.660 1.3£.0 
103 0.758 
104 I I 0.871 . ~ 1 \ 
105 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 





2P'"' 1-\. \ll (l 
l..6.St1~ 
Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ = = Ta (3) 
Time 8 - -
(. 
Equivalent 
Noise Level C/1.'f dBA ((90)) x - ... Fill (4) -- -- --Fm x Ta .. 
C/3. 0 dBA ((85)) 


















































~p _ .,. . 
2::n --
TASK NO. I C:. 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATA _I,.,.,./ 
DATE 4\481) 
START /STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE ~ b D St c.... SAMPLE RATE iJ p..,. 
TOTAL 











r 1 \ JI ,7 / 0.189 
1.._..vn1 v~ r {'.. I c-::,.::. I"-~"'""' c IJ • 0.218 
(1#.\l(,. -hti 1. -1~ 6 ' ) ) 0.250 
r · I I If -i,....., 0.287 
u c "°'<Y'f"' L4.., \JY.J5 r " -c:....r-.. I/ . 0.330 
I 0.379 
~ I 0.435 

















Da Uy Hours Exposed • __ 
Shift Time 
= Ta (3) D ,.. Fm c2> 
8 
Fm x Ta .. x - • Fm (4) Equivalent Noise Level L.<'.) o dBA ((90) ) --
~B S dBA ((85)) 
( (L-85) /5] 
















TASK NO. 7 { 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~~ -~ 
OPERATION O{l l a_ p.,-,.,, I 1. . I,, /!., ,_ , ...... ,..~ 




g~f~ -i.12.cl So BY tu I ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-
TOT AL SAMPLE =t: I:, 1.. v ~ SAMPLE RATE ,..i A 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 










94 I'""' I I I "',., 0.218 
95 L..\) (~""' \'\ f-{l, ('. \f''S'.:) 11"A. V\ O'- 0.250 
96 I"" I ,,..,, 0.287 
97 ll c-t-J '(., (L Ir~- i..t..i I r-s', t~~""'- 0 LJ I 0.330 
98 I 0.379 -
99 ~le:., 11- p( 0.435 
100 0.500 






107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~n· -- 2P .. ___ (l 
-~-p .. - - - 0 "' Fm (2) 5:n Daily Hours Exposed a: _ _ = = Ta (3) Shift Time 8 --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L C} G dBA ((90)) x - - Fm (4) - - - - --Fm x Ta .. 
..::. ~S dBA ((85)) 
(. 
L .. 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
[ (L-85) /5] 
F ~ 1/Tp ~ (1/16)2 . BbL 
TASK NO. 1L 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~J. ~ y, 
OPERATION No. 1- S-\ .::; -:.~ . -ope-.....{"'1 
BY k/~ g~~~ 1.-/l-f>/ e ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
~-~~~--~~--




TOT AL SAMPLE iS SH , SAMPLE RATE f ,5 S#c , 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F Ps::nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 fti-l l'W \HJ '\'W Z-o 0. o. 
. 85 1""14.l. 5 0.062 '~I 
86 )'\.\} c::; 0.072 . ~(,, 
0 87 11 I 3 0 . 082 • 2. '\(, 4-1 
;:l 88 I I 0.095 ,oq S 
i::: 89 I I 0.109 , /oi 
0 90 0.125 •r-i 
4-1 91 0.144 l1l 
;:l 92 0 . 165 
b( 93 0.189 <lJ 




98 o. 379 
99 0.435 






106 1. 149 
101 1. 320 
108 l. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2 .000 





2Pc:_o _ _ (: 
1.i l,... 
Daily Hours Expose d .. _ _ = = Ta ( 3) 
Time 8 - -
~p -- - Fm (2) - 0 ~n 35 .O}l 
( 
Equiva l e n t 
Noise Le ve l ~ C\ c dBA ((90) ) Fm :;c Ta • x • • FID ( 4) -- -- --
<:.. ~S <lBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
(CL-85)/5) 














EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
DATA I I DATE Z.. '2--0 8 L' 
START/STOP TIME 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
TASK NO. t .3 
PLANT \~· .. + e>,  ~j 
OPERATIO~ ~ ~- .i t... 
EMPLOYEES CS Ni) L. s l.,:. G..,.. 
~~~~~~~~-
NOTES TOT AL SAMPLE ~ ~ t> S~c. SAMPLE RATE NA 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 






90 0 .125 
91 r 0 .144 
92 [. V ('(~ i.N'N.,('._ l f' SS. t~ ...... ~G 0.165 
93 0.189 
94 fl 0.218 
95 L~/ ~,~ llt_, I" J) :c... ~ 9_ l( 0.250 
96 0.287 
97 r I 0.330 








106 1. 149 
107 1.320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 
113 3.031 
114 3.482 ,__ 
115 4.000 
--· 
~n .. -- 2_p~-- ( 





Noise Level / <J , dBA ((90)) Fm x Ta "' x • • Fm ( 4) -- -- -- ( 
.t.. f C:: dBA ((BS)) 



















TASK NO. _Jj_ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT r-"'~ ~ w. 
OPERATI0Nr~~ ~ 
EMPLOYEES__..E?i~_,l...._~~----------
g~~~ 4/ 2.-l e 0 BY Lu_ 
START/STOP TIME -~~~---~ DAILY HOURS EXP-0-SE_D ________ _ 





































LP - - -2:n --
Fm x Ta = 
1 TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 
1 
OCCURRENCES 











- I 0.189 
r ~vlN--t~ c.e~, ~ Y~. 0.218 
I . 0.250 -
l ~ -./\ I ,j t.. L II•_ ... T J'ta._ ~ c-' 0.287 . - o. 330 


















~n ... ~p"' 
0 = Fm (2) Da ily Hours ExEosed = = Ta (3) 
Shift Ti me 8 
x .. - Ftrt (4) Equi va l ent Noise Level ~ lf D dBA ( (90) ) 
((L- 85)/5] 
_ _ dBA ((85) ) 
dBA ((80) ) - -
( 
L ~ 16. 61 l og (16F) + 85. F z l/Tp • (1/16) 2 . 
___/!; /, s 
TASK NO. lS° 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ ~t b~ 8~t~ Cf /\a\~, BY G. L.u_ 
OPERATION Yr'?j LiN, t4e.>-v ~$. ~ 5 .~ START/STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES MW -, DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
NOTES 
------~-~-~~~~ 
TOTAL SAMPLE bo ~~ 
'l 
SAMPLE RATE I l s-tc., 
. MEASURED TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
F P=nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 0. o. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 4-J 
;::) 
88 0.095 
i:: 8q 0 109 
0 90 0 .125 l"'i .,, 
91 ·o .144 I'd 
;::) 92 0.165 
bC 93 \ \ 4- 0 .189 015" lo QI . 94 ~ \..l \ I ., 0.218 I c; ') (:i 
95 ~r-W ~ 0.250 1.1...~o 
96 ii\ b 0.287 l1IL'L 
97 II + 0.330 l..'l'Lc=> 
98 \ \ 4- 0.379 l.'i;\b 
99 \ ~ 0.435 l,~o'i° 
100 0.500 
101 I 0.574 .~1¥ 
102 I \ 0.660 • b " C) 
103 I I 0.758 ,i~8 
104 0.871 
105 1.000 
106 I I 1. 149 t. 1 'f'I 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 







Daily Hours Exposed = 
Shift Time - 8-
= Ta (3) 
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l ~J.'2.. dBA ((90)) Fm x Ta .. . x • =- F~ ( 4) -- -- - -
j 1.'V' dBA ( (85)) 
((L-85)/5] 
F = l/Tp =- (1/16)2 . 
dBA ( (80)) - -
Bb" 
L = 16 .61 log (16F) + 85. 
TASK NO. 1 b 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~~ 'h~ ~~ 
OPERATION ~il:, - ±; (t ~ 
EMPLOYEES ~ c~·,"' fo s ft c.lu, blJS · 
DATA ,1/i./ So DATE '-f ___,.-----
START/STOP TIME 
---------~ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
___,.--~--~---
BY L 
NOTES fvw I fiii- i TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE ------ ----
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF dBA n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
85 0.062 
-I 86 0.072 
0 
.. 
+.J 87 0.082 
::l 88 0.095 u 
c 89 0.109 
0 90 0.125 ·rl 
+.J 91 c \ u 0.144 <1l I ' ..... ..., 
rl 92 '-~ ~ '1"" \ 
__ ,, 
I•- -- - -, 0.165 
~ 
<lJ 93 r.. l 0.189 
. 94 \..) ~ \.4-~ T ~c..,.. Ri. 0.218 
95 0.250 
96 s..t., ~ 0.287 










107 1. 320 
108 1.516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2. 297 




~n == - - 2P-= ---
_2:_P = • 0 .. Fm (2) 
~n --
Daily Hours Exposed "' _ _ == == Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Fm :x: Ta c x • • F'ID (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level L qo dBA ( (90) ) ( 
_ _ dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85) /5) 













TASK NO. tJ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ ~t ~L.;tA~~ 
OPERATION :)if) ~E Of. CI 
EMPLOYEES VII ot1-J<irJ 6-
NOTES 
~~~------~---~-
g~f~ 4-/ 1-- / 6 0 BY Lu_ 
START/sfop TIME --------
---~-~---~-DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
---~~----
TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P==nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 












96 /> . I II _, 0.287 
97 U&J~\.\.f \e?S in~ 07 o. 330 
98 ,,... 1- 0.379 




103 o. 758 
104 0.871 
105 1. 000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2 .000 





2n• -- 2_p., ( ----
_2_P • • 0 .. Fm (2) 
~n --
Daily Hours Exposed • • • Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Fm x Ta= x • • F~ (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level ,t....qo dBA ( (90)) ( 
Lr/5 dBA ( (85)) 
La 16.61 log (16F) + 85. F • l/Tp • (l/16) 2((L-:-S
5)/5]. 
TASK NO. { 8 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
(' -J-- ' J...I <: - .J- ('\ I DATA L. 
PLANT ~ ry)h:L ~ · DATE 'f-l-4elo BY ~ 
OPERATI~ START/STOP TIME --------
EMPLOYEES-ec;;ti ~Q fJ_Okr Op, f)3 · DA!LY HOURS EXPOSED 
r- c....Bc; -t ~'I~ , ---------
NOTES - 6/U.A.A-1'~ ~ \lJ..rt TOTAL SAMPLE ~If~. l $1~ , SAMPLE RATE I. bb Set 
MEASURED 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 




Less than 85 0. o. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 87 0.082 µ 
::J 88 0.095 u 
c 89 0.109 
0 90 m 5 0.125 1bl-S ·n 
µ 
91 r1 -~ ~\\\ tB 0.144 l.S~ 1... co 
::J 92 ti- ~it ~ rr r-- ~~"' ~ \W h-\.l ttU *\ TW II S1 0.165 9 ,4-C>C::, b( 93 i'l ~, M\' r--J ~ W1 \\\ ~3 0.189 b_. ~}:l <lJ 
94 N-l rN.l t um l h-LI 11 2. '\ 0.218 S_!J~~ 
95 N1-J fill 11'\..l\ 16 0.250 ~!~oo 
96 tt-11\tli \\ I \f' 0.287 Lfu_~ 
97 mn\ , 0.330 · l..~lo 
98 It-\.\ \ \ 1 0.379 i.. '-~~ 
99 0.435 
100 rt{ \ ' 0.500 3,010 101 1. 0.574 I . I I/ '? 
102 "kl \I s 0.660 c;..iBo 
103 'L o. 758 i.s1·b" 
104 11-U I ... 0.871 s,iu. 
105 I I 1.000 1.~'>o 
106 i I 1.149 I, I 'f 'f 
107 1. 320 
108 I I 1.516 1·51b 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~n • 1..\\ 
, 
Daily Hours Exposed .. _ _ = = Ta ( 3) 
----------==:Shift Time 8 - - -
-----Fm x Ta "' x • a Fffi (4 ) -------;::,,... Equivalent 'j 
-- -- -- Noise Level ) • b dBA ( (90)) 
"IS.~ dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5] 
F • l/Tp • (1/16)2 . 
TASK NO. 7 / 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
g~f~ t./-1 r ~U BY LLL 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
EMPLOYEES DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
--=~---~~.__---~~~~~- ~~-~~----




MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P•nxF 
dBA 
n 
Less than 85 o. 0. 




µ 87 0.082 
;j 88 0.095 u 
c:: 89 o. 109 
0 90 0.125 ·r-1 
µ 
91 /' 0.144 '1l A . -- ~. -
::i 92 \J~ ~ -iu -. 0 .165 
b( 
93 I . 0.189 (jJ ...... I . 94 ~Q..Q.. l~pe.' 0.218 
95 0.250 
96 (') \ ' . ' .... - 0.287 97 \..AS\-..<:,«-< V"' 1'1..-t.~ s~~ "U' I u . 0.330 
98 0.379 
99 I " \ 1, I ~ 0.435 
100 \ LJ !!::) IA \Jov\) ry.._ '!\.CV-:> \ ~k t \l ll'B I f1 0.500 
101 ' 0.574 102 '~ .. L:e.w c:..vm"'"~ ntp..~t; (a.) ~Cj, 5- 'lo ~1' \ 0.660 




107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 







-2n .. - - • illS_ • Fm (2) = Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed • __ 
Shift Time 8 
Fm :x. Ta ., x • • FID (4) -- - - --
Equiva len t 
Noise Level q' D dBA ( (90)) 
-- dBA ((85)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L- 85)/5] 














TASK NO. 8 O 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ ~ ~J gff~ ct}\8l51 BY G.L~ 
-~~----~ OPERATION · START/STOP TIME 
EMPLOYEES~~~\-,_,~.---, ..... g-.---O-f_"'_· --,.--( Jt:..,._.-..._-. ......,),,_~__, DAILY . HOURS EXP-0-SE_D ________ _ 
NOTES TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
-~--~- ---~-
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOUND LE.VEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 
OCCURRENCES 
F P=nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) 
PER LEVEL 
n 










92 ~ ~ ~ t> . 0.165 
93 0.189 
94 \ I . }, I ' l 0.218 
95 \J~ ~ ~ J.. I' ,L~ 0.250 I - .J 
96 I I 0.287 
97 171.-- ~ ""' \~ ,// -- 0.330 ......... - -98 0.379 
99 vr. ~ J,,..,....J ~. 0.435 
100 0.500 
101 N trt8 l\ 11:1lrn\~~ ~~cAJ 0.574 
102 v 0.660 "103 ___ ----8" i-6 ~ ~v-,- •• l_ !1 . 0.758 
104 ' 0.871 
105 I '---"' /\.. (\ htt.\8l A J - - \,. ,11 1.000 - . . 
106 II 1. 149 
107 ~ ¥ L - \,Olli.-v (1s r ~ ;g '+-. 1. 320 
108 I 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
----- 110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 
113 3.031 
- - --114· 3.482 
llS 4.000 
~n- -- 2_p":' ___ (1) 
~p 
-= 0 = Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed .. __ .. = Ta (3) == 
Shift Time 8 --
Fm x Ta = x • = F~ (4) - - - - - -
Equi val ent 
Noise Level LqlJ dBA ((90)) ( 5 ) 
_ _ dBA ( (85 ) ) 

















TASK NO. . B l 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
g~i~ q\\@l~ BY 6, L-'--'.. 
START/STOP TIME 
~~-~-~-~~~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~--~~-~--
TOT AL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE ---
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F PanxF 
dBA 
n 





89 0 109 
90 0.125 
91 0 .144 
92 0.165 




97 o. 330 
98 - I I •A 0.379 99 7 A ,...._j,. .. '~- ~ '~ s h 0.435 100 ' 0.500 
101 ~ ~~6 0.574 





107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2. 297 
112 2 . 639 
113 3. 03 1 
il4 3.482 
115 4.000 
~n"" -- 2P":' ---
~p 
-= .. 
2n - - 0 = Fm (2) = Ta (3) Daily Hours Exposed == _ _ Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta • x = • Fm (4) Equiva l e nt - - - - -- No i s e Leve l .LL- ~ o dBA ( (90)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) I 5) 
F • l/Tp • (1/16)2 . 
L-L8)dBA ( ( 8 5) ) 
















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ ~t ~. g~f ~ '\ h s l ~ \ BY 6. LLL 
0 PERA TI ON 5 ;;::;f\~ C3°" '1-~]. e-> S \ 'fi """' · 
EMPLOYEES (}(\.-{'~~ lt+fri rJ 0 ~ bf-0\)'°" Q 
START/STOP TIME 
~~--~~-~-~ DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
~-~~-~-~-
--------
NOTES ~~ \- t'.14~ ~Ll. 'i SS ~ o~ \, TOTAL SAMPLE bf:. J ~ "\.. SAMPLE RATE I ~ ~ -
TOTAL 
MEASURED 
SOUND LEVEL 1 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F P=nxF 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
Less than 85 
85 1-l.J 
86 r..J 
87 I l-~ \ \ \ \ 
88 h-- \ \\ \ 
89 1 \ 


























L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
n 
o. o. 
5 0.062 ~' 
t: 0.072 1 '?Ab 
( 0.082 • 1 ?>B 
j 0.095 .~~C) 
Lf.. 0 109 .~~6:. 
s 0.125 I b1.c; 
"2.. 0 .144 I \.-8~ 
I o. 165 • lbS 
0 .189 






















~n • 4-I 2P":' \,'1.-0" ( 
\. ci ~s 
Daily Hours Exposed .. __ = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l L-C,0 dBA ((90)) 
g{,1--dBA ((85)) 
[ (L-85)/5] 
F • l/Tp • (1/16)2 . 













EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~xrJJ, ~ H-- ~~f~ I t -~ - Bo BY_L_LL ____ _ 
OPERATION I "k:e(¢A:i / ~t\ v.--f¢-1 l:,-\t 1v"'.:h #· START /STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES 1;v ;1 /...< /}l '1 <- DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
NOTES ~tl"'-"1 J\__ · \;-(':t o-a d.-,:,.y.<.., fru.h ,v..n,~ TOTAL SAMPLE 3gs ~(... :l,..,_l_SsSAMPLE RATE s Ste.. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P•nxF 
dBA - n 
Less than 85 11-U ti-l \ \ \ \ 1. o. 0. 
85 I\ 1. 0.062 . n -Y 
86 I\ I ~ 0.072 . 1.1 (,, 
87 \ \ \ ~ 0.082 . 2'f b 
88 \ l I LJ- 0.095 .H' 0 
89 11 \I ')' 0. 109 .':;,, '/ ) 
90 * MJ_ I MUI\\\ I '1 0.125 l_.)1) 91 rti--1 t\il 10 0 .144 /. l/lf o 
92 N-\J\11 1 9 0.165 I.'-/ <o t;' 
93 11 \\ '-I 0.189 .1 56 
94 I\\\ lf 0.218 • g 1 t_ 
95 ' \ L. 0.250 , S' 0 Cl 96 0.287 
97 ' I 0.330 . Y~o 98 0.379 
99 0.435 







107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 







~p 7 - ·.7St .. 
~n / '? 
~P., l .lS°~ 
cf. L b j 
Daily Hours Exposed • _ _ = == Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l LGaO dBA ((90) ) Fm x Ta "' x • • FID (4) -- -- - -
'i1.fo dBA (( 85)) 
L = 16. 61 log (16F) + 85. 
· [<L-85) /5] 
F m l/Tp " (1/16)2 . 
( 
TASK NO. ~ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
...... DATA I v'l I 6 I . 
PLANT ( ~~ ~ ~Dl,. . DATE °Illa$\ BY · ~ 
OPERATION T;;;th 0-1.-.... - 0i\'4;f;\-,,,,, START/STOP TIME -----~--
EMPLOYEES • r DAILY HOURS EXP-OS_E_D ________ _ 
~ c.NS ~ ~~ S- I\. NOTES M.cr """'u q,h~ TOTAL SAMPLE 3,~ ~~ SAMPLE RATE ~ ~' . • 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P•nxF 
dBA n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
. 85 0.062 
86 0.072 
0 .. 
4-1 87 0.082 
;j 
88 0.095 u 
i:: RQ 0. 1 OCJ : 
0 90 0 .125 ·.-l 
4-1 91 0.144 Ctl 
r-1 
92 I 0.165 ,J6S & 
~ 93 "!> 0 .189 .5{.:;l - 94 \ 11 .~ 0.218 1.oCf o 
95 1 l lf 0.250 j ,()DD 
, __ 96 ~i.J I fD 0.287 J ./Z '--
97 111 S" 0.330 1.e:i5o 
98 I L.. 0.379 .1 s~ 
99 I I . '3 0.435 1;3 0 c; 
100 I I 0.500 ~S"o o 
101 0.574 
102 I 1- 0.660 \."32 0 
103 l I 0.758 .1\R 
104 0.871 
105 I 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 .. 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 




~P .. ro.8~5- )lJ}= Fm c2> 
~n -·--
~-, 
Daily Hours Exposed = : = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 - -
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l q/,D dBA ((90)) Fm x Ta .. x .. • FID (4) -- - - --
q?.D dBA ((85)) 
L : 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5) 










..-i J) • 
~-I .., 





EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~d w hl · 




g~4~ 2/2-<> I&\ BY GI Lu_ 
START/STOP TIME 
-~~------~-DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~--~~~---
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE ------ -----
TOTAL 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 





89 o. 109 
90 0 .125 
91 0 .144 
92 I I 0 .165 
93 L.e<;c_ t'~ ~u ~:i~ 0; 189 
94 0.218 -· 







10 l 0.574 
~-----·--
102 0.660 
. ·- ·--··- -·-· 




107 1. 320 
108 l. 516 







2n z: -- 2P-= - (1) - --
2P -= Daily Hours Exposed = __ = = Ta (3) 
2n - - D ... Fm <2> Shift Time 8 --
Fm x Ta = x = "" fu (4) -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L- 85) /5] 
F = l /Tp = (1/16)2 . 
LtJ o dBA ((90)) ( 5 ) 
Lts dBA c <as)> 

















TASK NO. Cf 'L 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
G-. LL(_ 
TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE ------ - - ---
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 






90 0 .125 
91 I 0 .144 
92 ~~~ Lie; ~ 1~ (!S ~ • 0 .165 
93 II 0 .189 
94 ~ °\t.b~ I 0.218 
95 \ 0.250 
96 0.287 
97 o. 330 
98 0. 379 
99 0.435 
100 0.500 
101 0. 574 
102 0.660 






108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 -
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 




D Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed "' __ 
FmxTa= x & = Fm(4) -- - - - -
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Leve l 
L 16.61 log (16F) + 85 . 
[ (L- 85) /5) 
F = l/Tp = (1/16) 2 . 
~P,., ___ (l) 
= Ta (3) 
l.0 odBA ((90) ) 
c & $ dBA (( 85) ) 




EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT C~~J ~ ~ g~t~ B/~ i-/~o 
OPERATION~ e :f,,_._tA. ('""A>t_ ~;µ.START/STOP TIME ________ _ 
EMPLOYEES DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
BY 
------~--
NOTES ~ a..R- U>-'l-- TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE 
~~---~ ----
MEASURED TOTAL 




Less than 85 o. o. 




µ 87 0.082 
;:l 
88 0.095 
c 89 0 IQ(} 
0 90 0.125 ..-l 
µ 
91 0.144 ('() 
;:l 92 - I 0 .165 0( 93 C,...- lj .!--~ .+J-·~ 0.189 <lJ 
94 " 
IJ J 0.218 
95 LiAA 1h.._ R I efv/lA- 0.250 
96 0.287 





102 0.660 -- - - ·- >--· 0.758 103 
104 0.871 ._.._.._ 
105 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2. 297 
112 2 . 639 
113 3 . 031 
--- n 4 3 .482 
115 4.UUU 
2n• -- zP., (l ) ---
2:P -= = Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed • __ = 
Shif t Time 8 --
: Ta (3) = 
~n 
Fm x Ta = x --
= FID (4) Equival ent -- Noise Level L,tj O dBA ( (90) ) ( 5) 
L-<if5 dBA ((85)) 
L = 16 . 6 1 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5) dBA ((80)) 















TASK NO . 
. EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
~;~~TI~?&tJ!• 
EMPLOYEES ~ , . 
g~1~ tf(i,j8o BY G.L,.__ 
~~-~---~ 
START/STOP TIME ----------0 A IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
--~-~~---
NOTES)~ 4- ~ vJ.,,.., s "") ~ ";ft-"\_ -t~~2t:AL ~Att~E I . SAMPLE RATE 









89 0 .109 




92 L~ '4~1 ....., ·~ / 0 y ~ ~ 0.165 
93 ~I s~---
. 0.189 
94 y 0.218 
95 " ' ~ A - A • 0.250 96 lJl, I • .,At.. rn ~ ~ ~ ("-.~. 0.287 
97 C/L LI , ~ ~ P-t:· ~ \~ 0. 330 
98 (~ ...:..... Iv.<: J..-. ~ l) Is '-""' ( J.., ~A._ 0.379 
99 J) ~ s.nl:h N , _,., ,.::}- CrJ ~ ,.,.v..,t/ 0.435 
100 ' 0.500 
101 ~ ( a\AJ Eu~ I fv-<h I t)_s '""' -*' 0.574 102 I 0.660 . ·---- ......- -- - -
6\.,.-~ 103 \ rn(J.., N~ ~ii.. ~ l;,.!J<_. 0.758 
104 v I 0. 87 1 
105 1.000 
--~--- . ~· 1. 149 106 
107 
·---.:n~ .!_ _____ . _· ---- --· 
1. 320 
·~- ·--------- -·-·--·-··------·· 
108 . .. . 1. 516 - ·· 
109 1. 741 ·- -
110 2.000 
-
111 2 .29 7 
112 2 . 639 ,.. _ _______ -·---- - >-----
3 .031 113 - -· · 1 f4_, ___  3. 482 
115 4.000 
2:n = 2_ p -= 
~p 
0 Fm (2) Da ill Hours ExEosed = = Ta (3) }:n Shift Ti me 8 - -
Fm x Ta = x = = Fm (4) Equivalen t Noise Leve l LCJo dBA ((90 )) 
L 16 . 6 1 log (16F) + 85 . F = l / Tp 
((L-85) / 5] 
(1/16) 2 . 
_ _ dBA ((85) ) 



















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE ~ATA SHEET 
~~1~ '1 \ \ t> le, \ BY 
START/STOP TIME --------
PLANT C~ • ~t ~ 
OPERATION ~J f"\;..'-'i TS ~ '1.thl"'J 
~------~--DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED EMPLOYEES _ _.,~~~.._ _______ _ ---------
~~ TOT AL SAMPLE I 0 ~ SAMPLE RATE j '.!:: M. NOTES 
( ~ -
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F PznxF 
dBA n 













97 0. 330 
98 ~\ ~ 0.379 L.,'l ('-I 
99 \fW 5 0.435 2-.l ls 
100 lt\4™\ I I 0.500 ;-.S-i.>o 
101 ~~\\\ I~ 0.574 '/, 1./-fov 
102 ™- 5 0.660 J :~o o 
103 l I 2- 0.758 J.Slf.:, 
104 I I 0.871 . 8' ")1 
105 1.000 
106 1.149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 -
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 





Daily Hours Exposed = __ _ = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 
Fm x Ta "" x .. • Flil (4) - - - - --
Equivalent 
Noise Level \lfV.S dBA ((90)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5) 
F • l/Tp = (1/16)2 . 
l<n -)dBA ((85)) 


















EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
" .l · l r . .J. t\ i .J-- DATA 1 Q..\ PLANT~~°'~ ~ ~ DATE qllo ~I BY_G~·u_ _  .(. ___ _ 
OPERATION ~ f'..\.;..\,\ (~ $.:y..; Of , START/STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
NOTES ill TOTAL SAMPLE ___ S_AMP_L_E_RA_T_E_ 
-~-~--~------~ ------ -~-
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA n 









93 - · . ,, 0 .189 94 ~~~ ~. 0.218 
. 95 I 0.250 
96 \M.t ~n· "J~Pr . 0.287 
97 0.330 










108 1. 516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 






-~n "" -- • -~1~ ... Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = __ 
Shi ft Time 8 
= Ta ( 3) 
Fm x Ta = x .. • Fm (4) -- - - --
Equivalent 
Noise Level 18 dBA ((90)) 
L = 16.61 log (16F) + 85. (CL-85)/5) F = l/Tp = (1/16)2 . 
43 dBA ((85) ) 


















TASK NO. _:1j_ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
g~t~ 1\ 18 l~ \ BY G ' G .. <._ 
START/STOP TIME 
~~~-~~~~~~ 
DAILY HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~~~~~-
NOTES ~ :s ""'-LA e- 4 /\M- ...... ; \ TOT AL SAMPLE y) -; ,4/-<- SAMPLE RATE 1-~ _j l 
TOTAL MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P=nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 





HQ r-H...I 'ti-.u 10 0 109 J, 0., 
90 ll'i--\ ~\\\ n 0.125 ).bi.5 















106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1.516 
109 1. 741 
110 2.000 
111 2.297 
112 2 .639 




~P ... 2..1..1>1 = .oi\S = Fm (2) 
~n 'L 7 
~n • 2-.] 2_Ps:'2..·20) 
= Ta (3)3 , 2-tJ / Daily Hours Exposed -= _ _ 
Shift Time 8 
In .. \£) 
Equivalent 
Noise Level L.qo dBA ((90)) Fm x Ta = x = ~ (4) . --
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
((L-85)/5] 
F = l/Tp ~ (1/16)2 . 
& q. B dBA ( ( 85)) 













TASK NO. /D 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPO~URE DATA SHEET 
PLANT ~ !W.t ~· 
OPERAT~ ~JL.~-vr) 
EMPLOYEES y\ ~, c:&\.,,,.,...,"' f" -._ ... f J 




DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~~~~-~~~-
NOTES c>M "\.- ).. TOTAL SAMPLE_3..,,..._\ ~,...'} ____ SAMPLE RATE I) ~ 4 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURREN,CES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) dBA 





















105 H4.l l\ 
106 t\{l \ 









~~ =1-l.~31,= { ./'1'11 = Fm (2) 
'"V O 
Fm x Ta .. x • • F~ (4) -- - - --
TOTAL 
OCCURRENCES 























I 0.871 .~11 
1 1.000 1.~ 
f::, 1. 149 h. gcw 
~ 1. 320 . :s .Ci~ 0 
-
I 1. 516 I. S- I (...., 
I 1. 741 }. ., 41-1 






~n .. 1...-0 
= Ta (3) 
Equi valent 
Noise Level ~ dBA (( 90) ) 
~dBi\ (( 8 5) ) 
L = 16.61 log (16 F) + 85. 
( (L- 85) / 5) 
F m l /Tp s (1/16) 2 . 
















TASK No. I ol 
EQUIVALENT ~IS! EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
/') .J . -.... I ("' +- (\ ft DATA I J PLANT~ ~ ~. DATE q 10 81 BY 6. L...... 
OPERATION I)"'-~ flt'-\ ,..r sM JO Vld.l-;)rll/'. START/STOP TIME _________ _ 
EMPLOYEES. V1 /'?, GNV'C 1 Po. ,,_ ~N'- i.JI DAILY HOURS EXPOSED ________ _ 
L 
NOTES f°"(\-1::.1 (! l>t'\ TOTAL SAMPLE L 'i 3 tu<. 
MEASURED TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES SOUND LEVEL (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
dBA n 
















































0.435 • 4- ~' 
0.500 ,Soo 
0.574 ~. v "l'f 














~P. 11.1--13. G1-b3= Fm <2> ~n I?> -· -
Daily Hours Expose~ = = = Ta (3) 
Shift Time 8 --
Fm x Ta .. x • • Fm < 4 > -- -- --
Equivalent 
Noise Level JOI• b dBA ( (90)) 
I 01. b dBA ( ( 85) ) 
.. 
L ~ 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5) 
Fa 1/Tp = (1/16)2 . 













TASK NO. { 01.. 
EgUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT C~J. ~l\-· ~l.t 
OPERATION b~ s~/l..'r C.tt"'ft-1..-.J nri.n 
EMPLOYEES Mf\:!J 1 1 Q \..<£ \Rn r Ct'lS 19~ 
NOTES '1J \J 'f ~ Ol ""' I I 
gf 4~ l1 b ~ \t \ BY G. l L-t..<t,, 
START/STOP TIME ----------DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED ---------
TOTAL SAMPLE ~\ -l~ SAMPLE RATE 1 "'j ~'-
TOTAL 
MEASURED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
SOUND LEVEL F P•nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCU~NCE) PER LEVEL 
n 
Less than 85 o. o. 
85 0.062 
86 I 0.072 
87 0.082 
88 I \\I lJ 0.095 ,)8 
89 N-l I l(i.l \"i--U \\ \ I fa,. 0.109 I q~"L 
90 n+\ l'tt-l tt.l \ I \ ,., 0.125 'Li '1..-5 
91 N-\1 \ \\ A 0.144 1. 1r'L 
92 \\ \ 3 0.165 .~~s 
93 ' I 0.189 I I g" 94 0.218 
95 0.250 
96 0.287 










107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 







~n "'.....__5_1 _ 2_p ":' 3.q~\ ( 
=Ta (3) (o,~o~ 
0 
2:P ;;? 
~n .. 3. ~.I · . o11'f Fm (2) Daily Hours Exposed = __ 
Shift Time 8 51 t \1')~ 
Equivalent . 
Noise Lev·e1 (_ '1 D Fm x Ta = x • = fu (4) -- -- --
L 3 16.61 log (16F) + 85. [
(L-85) /5) 



















TASK NO. /()$ 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT~ 
OPERATI~~ 
EMPLOYEES \ ~ . 
gfF~ ~he\~l BY ~ . ~ 
START /STOP TIME 
~~~~~~~~~~-
DA IL Y HOURS EXPOSED 
~'----=-~~~~~~~~~- ~--~-~---




SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES F Ps:nxF 
dBA 
(ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL 
n 





89 0. 109 
90 0.125 
91 0 .144 
92 - I I 0.165 
93 [~1~ IL.~ ~ q I)' 0.189 
94 0.218 
95 . ~~ '\l.>A.o . 0.250 










106 1. 149 
107 1. 320 
108 1. 516 





ll4 I 3.482 
115 4.000 
~p -- 0 .. Fm (2) = Ta (3) - Daily Hours Exposed '"' __ Shift Time ~n 8 
Fm x Ta .. x • • Fm (4) -- - - - -
Equivalent 
Noise Level L '\' 0 dBA ( (90)) 
_ _ dBA ((85)) 
dBA ((80)) - -
BBb 
L = 16.61 log (16F} + 85. 
· (<L-85) /5) 










TASK NO. /0 S 
EQUIVALENT NOISE EXPOSURE DATA SHEET 
PLANT Cs:-.~~~.J ~ 9-vl . 
OPERATION Ck~ · u P v "J.l.1 C. N.! :J k-
EMPLOYEES 
g~1~ tit.I~ 0 BY c,. ~ 
START/STOP TIME 
~-~-~~-~-~ 




T 0 T AL SAMPLE +S f.-'<.- SAMPLE RATE I~ P-#'-
MEASURED TOTAL 
SOUND LEVEL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES 
dBA (ONE MARK PER OCCURRENCE) PER LEVEL n 






90 N-l.\ ~ 
91 
92 
93 l'lllll/J 'f 
94 N..l.1 1'14.l. I I I I '.!i 





















~P =- .r. ~I - ,l'\}i_ =Fm (2) 
~n Jr~ 
Daily Hours Exposed .. __ 
Fm x Ta '"" x • • rm (4) -- -- --
Shift Time 8 
Equivalent 
Noise Level 
L a 16.61 log (16F) + 85. 
( (L-85) I 5] 


































= Ta (3) 
~?i 1 \ dBA ((90)) 
Cj], \ dBA ((85)) 
dBA ((80)) -- ea7 
~:...---··-. ·- ~ - · - ·- - -- · -- --
-- -·-----~-'----------'--
c. \ 
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